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Abstract
Rhythms of the street
There is a clicking. A rhythmic, healthy, unthwarted sound of expensive shoes
that echo click, click, clicking down the mall.
Reverberating rhythms of shoes, and the feet who fill them, attached t o bodies
- well appointed, mid-50ish wo[men] in suits, busily clicking by.
Down on the ground, sitting on the street.
the sound of those shoes h especially loud.
Deafening...
Different from the slow, broken. sloughing sounds
singing from the tired feet of the homeless.
Aimless rhythms - rhythms of contrast. rhythms of the street
(Field notes: 08/24/98).

This dissertation is about the lived experiences of street kids. It is a
hermeneutic inquiry that explores street kids' participation in panhandling and
the complexities that are entangled in the messiness of life in the urban
streetscape. It is also about my journeying through this inquiry, and my
continuous ponden'ngs of myself, of this research, of values, and of what this all
means, for me, for you, and for street kids.
Panhandling is taken up as the site for street kids' interactions with the
mainstream, where kids connect with themselves, with others, and with the world
around them. Panhandling is both questioned for how it signifies the
embodiment of the experiences of street life for kids, and for how it is tied into
the philosophic, economic, and political conditions that frame their lives on the

street This inquiry, explores the geographies where various meanings are
connected to living in the margins. on the brink, as the 'other'. I try to explore the

iii

tensions between the personal and political aspects of street kids' narratives by
examining them with respect to how systems, beyond individuals, frame and
impact the meaning of being a kid in the landscape of the street.
This interpretive inquiry also attempts to revision how we take up the

experiences of street kids. Street kids' visions and values are offered to open up

the dialogue between themselves and the mainstream. This dissertation invites

us all to re-imagine how our lives are connected to each other, on and beyond
the streetscape for kids.
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An invitation for reading
Before you there is a document
carefully and thoughffully composed.
Before you there are voices,
waiting in the pages, lurking in the margins.
Inside you there are stories
There are memories of your coming to be
These pages are like wandering souls - Voices emerging
who also have tales, stories of their lives, memories of their coming to be
This is their telling...and mine...and yours.
Let these accounts mingle with yours.
Let deafness hear anew. Let the words echo and linger...
thoughts in a flicker gone and back once more.
Let them dangle and resonate in the jigsaw of our understandings
Let these stories terrify you, anger you, sadden you, shake you.
Let them not touch you - leave them, take them, believe them, don't.
They are offered in kindness, in criticism, in hope.
They are pleas and apologies, cries and creations and they are angry and
glad - desperate and flee.
This is my offering,
it is the communion of an understanding and a possibility for hope.
It is a manifestation of compassion, of redress, of guilt and love and hate.
I offer it to ears and eyes,
hearts and minds,
intellect and emotion,
I offer it to you.

Chapter One: An Invitation for Reading
Introduction
Street kids arc the focus of this dissertation. I cannot say why yet, or how,
or what aspect of street kids has captured me throughout this work because I
must first settle, for you and me, that although street kids are central to the
inquiry at hand, the inquiry itself has grown, and evolved, and changed. I can tell
you however, that it is them who have seized me - who have presented
themselves in the world as I experience it as people to encounter, to engage, to
explore, to learn from, to let teach me, to heal me, to show me. Gadamer says
that "we are possessed by something and precisely by means of it we are
opened up for the new, the different, the true" (Gadamer, 1977, p. 9). And so it is
true of this work. Street kids possess me and beckon my coming to understand
something new about them, and about me, and reluctant as you may be, also
about you.
In order that Ican make an attempt to bring expression to what I have
learned and experienced about street kids and about the world we live in, I must
first invite you to explore my wordlview as it relates to the nature and importance
of interpretive inquiry. Imust first ask you to engage this text in a way that will
free you from the constraints that bind scholarly inquiry into a narrow set of
acceptable procedural rules and evidentiary standards, with the hope of creating

a space for an unencumbered understanding, allowing a newness about the
topic to em6erge. In the spirit of that goal this chapter will explore some of the

questions that need to be raised before we can begin to tell the story of this
inquiry.
"mhe real power of hermeneutical consciousness is our ability to see
what is questionable" (Gadamer, 1977, p.13) and so it has been my task to look
anew at all that complicates and confounds an understanding of street kids. The

central tenet of this kind of inquiry is to make meaning and in some way to impart
that meaning in a pedagogic and transformative way (Gallagher, 1992; Smith,
1994). It is not about separating and holding in abeyance our experiences in life;
to the contrary, it is precisely because of our history that we seek to bring to bear

what might be otherwise lurking quietly behind the scenes (Gadamer, 1995). It is
not about reproducing the world so that there is a finite, obdurate, static truth
that can be measured against some other truth, but rather it is about engaging in
the dialectic and multilayered conversation that is continually in flux, changing,
evolving, and shifting. It is about a kind of personal acuity that enlists us to take
up life and all that is mingied in living's complexities despite our desires for
certainty and predictability. For me, this has meant that this inquiry has been
profoundly pedagogical in terms of learning about the conditions and
particularities of street kids' lives and the connections they have to my life, and
to all of our lives. It has involved continuous, multifaceted dialogues between

myself and a host of convenants, convenants with whom you will become
acquainted throughout this text For example, in chapter two,Iexplore how my
situatedness in the landscape of the street kid topic emerged, and how it led me

to take on the task of doctoral studies. I explain how engaging the literature on
street kids to glean a better understanding of what academia could offer on the
subject led me to approach this inquiry in a particular way, and so on1.
Throughout this work you will become familiar with the multiple
conversations simultaneously converging on the topic of street kids,
conversations that occur between myself, street kids, the literature, and my own
reflections. This process has enabled me to understand something about street
kids, about myself, and about the world in which we live that I did not understand
before. It is this understanding that I will share in the following chapters and
pages. For street kids, I imagine that this process has meant an opportunity to
interpret their lives and experiences in order to teach me something about them
and their lives on the street. It has meant that through our conversations
together they have expressed the connections and meanings they have come to
understand about themselves and their world with the goal of telling me
something about the conditions of their lives. Understanding through
interpretation is the herrneneutic quest and "good interpretation shows the
connection between experience and expression" (Smith, 1994, p. 107). This is

what I hope to do here. It is the goal of my efforts and it is the labour of this
inquiry to show you, to engage you, and to help you understand. The
henneneutic mandate is an impressive one, but it also seems to be an
articulation of the most natural form of communication, of conversation, of
For a -tional

review of the literature, please see Appendix 1

questioning, and of living. It is, after all, a philosophy of living, not a prescription
for inquiry. But despite hermeneutics' encompassing characteristics, it can

nevertheless be situated within a research landscape and can offer invaluable
insights into why, how, and in what manner one might take up the complexities of
a question and ultimately the messiness of an answer.

Phenomenologically speaking, coming to a research question, or being
seized by a topic as I have been, is already admitting that we are interpretive

beings and that the intention with which we attend to something speaks to our
natural inclinations to attend in the first place (Smith, 1994). This can be traced
to Husserl's notion of intentionality (we are always conscious of a something)
and to the phenomenologist's commitment to the lifeworld2 (Caputo, 1987; Smith,
1994). And so, the lifeworld inhabited by street kids is central to what we are
discussing here. Partly because of my intention to investigate the lived
experiences of street kids, partly because street kids had an opportunity to talk
about their lives and to discuss their lived experiences, and paNy because I am
hoping to engage you in this discussion, a dialogic conversation has begun.
From this place of experience and expression, I

lead you, and beckon you,

and show you.
Gadamer (1995) suggests that this intermingling of our knowing and
Husserl's
to this disamion rests primarily in his disavowing metaphysicsas the
central concern for philusophy and in re-focussing philosophical questions anray from ontology
and towrd the world as it is experienced. Husseri's redudions and beliefs in universal essences
is not consistentwith a trermeneutic or interprethestandpointntFor a brief explication of
phenomenology'scontribution to the devetopmerrt of philosophical hememutics see Gallagher,
(1992); Smith, (7994).
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understanding, of our beliefs and perspectives, is a fusion of horizons where we
reach in for the common ground between us, using language, history, and
conversation to mediate our communication. This is done in the spirit of
understanding and renovation. In this case, the intention is to get closer to the
lives of street kids and to understand those life stories for all the things that they
may tell us, things we might be ready for as well as things that might surprise us.
It is to follow the threads of conversations that lead to various places and

diverse understandings. There is no unbiased position frDm whence to offer up a
value-free assessment, to extricate information from its context. We always
begin from a perspective, and carry h
w
ti

us our history, language, purposes, and

-

convictions. In other words, there is no way of getting behind perspective there

is no place of pristine tabula rasa from which to depart. The point of departure is
always referential and prejudiced, relational and pre-judged, in terms of one's
history and all that is invoked by one's tradition (Gadamer, 1977, 1995;
Gallagher, 1992; Smith, 1994). And that is true of me, of the kids, and of you.
But this admission need not fn'ghten you, for it is a path of honesty and

hope. Tradition or perspective need not translate into the narcissists' ego
fantasy, luring you into her world, separate and cloistered from anything else we
might know or understand. It is rather about the interplay between experience

and understanding, between situating what is new in relation to what we may
already surmise, and where our understanding may already be. It is, in the end,
a practical approach to dialogue, dialectic, and discovery (Dewey, 1916;

7
Gadamer,l995; Gallagher, 1992; Smith, 1994). And herein lies the point of this
dissertation. It is to admit that there are multiple perspectives about street kids
and to cogently offer one here. It is to connect the familiar to the unfamiliar and
to find our way through the tensions of both (Gadamer, 1995; Gallagher, 1992).
It is to present a case for an interpretation of the lived experiences of street kids
and what that potentially means to me, to you, and to our undentanding of the
phenomenon. And so, despite the misunderstanding that interpretation is about
the self, the ego, and the solipsistic space of the interpreter, good interpretation
is certainly not. Hermeneutical interpretation can never be merely about the
reconstruction of the world as it is, or as the narcissist sees it, but rather is
always an open approach to questioning and understanding the meanings that
erupt in the geographies that we are exploring (Gadamer, 1995). It is about
understanding ourselves by way of understanding others and I will therefore
attempt to show you the manifold ways that these connections encounter the
topic.

Gadamer suggests that history and language act as both constraints and
liberators in terms of our own understandings (Gadamer, 1995). This does not
mean that once you have understood yourself you are all of a sudden able to

-

see things for how they actually are definitively, finally - but rather that constant
reflection is a necessary component of exploration that has as its core, the

careful scrutiny of ourselves, of others, and of the world as it presents itself
beyond what we may be prepared for. Admitting in advance that I have a
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penpective is not a justification for saying anything at all about street kids. In the
first place my perspective is a dynamic energy of thoughts, reflections, learning,
questioning, feeling, and assessing. I am continually muddling through to make
meaning of the things that are presented to me as well as the things that I seek
out Gadamer (1995) suggests that this is precisely how I may be able to
maintain my openness about the topic. And so this dissertation is an invitation
for me to show you how my history, how my language, and how my penpective
open me to the possibilities of interpretation, possibilities that erupt in the

generative engagement and search for meaning with the topic at hand (Jardine,
1992). As Gadamer notes, "history is only present to us in light of our future"

(Gadamer, 1977, p.9). And so it is that hermeneutics recognizes the centrality of
the tradition from whence one speaks, set among and in between the fluid
motion of the world. Indeed, it is precisely because of my history, my beliefs, and
my ideas that I have arrived at asking questions about street kids.

Understanding and interpretation come from a tension that lives in
between what is familiar to us and what is unfamiliar. This means that coming to
this inquiry has been based on some familiar understanding of what the lived
experiences of street kids might be. But the conversation doesn't end because of
my familiarity with the topic. In other words I am not trying to fit what I find out
into what I already know. Hermeneuts contend that what is familiar to us opens

up the topic precisley because it presents itself as unfamiliar (Gadamer, 1995;
Gallagher, 1992). As an example, the literature that I read on street kids as part
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of my becoming familiar with the topic both came from my historical experience
of previously working with street kids, and from the projection of future
understandings based on questions that Iasked the literature to answer.
Information I gleaned from reading the literature led me further to ask new
questions about street kids, stemming from both my experience working with
street kids, as well as from having a familiarity with the literature. And so it goes
that hermeneutics is pushed and propelled by the questions that we ask and the
understandings that throw into question the things we thought we already
understood (Gadamer, 1995; Gallagher,1992). This is where interpretation
resides - oscillating amid what we understand and what we don't, what is familiar
to us and what is not Gallagher (1992) says that "[ilnterpretation is an attempt to
responsibly bridge these two demands [i.e., what is familiar and what is
unfamiliar], to resolve or in some way to deal with the tension between them"
(p.150). To that end, this inquiry prompted me to ask questions of street kids, to

vascillate in between what Ialready understood and what was still foreign to me,
and to take up the tensions that arise in the discourses of the street for kids.

As noted earlier, it is my task to artfblly bring to bear in expression what
has been experienced, and to that end you also play a part In as much as text
engages a reader and from that engagement a relationship is born, the dialectics
of understanding, communication, questions and thoughts are initiated between

us. That is, the text is restored to a living communication when it is taken up,
when it is read, when it is interpreted (Ricouer.1981). Ioffer this text as a
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pedagogic encounter for all of us. I hope that the relationship that you will have
with this text, and that I have had with this text over many years and months will
be an opportunity for learning. We are engaged, you and me, and our lives will

never be the same because we are the accumulations of our experiences and
are ever changing beings because of our experiences. Above and beyond what
we will or want, the lifeworld calls us and we are intertwined in it, We are called,
as it were, to pay careful attention. It is to that existential state that hermeneutics
invites us. And it is to that flux of dynamics between all that makes this inquiry
what it is that Iinvite you.
So how might we take up that invitation? How might we judge an
interpretation? What counts as evidence for the interpretation that I will offer
here? In much of Gadarner's Truth and Method (1995), he reMes scientific
claims to truth and authority. He battles with positivist conceptions of objectivity
and reason, and in their stead offers an alternative view of epistemology. But if
not in a static measure for our claiming to know something, then how can we
determine the extent to which understanding has occurred? Or, how can we be

certain that an adequate interpretation has been rendered? These are the
questions that Imust take up so that you may read this dissertation anned with

the henneneutic measures used to judge the value of the evidence that is
offered.
[Glood interpretation is a creative act on the side of sharpening identity
within the play of differences and we thereby give voice to and show
features of our lives ordinarily suppressed under the wight of the

-

dominant economic, political, and pedagogical fundamentalisms of the
time (Smith, 1994, p. 123).
To enable insights to emerge that begin to answer the questions of what
hermeneutics is concerned with and ultimately what good interpretation leads to,
I will take up three central tenets of philosophical hermeneutics and provide brief
examples of how these tenets relate to the lived experiences of street kids.
Questions, understanding, and the hermeneutic circle address the parameters
(or the boundlessness) of how we might engage a topic and what we might do

once we are in the middle of it. These components are not clearly delineative,
and thus their explication does not lend itself to linear articulation. They need to
be understood as a complex of interdependent ideas that reflect the possibilities
that interpretive inquiry offers. Questions and the complexity of openness, issues
around understanding and the fertility of how understanding comes to be, and
the hermeneutic circle, understood as the interpretive inertia which continually
chums and alters questions and understandings, will enable us to proceed in
taking up the complexities of street kids' lives. Hermeneutics is about finding
your way, and likewise, in finding mine, I must first enjoin with you. As Gadamer
states: "The first condition of the art of conversation is ensuring the other penon
is with us" (1995, p.367).
Questions
Questions and openness are central to the henneneuticalendeavour. As
Gadarner (1995) contends, "the question is the path to knowledge" (p.363). For
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me, this has meant a programme of research-byquestion as opposed to only bymethod. In terms of this research, my questions began yean ago when I worked
with street kids, and it formally continued in my surveying of the literature and
formulation of questions to ask street kids for this inquiry. But, as the
herrneneutic endeavour commands, questions beget questions, and so it is true
of what transpired for me once engaged with street kids. Although the questions
that I asked street kids were fairly consistent (i.e.,'what is it like being a street
kid' or 'tell me your story'), the replies which were offered led me to ask
questions beyond what I was asking the kids. These questions included political
and social questions about Western culture and North American values,
questions about poverty and service delivery, questions about social strata, and
so on. Interpretive scholars understand that taking up a topic involves forlowing
the trails forged by the substantive qualities imbedded in the topic and by the
questions which are raised in the pursuit of its understanding (for example.
Denzin, 1997; Gadamer, 1977, 1995; Gallagher, 1992; Jardine, 1990,1992;
Smith, 1994). Each question directs us toward or away from undentanding, but
questions always drive what we uncover, what we wonder about, what we admit
we do not know. "A question places what is questioned in a particular
perspective. When a question arises, it breaks open the being of the object as it

were" (Gadamer. 1995, p.362). Therefore, in the act of inquiry, we must situate
our questions within the domains of our own understandings so that they can be
laid open to possibilities. The herrneneutical understanding of the foregrounded

question is that which stems forth from a position, that which is exposed to
whatever hinders or helps propel the question beyond itself. 'The important thing
is to be aware of one's own bias, so that the text can present itself in all its
otherness and thus assert its own truth against one's own fore-meaning"
(Gadarner. 1995, p.269). After all, we are ultimately concerned with
understanding and meaning, and therefore the extent to which a question

reveals the possibilities of what might be will determine to some extent the value
of the question itself.
And so in the trajectory of this inquiry I've been compelled by some
questions, while quieting and laying others aside. Jardine (1992) notes that
knowing in advance which threads to follow and which to lay aside is
indeterminable until such time as the leads lead nowhere. Perhaps this is one of
the aspects of hermeneutics which we can perceive and judge, which can help
us conclude whether or not an adequate interpretation has been rendered. Are
our questions evoking more questions? Are they leading us somewhere else -

somewhere beyond the boundaries of what we already know, or think, or feel?

". .. [Q]uestioning is more a passion than an action. A question presses
itself on us, we can no longer avoid it and persist in our accustomed opinion"

(Gadamer, 1995, p. 366), and so our ideas and beliefs change, our directions

turn, and our understandings deepen. For example: As a result of reading the
literature for what it could tell me about street kids, I was struck by the pervasive

use of quantitative methodologies. Ultimately, Ithought. these research designs

produce certain kinds of data - data that I believed to be devoid of street kids'
lived experiences. There were a myriad of questions that arose for me as I read
through that body of literature. This culminated in my decision to ask the kids
what being a street kid is like. This question seemed to open up the possibilities
for answers and understandings that I could not imagine in advance. It left room
for the familiar to emerge as unfamiliar (Gallagher, 1992). At the same time
however, there were questions that I believed would surface through my
conversations with street kids that didn't really make a showing. Although I
interested in investigating patriarchy and pecking order on the street, it was not

an issue that arose, or, should Isay, that arose in a way that led me to
investigate it further. This is an instance where I chose to leave a question
unanswered, unundentood, and unattended to.
Gleaning interpretive inquiry's emphasis on questioning and openness,
and accepting that one's fore-understanding is both an impediment and

opportunity to understanding (i.e., recognizing that one speaks out of a tradition
and that one's inquiry is bound in the tension between the familiar and the
unfamiliar), we get a little closer to what understanding might be and how
understanding comprises both conversation and interpretation. Gallagher (1992)
suggests that our fore-understanding is ".. . continually being modified by
experience; it can be radically altered and corrected as it proceeds to
understandingn(p.69). Understanding is conceived as a fluid process,
ceaselessly being mediated by a constant revisioning of what has been

previously understood. The interplay between what is new and what seems
familiar is where the interpretive conversation is located. Hermeneutics is
centred in "open[ing] up something that seemed 'over and done with"' (Jardine,
1992, p.55). The tension between the known and the needing to be known rests

in the convening and languaging that we do to figure out what is at play.
Language

Language, as Gadamer (1995) emphasizes, is central to the way
understanding is experienced. In the first place, a conversation is always a
conversation about something, and in the second place, a conversation is
dialectically engaged by languaging about that something. Hermeneutics
prescribes that we enter into multiple dialogues at multiple levels. Here, for

example, 1 am both convening with the texts that explicate the interpretive
nature of conversation, dialectic, and dialogue, and simultaneously, I am
convening with you and with this text. Invested in these conversations, there is
an impetus to arrive at some shared meaning, some shared conception of what
this text is revealing about hermeneutic understanding and conversation.

Similarly, in the course of this work, I have initiated multiple conversations with
multiple conversants. As previously mentioned. these conversants have been
talking with me about street life for kids. I have grappled and swayed in the
decisions that direct which questions persist in asking for reconciliation and
which understandings Imight follow and explore. Iam continually engaged in a
dialogic conversation with myself, with others, with literature, with participants,
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with society, and with the world. To that end, the entire interpretive turn is about

conversation and renovation. To signify the multivocality imbedded in this topic
and therefore in this text, and as a way of representing the myriad conversations
that happen all at once, I have tried to preserve the various voices that inform
and mediate the complexity of coming to any kind of understanding about street

kids. Perhaps we might say that understanding is temporarily achieved when
something new emerges about a topic which leads us to someplace else. In this

case, perhaps we might posit that understanding "of the particular case leads us
to understand the universal" (Gallagher, 1992, p.342, Jardine, 1W2),all the
while knowing that understanding and learning are never complete or final

(Gallagher, 1992; Gadarner, 1995, Jardine, 1998).
The Herrneneutic Circle

One way of conceiving of this convergence of voice and conversation, of
understanding and reflection in interpretive inquiry, is by invoking the
hermeneutic circle. 1 understand the hermeneutic circle as interpretive inquiry's

way of letting meaning and understanding unfold through the constant renewal

of questions and conversation. This process is fluid. It has movement like the
gentle (or maybe not so gentle) ebb and Row of the ocean's tide. The
hermeneutic circle refers to the interplay between parts and wholes where ".. .

the meaning of the part is only understood within the context of the whole, but
the whole is never given unless through an understanding of the parts.
Understanding therefore requires a circular movement from parts to whole and
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from whole to parts" (Schleirermacher, cited in Gallagher, 1992, p.59).
And so this process of questioning and understanding, reflecting and
questioning again, reveals the unending reciprocity between thinking, feeling,
experiencing, and interpretation. The hemeneutic circle therefore implies a
temporality, a contextual referent or chronological stream of turnings and
twistings which contiguously evolve in relation to a topic. As a result of each
experience which beckons our intention and calls our attention to it, we
accumulate a knowing that propels us into the future, all the while incorporating
our understandings of the past. With street kids, this has meant a continuous
process of reflection on what it means to live as a street kid. Partly informed by
the conversations that I have had with street kids, and partly by what strikes me
anew while thinking about the topic, I am constantly cycling in questioning and
understanding - reflection that repeats back on itself, always taking into account
the diverse teachings the kids offered, always turning toward what emerges as
unfamiliar. The process evolved and revolved, always enlarging itself to
incorporate new aspects of understanding, producing more questions, leading

me in deeper and in new directions. As Gadamer (1995) notes: 'The art of

-

questioning is the art of questioning even further i.e., the art of thinking"
(p -367).

I believe this is true of my exploration into the lived experiences of street
kids. Even as Imite this invitation for reading. Irealize that my understandings
about the topic have changed from when Ifirst began "turning towards the

phenomenon" (van Manen, 1991). For example, Ioriginally imagined that the
data I would collect would be replete with particularities about street kids' home
life experiences. To my suqxise, the greatest proportion and the greatest impact
on me of what kids talked about had much less to do with the homes they had
come from than the lives they were currently living on the street This is
demonstrative of interpretive inquiry's imbedded regenerative process. In the
pursuit of bringing expression to the experienced, I will try to account for those
circular turnings and twistings that make up my ever evolving and incomplete
understandings about the lived experiences of street kids. This inertia between
expected and unexpected, questions and more questions, understanding and
interpretation, reveals itself as an ever enlarging proposition increasingly open
to thoughtful and provocative interpretation. As Gallagher (1992) concludes.
"[tlhe more movement in the circle, the larger the circle grows, embracing the
expanding contexts that throw more and more light upon the parts" (p.59). the
greater the potential for a more comprehensive interpretation to emerge. And so
it is true of this inquiry. At one time I was looking to fill in some of the gaps that

had been left by the literature. Currently, much more is in question and much
more has been implicated in understanding the lived experiences of street kids.
Hermeneutics Closer to the Street

As previously mentioned, the rationale that Iadopted for my study with
street kids emanated from my dissatisfWon with the unidirectional, positivist,
and quantitative approaches that researchers have traditionally taken with this

population. Nevertheless, the literature on street kids has defined, delineated,
and dissected the various aspects of becoming a street kid. From familial
background to behaviour on the street, this body of research has identified a
number of issues which street kids confront both before getting to the street and
subsequent to living on the street. The literature has been successful at
providing a solid demographic, quantitative perspective of street kids, including
potential antecedent factors3. But my approach is obviously different. My
approach emanates from my worldview, a perspective that is incongruent with
the positivists' entitled fix on truth and authority. It emanates from my seeing and
understanding something different about the phenomenon. It emanates from a

drive away from compartmentalized understanding and a drive toward a more
holistic and ecological rendering of what is at play. Its impetus is to understand
what is going on for street kids with all its potential messiness. I appreciated the
literature as it explicated aspects of what it might be like to be a street kid, and I
understood the literature as a starting point from which Icould launch my own
scholarly thinking about the subject!
Iassessed that the meaning of being a street kid was not evident in the

academic literature, largely as a result of the oveMlhelming use of quantitative
design in the research methodology. This gap represented more to me than an

' For a traditional reviewof the literature please amsuit Appendix 1

1 refer here spcif~cally
to a schdarty endeavour as a w y of delineating that my turning toward
the topic began long before I amneded with the academic litetafLIre.This will be hrrther
explicated in chaptertrm.
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opportunity to try a different research approach - it was about looking at street
kids from a completely different perspective. For me, this was an invitation to
disrupt the current propositions about street kids, and to use language to effect
that goal (Bonneycastle, 1996). Smith (1994) tells us that good interpretive
research is "to problematize the hegemony of dominant culture in order to
engage it transforrnatively" (p.114). For me, hermeneutics, and all that it

encompassess in terms of questioning, understanding, reflecting and renewing,

was the natural choice to make for this inquiry. Interpretive work was, and is, my
chosen path because it most closely embodies the philosophy with which I live
my life. It is like finding a soul mate, a companion who helps clarify the
confusion, who helps figure out the complexities, and who sometimes insists that
we linger in the messiness of the issues so that we are receptive and open to

learning something new.
The goals I set out for this research seemed simple. I wanted to
investigate the lived experiences of street kids. I wanted to ask them what being

a street kid is like, and *at

meanings they ascribe to their lives. I wanted to

explore the multiple discourses of the street. I wanted to understand something
new about street kids. What seemed simple those years ago seems more
complicated now. Gadarner (1995) suggests that the danger of interpretive work
is losing oneself in the fray of the complexity of the lifeworld, and so it is that this
kind of research is deeply personal (but not private). Jardine (1992)
acknowledges that there are directions

and leads that arise from our research
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that we leave untouched and unexamined and to those we must admit that we
are uncertain of the places those paths would have led. Hermeneutics does not

ask us to take everything up, but rather to explore what erupts for us, beyond us,
and inspite of us.
In my learning about research methodology and about the philosophy of
science, Itravelled through the worlds of a number of research approaches. I
must confess that building a research methodology was more of a concern
academically than philosophically speaking, but I did not really know that then.
Bringing to articulation what rests comfortably within us as part of how we

experience the world is partly the hemeneutic endeavour, and I needed to read
and think carefully about how I would investigate the lived experiences of street
kids. I needed to try things out to see how they fit for me; I needed to become
familiar with what adopting a certain approach might mean for me, for my
participants, for the world. I engaged the discourses of research methodology to
finally (and never finally) find my place. It became clear that there could be no
separation between who Iam as an individual, a student, a woman, a Jew, a
friend ,and so on, and how I choose to take up the world. It is for those reasons
that I have also come to understand that interpretive inquiry would guide me as I
undertook this investigation.
Hermeneutics and Writing
Hermeneutics requires that we pay attention to language (Smith, 1994).
and that we use language as the go-between in our dialogic communication

together. Language, according to Gadamer (1995) is everything that we can
articulate; it is the culmination of our thoughts and our understandings, yet it
leaves the door open for further interpretation and consideration. The centrality
of language in hermeneutics has direct ramifications for writing and for writing in

particular ways. Accompanied by the importance of questions and conversation,
of hemeneutic circles and understandings, language undergirds all that we can
bring to the interpretive engagement Without language, we could never bring to
voice what we experience, and as we have previously appreciated, "good
interpretation is about bringing expression to experience" (Smith, 1994).
Hermeneutic writing is "strong,. . . its desire is to provoke new ways of seeing
and thinking, with a deep sense of tradition, bringing about new forms of
engagement and dialogue about the world we face together" (Smith, 1994,
p.127). And so the task of the interpretive writer is to use language and poetics,
to use evocative and provocative prose to make her case, to reveal the web of

connections she has cast in the confused and complicated world of
understanding. The vw
nitg
i

of the objective, disinterested observer, the value-

free, unbiased, innocent reporter is unwelcome in interpretive work.
Hermeneutics necessitates a deep personal involvement with the topic and the
text; there is no severed position from which to report. Denzin (1997) admits
"[tlhe new writers resist those who would turn ethnography into stable, realist

systems of meaning" (p.9). recognizing the heavy burden placed upon
interpretive researchers to deknd their approach to inquiry. Issues of authority
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and truth, of reflection and interpretation, are elements of interpretive writing that
must be shown to be relevant and in the service of the topic. Good interpretive
research is always generative and always opening up to new possibilities
(Smith, 1994). therefore, interpretive writing must aid in creating those
possibilities.
For me, language is a critically important aspect of the interpretive

endeavour. It is through language that I hope to communicate something new to
you about street kids and about the business of our living together. It is through
language that the kids convened and expressed their experiences to me, and
shared their ideas and dreams. It is through language that Iwill be able to take

you, to convince you, to teach you, and it is through language that Irun the risk
of losing you. And so, I must be vigilant and gentle, careful and powerful in the
conversations that I have with you, with the texts, and with the interpretations.

The interpretive constructs discussed in this chapter have immediate
significance for how I have located and situated hermeneutical concepts within
this document I have tried, in this dissertation, to execute hermeneutical tenets
in at least two ways.

The first is related to the way I approached the research

itself (and that will become apparent by following the stories of the research),
and the second is connected to the manner in which Iwrote as well as the way I
put this dissertation together. It is the second to which Iwill now speak.

As you turn the pages, you will notice that there are variations in font
representing multiple perspectives and conversations. This is my way of

maintaining the richness of the progression of thoughts and understandings
without

limiting discussions to linear modalities, or holding in abeyance pressing

and urgent musings. It is my testimony to the importance of understanding the
topic from the cyciical position articulated in the hermeneutic circle and the
admission that only with the parts can we come to understand the whole.
Similarly, throughout the text, you will recognise that there is a narrativity, a
temporality, an evolution to what you are reading. This is my pedagogical effort

to grapple with what is familiar and what may not be and to offer interpretations
that bring us together in understanding something about street kids and the
world in which we live. It is the manifestation of my hermeneutic philosophy to try
and lay a common ground upon which the questions and understandings of the
topic are free to erupt, and where I am free to explain or explore them. This is
the way I have created conversation, the way I have tried to keep myself open to
the dialogic and dialectic of understanding, interpretation, and meaning. By
exposing myself and telling my stories, by reflecting on my fore-understandings
and coming to know myself better, and by expressing my emerging
understanding through the use of effective languaging about the topic, I hope to

be able show you what I learned about kids on the street and the contexts in
which they live. In asking them to share with me what being a street kid is like, I
will try to take you along on what has been an enlightening, intense, and
extremely rich learning experience.
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Chapter Two: Coming to the Topic and Going to the Street
Positionina Myself in the Landsca~eof Street Kids
When Ichanged jobs moving from the sanctity of a counselling ofice to
the front-line, working on the street with homeless kids, I learned about the
realities of the marginalized. 1 observed the despair of the impoverished. I heard
the pain in the stories youth told about their lives on the street, and before. I
remarked on the pervasiveness of hopelessness and helplessness among these

kids. The quiet, safe, known environment of an office juxtaposed by the frenetic,
unpredictable streets of the city, illuminated the great disparity between these

places and the needs of the people in them. This change of working venue
marked the beginning of a personal and professional journey for me that
awakened my sensibility around issues that confront street youth. I could not
ignore this epiphany.
My experience with street youth per se dates back to 1990. As part of my
Master's degree programme in Counselling. Ifulfilled a practicum requirement in
a nonprofit organization for youth in a major Canadian city. As in most cities, this

organization (forthwith called Youth Organization - YO) had the comer on the
social service market for children and adolescents in the region. At the outset 1
thought that YO was doing commendable work to help improve the living
conditions for youth (both physical and psychologicallemotional) but soon I

started to question whether or not that was the case. Ispent roughly a year
doing Intake assessments for the organization, and then Ichanged positions. I

became a front line worker for homelessfrunaway youth in the city's downtown
core. Iworked in several different capacities: in a drop-in centre for

and

in the Needle Exchange programme (free needles and HIV
youth (up to 24 yn.),
educationhesting for IV drug users and others), and as an outreach worker
primarily targeting new (or unknown) street youth and male and female
prostitutes.
I wondered why YO wasn't succeeding at helping these kids change their
feelings of resignation about the world and their potential to thrive and succeed

in it. I learned about the harsh economic, social, and political realities that
battled against these kids. And then it dawned on me - perhaps YO was part of
the problem.

I spent four years on the street working with youth. I did not know then all
that I have come to realize now. I recall that soon after I began working on the
street, I began experiencing an uneasiness regarding the system of service that I

was called upon to deliver. Iremember thinking to myself, "If Ifeel this way about
'the system', how must the youth feel? What messages do youth take away from

the service centres that they frequent? What philosophical messages undergird

the services we are offering here?" I became increasingly frustrated in my work
as a result of these nagging questions. Feeling alienated from the 'real' issues
?he Market area in this city is situated just North of Me city's downtown business district The
area basically consists of shops and restaurants and for most of the year a full farmer's market
This area is the centre fw nightlife, It is also where the majority of social senrice o r g a n ~ * c m
are situated (e.g., The Salvation Army, The Mission, Dnpin oerrtres like YO [adoCescent and
aduQ The Shepherds of G a d HoQe wuding a food bankj. The Needle Exchange, Family
Benefb Assistance office @Nebre],and The Healthy Sexuality Clinic)-
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confronting youth and feeling disempowered to radicalize the kind of caring that
was available for street kids, I began a campaign to express my concerns to my

colleagues about the psychological well-being of the clients at the drop-in
centre. The philosophy underpinning YO's mandate was essentially benevolent;
that is, we were mandated to provide a safe place where food, showers, and the
necessities of daily living were dispensed. Also, we were directed to engage in
counselling if the opportunity presented itself; unfortunately the counselling
aspect of service was hardly the priority.
Part of the problem, as I understood it, was imbedded in the kind of

sewice delivery programme that I was involved with. At the YO drop-in centre,
youth could spend up to twelve hours a day doing virtually nothing. They were
having their necessities met in terms of shelter, food, clothing, hygiene, and so
on, but there was no expectation that the kids would or should contribute to the
services of which they were making use. There was even less of an expectation
placed on these kids to engage themselves in the resolution of whatever
psychological trauma they had experienced in their homes or were experiencing

in their daily lives on the street. I wondered about the perceptions of these youth
when they were expected to do nothing, to contribute nothing, to be nothing. I
wondered how the services we were providing were helping any of these kids to
build, repair, or restore their sense of themselves, their selfesteem, their sense

of hope for the Mure. Ultimately, I interpreted YO's service to be a band-aid
solution to getting kids off the street so that the merchants in the 'Market! area

could feel safer about conducting their business. To my mind, these services
had nothing to do with psychological health and well-being or the goal of

restoring it.

As I became clearer about the issues and concerns that plagued me in my
work at YO's drop-in centre, I began to vocalize these concerns in terms of their
philosophical and perhaps more subtle ramifications for homeless youth at team
meetings. My assessment of the situation fell on deaf ears. I talked at length with
colleagues, tried to articulate the problems at considerable length to my
superiors, but again, there was no response. I interpreted the lack of discourse
around issues of our service delivery and the philosophical, theoretical, and
practical applications thereof to be YO's desperate attempt to keep numbers of
clients up so that funding for the organization would continue. That is, that YO's
'market share' of service delivery for youth would not decrease. This, it seemed,

was the goal of YO's programme in the downtown core. Moreover, the 'best
interests of the clients' seemed to be the least priority on a long list of needs and
services being demanded. I remarked how YO's fiscal demands were central to
their survival. A societal choice, I thought. I wondered what kind of comment this
was on how power structures and organizational economics determine services'
priorities. To me. YO'S financial reality seemed like a little microcosm of all of
society's darker values and I found myself disheartened with YO in particular
and society at large. I found it hard to accept the lack of attention exercised by

this organization around mental health issues. At some point, Idecided that

working at YO was contrary to my philosophical, therapeutic, and ethical
standards and so I decided that I would further my studies hoping to find
answers to the questions I had about service delivery and homeless youth.
I believed that there were better ways to help youth both individually and

within their families and so I chose to do my doctoral degree. To prepare for my
dissertation, I undertook researching hornelesslrunaway youth and the
conditions in which they live. Having had four years of employment experience

working with street youth in a major city, I assumed that exploring the literature
would fortify some of the practical information that I gathered as a youth worker
and would easily answer the questions that I had. Iwas surprised to find that
was not so. When Iwent to the literature, when I investigated what the academe
had to say on the subject, Iexperienced the same kind of disappointment that I
had while working on the street. The sound of that economic- value-laden metanarrative struck me and I realized that the academe was guilty too! Guilty of what
remains unclear for me, save for a common inattention to personal agency and

human biography prevalent in both cases. Whatever the case, reading the
literature solidified my belief that there exists a great disparity between what
happens on the street and what gets reported, researched, or put into
programme plans. Where I expected the literature in psychology and counselling
to be empathic, benevolent, and concerned with the emotional well-being of
children at risk. I found that the literature is cold, unattached. Rat, removed, and
unrealistic. What I came to know as Iread through the research on street kids

was that the vast collection of articles and books that explored street life for
youth did not at all resemble what I had lived on the streets as a youth worker.

Twing to be Accepted: The Problematics of a Proposal
-

Every doctoral student undertakes the researching and writing of a
dissertation proposal. I was no different. My task was to illuminate the gaps
evidenced in the street kid literature and present a cogent argument for the
research that I was going to undertake. In general, I guess, this story is not
unlike those of the multitudes of doctoral students who do the same. But I think
there is something noteworthy about my experience as I reflect on what I learned
about street kids through the proposal-acceptance process, how I positioned,
and was positioned by interactions with the university, and how this reflects

something important about understanding street kids and marginalized voices.
After completing my research proposal, after working through the
conceptual and methodological mazes that were set out before me, after
thinking, and reading, and writing, Ilearned that the research I was proposing
(i.e.. going out to convene with street kids about their lives), could not be

undertaken with the people with whom I intended to connect In other words, I
was not able, or rather not allowed to interview kids under the age of eighteen.

-

This is the age at which kids can give informed consent - it's the law and that

was that!
Hello?? What?? Let me unpack the complexity o f this without alienating anybody.
Let us look a t this in all its messiness without anybody feeling any blame, o r shame, o r
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both. This discussion is not about who failed but why such a f a d (i-e.. not interviewing
kids under 18 year old) brings so much to the fore for me. I t is simply a critical
exploration of what. in the course of my experience. happened, and ultimately how that
experience encouraged me to think about my topic differently. Having said that, let us
take up what that means.
I n the first place, how arbitrary do we think the age eighteen is? I n the second

place. how reasonable is it t o believe that kids living on their own (i.e., without their
parents) are unable to make informed consent decisions? In the third place. how sensible
is it to use the same criteria f o r street kids as for kids living at home? These are the
questions that arose f o r me immediately after being told (a year into the research
proposal writing process, by the way) that the university would not support such an
endeavour. Needless to say. I was beside myself. Have we (adults) no respect for youth
and their abilities? Oh, yes. I know. it's about protecting youth from abuses. Yes. That is
certainly important and something that university and judicial institutions need to be

-

concerned with. But we are talkina about street kids here kids who s l e e ~outside and
fend f o r themselves. Surely we think that they can decide whether o r not they want to
talk about their lives? Or don't we? And in that case. perhaps we need to reflect on how

we feel about youth in general. Maybe we shouId/could be thinking about how the
diff icultics in accessing marginalized populations nify the status quo and t h e
university's distance from the lived experiences of the people and issues w i t h whom we

are wanting to connect7 Maybe we could be thinking about how these rules position
certain stakeholders as the arbiters o f knowledge and information. the gatekeepers of
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who and how you can engage in any inquiry, and how academia has become an accomplice
of this hierarchy? These are the suspicions that arose and are questions that I cannot
settle here.

I don't imagine that I will be able t o settle them anywhere but they do

beckon consideration, and that, a t least, I can give them. Nevertheless,

I do understand

the intent of these ethical and legal positions t o be in the best interest o f potential
participants, but is it?

My next step was to speak with my supervisory committee about the

dilemma with which I was confronted. Iwas determined to get permission for this
research despite the apparent illegality of it. I was deeply concerned that my
work would not have integrity if I consented to either, only interviewing kids over

eighteen years old, or pursuing the consent of parents for those under eighteen.
Basically, between my conversations with a number of professional and personal
contacts, and my hysteria about the focus and integrity of my work,

I had decided that I

could not abide asking street kids' parents whether or not their kids could participate in
my study. I didn't think that it made any sense: it exhibited a lack o f respect f o r the
individuals with whom 1 was going to converse, and was so 'adult-centred'

I could hardly

stand it.I deliberated about my next move - carefully trying t o negotiate through the
murky academic waters while being ever conscious of potential political repercussions

and the need f o r 'academic correctness'.

We convened a meeting to discuss the matter. In my best interest, and in

the spirit of wanting me to proceed in my graduate studies, my committee was
split on the matter: Two believed interviewing

only eighteen-year-olds would be

fine, the other thought that getting the research done was the most important
thing and it didn't really matter how that came to fruition. Against every fibre of
my being, I agreed to interview only eighteen-year-olds.
What's the big deal? Who cares? The important thing is that I get myself on the

-

street interviewing kib. These are the things I was hearing get moving, keep going,

this is n o t the fight to fight.

But after a weekend of reflection and sadness, I changed my mind. I
couldntt do it and to that effect decided to engage the university's legal counsel
to rule on the matter. This predicament didn't make sense to me and I needed to
be able to present a case such that this anomaly could become light in all the
surrounding darkness. I met with my supervisor and informed her of my change
of heart and we proceeded to contact the university lawyer.
I needed to be able to present a case that would explicate the mitigating
circumstances around informed consent w
hti

minors and to disentangle ethical

versus legal arguments. It seemed to me that the university was mostly
concerned about liability issues rather than ethical concerns of misconduct or
potential harm to the study participants. I needed to find evidence that could
support my position and could bring the voice of a marginalized position to bear
on the subject. I began asking the relevant literature to answer these questions
in order that I could understand the breadth of the issues.
As these burdens became more pressing. it dawned on me thM 1 was being

positioned as an outsider or some kind of trouble-maker, or moybe I wus positioning
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myself in that way. Nobody said anything nasty o r treated me badly, but 1 began t o feel,
more acutely. how the dominant ideologies of research and academia were rubbing
uncomfortably up with the needs of this topic and the needs o f this research (not to
mention my own needs). I interpreted this discomfort t o be about dominant belief

-

structures clashing with attempts t o interrupt those sfrudures attempts t o break
away from the givens, attempts to question the power brokers to answer for their

dominance. I n a conversation much later after this event occurred. someone suggested
to me that the complexity of this experience is not only about me and the university. but
rather represents the messiness of the topic (D. Jardine, personal communication. May,

1998). I n the process of understanding experience US text (Ricoeur, 1981). in exploring
the hermeneutic relationship between myself and everything around me. I imagined that
perhaps 1 was feeling like the street kid o f the university. I saw myself as she who
bucks the system and wants it t o respond, she who sits (or wants to sit) outside the
dominant ideology reif ied in the status quo and wants it to change, all the while feeling
the concordant resistance o f institutional 'smooth-running'.

I wanted entrance into the

fray to give voice to alternative possibilities and to re-affirm why it is that we engage in

-

research at all. For me, this WAS the fight t o fight because it was about integrity not
only my own, but also, the university's.

In preparation for my meeting with the university lawyer. I researched
relevant literature pertaining to informed consenp The search was limited but I

.

For further i d i o m - o n on infamad consent and minors please see: Crovvhurst & Dobsm,
(1993); Domestic Relations Act, (1980);Hesson, Bakal, & Dobson, (1993); Jadrman C m , &
Dobson (1993); Univesity of Calgary: Research Poky, EWcs of Human Studies-
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was able to connect with a few informants who were able to direct me. Finally, I

met with the lawyer and presented my case. Armed with literature and case
history, armed with legalese and conviction, I succeeded in demonstrating how
the laws governing informed consent, as they relate to street kids, are
inadequate to meet the needs of the population and are in fact inapplicable.
Furthermore, I convinced the lawyer that the liability concern would be moot
since I was only asking participants for pseudonyms and there would be no way
to trace the identities of participants. In terms of ethics, I suggested to the lawyer
that she trust me to make professionally sound decisions about whether or not a

kid could understand the nature and scope of the study sufficiently to make an
informed decision about participation. She said she would think about it, and

would write a memo with her decision. She agreed and indicated that the work
should go ahead believing the laws did not adequately include street kids and
that special considerations needed to be in place so that I could continue with
my research project.

-

Halleluyah! I had the university's blessing t o go ahead. I felt exonerated like a

weight had been lifted from my shoulders and a new lease on my rescorch's life was

-

granted. I was thrilled &out the decision and was proud of my perseverance not so

much because i t says anything about me, but became I knew that I was going to be able
to connect with kids in a manner that I believe t o b e respectful o f their experience and

knowledge. 1 was going t o be able to respect kids in the way that I feel they deserve and

ultimately my work was going t o benefit from my convictions.

Getting Readv for the Street:
A Funnv Thing Happened on the Wav to mv Research

I think we can agree that there is a common unhappiness that we feel when
thinking about the underclass, especially when it comes to kids. We probably all believe
that the very existence of street kids is deplorable and a sad comment on these poor

kids' unfortunate lives. Muybe we will venture to comment on lack o f parenting. hardluck, or rely on the 'bad seed' explanation to illuminate our understanding o f such a
phenomenon. We shake our heads from side to side. horrified a t the stories we hear
about their lives, about their experiences before and after making their way to the
street, about who they have become and who they wanted t o be, and generally, these
accounts are distasteful to our moral sensibilities. We have, as a collective. agreed thaf
the disenfranchised need our help and so we have invested certain individuals and
institutions with the authority t o see over the less fortunate

- to manage the multitudes

of misfortunes, t o act as our moral consciences beyond what we, ourselves, might do to
ameliorate the situation. I n the name o f care we have, however, committed a grave sin.

On my way to engaging with street youth for the purposes of collecting
data about their experiences before, on, or after the street, Iencountered the
aforementioned sin. I didn't know it at first. It hit me all at once. All of a sudden

bits and pieces of stories and reactions, of commitments and comments Ihad
collected over time spoke to me about the operations operating at levels I had
previously not been able to hear. Maybe not wanted to hear. This is the funny
thing that happened on the way to my research.
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I connected with service providers in my area to apprise them of my

research and hoped to develop community partner relationships with some or
any of them to facilitate my research. Obviously I was sure to gain from that
connection. I had hoped and believed that the value of my research might be
enough of a gain for the agencies to invite me into their domain. I thought that
my pursuing a PhD and devoting my energies to understanding youth at risk was
the same, or at least philosophically similar, to their commitment to working with
and helping kids on the street. I still believe that, or want to, or need to.

My first encounter was with a woman who had worked for many years in a
supervisory position in one of the agencies. She had also done research in the
area but had recently made a career change. She told me that when she
graduated from school she had decided that she would help ten students as a
way of giving back to the process that she had recently been through (Field
notes: 08/07/97). 1 was impressed with the benevolence of the gesture and was
relieved to have made it in before her ten-student cut off. Our conversation was
interesting. For the most part she told me about her research and asked little
about mine. We met over coffee. One thing she said, however, did strike me.

She told me that in order for me to "get" any street kids to talk to me I had better
find a way to give them something in return. She said that "nobody does
anything for nothing". I replied politely that Idid purposefully not want to do that

and proceeded to explain why. Istored the comment and remember feeling
disappointed that the assumption offered was that kids don't give freely of

themselves. That seemed to be the pervasive belief, tacitly operating, but
operating nonetheless.
What ideas about benevolence do w e have? And what i f any effect would these
beliefs and assumptions have on the kinds of services we o f f e r t o kids? Which
philosophical undergirdings drive those services? And are they adequately aligned to

honestly cope with the s t r e e t kids who meet them in the unspoken rules of how one
operates in our society?

Sometime later I began to contact agencies to 'house' me during my
interviewing with street kids. I explained my research goals and assumed that
our common desire to help street kids would facilitate the opening of agencies'

doors. I called a host of places trying to locate my research and myself, and also
to gain an understanding of the topography of the street in my city. I learned that
some agencies did not work directly with street kids and so I moved along in my
quest for community partnership. I also discovered that for some agencies,
denying me access was due to the overwhelming amount of research already

being conducted (Field notes: 08/28/97). Senrice providers and front-line

workers seemed to be distrustful of lofty academic pursuits and really who could

blame them? I conversed about the particular kind of research (i.e., interpretive)
that Iwas committed to, but despite shared values about surveys and the like,
some doon were closed and Ihad to respect thatFrom this experience I recognized how academia wca negatively located in the
consciousness of helping professiomls, those working directly with the populdiow we,
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academia, seem to want t o study. Strcmge isn't it that we want t o examine the lives of
individuals as if we are somehow disconnected from the experiences that they are living.

1 wondered about this and about power relations between professionals. 1 thought a lot
about the act of staking out territories that are chimed and re-claimed by industry and
individuals, that are vied for by institutions and agencies, and my expedition into this
topography became more complex.

Finally I encountered the agency with which I really wanted to partner.

This agency dealt with street kids in a way that would allow me to hang out with
the kids and get to know them with the goal of them coming to know me as well. I
approached the agency and was immediately met with excitement and
enthusiasm by the programme director. After a long battle of negotiating
academic and ethical clearance for my study, and after an arduous exploration

of the various agencies in my city, I felt that my research was about to takeoff
and I would finally get to engage the topic that I had set out to explore. Icould
hardly contain my excitement.

My first meeting with the agency was thrilling. We talked about street kids
and we shared ideas about what gaps in service there may be. Iexplained my
research and also explained my approach in coming to work collaboratively with
street kids. Iventured inside the murky waters of interpretive research and
described some differences between other kinds of research endeavours and my

own. Everything seemed to be clear and on target I had brought my research
proposal for their perusal as well as a shortened and more concise ethics

proposal. We were on line (Field notes: 09/08/97). It was explained that the
director with whom I met would bring my proposal to a 'quality assurance'
committee and that if I hadn't heard wth
in
i

a week l should call to inquire about

the project. We shook hands and I left.
The following week I called and was asked to procure the ethics approval
form issued by the University. I faxed it (Field notes: 09117197). 1 called again the
following week (Field notes: 09/23/97), and again (Field notes: 09/27/97), and
again (Field notes: 09/29/97). And then I waited. Iwas invited to have an
interview with the quality assurance chair and the director of the programme to
discuss problems with my research proposal. I consented. In the course of this
three major issues surfaced: (a) the agency
interview (Field notes: 10121/W),
was uncomfortable with the use of pseudonyms as a way of circumventing
parental consent regulations even though we all agreed that street kids are
situated differently than the norm and therefore require different
accommodations, (b) the agency felt that my surname should appear on the
covering letter as opposed to only my first name, and in ensuing discussion we
agreed that for safety reasons youth workers often do not provide that kind of

-

information but in my case they were insistent that I be accountable for the
research (we also talked about the plethora of phone numben and contact
names required on consent forms as a way of providing assurance that Icould

be contacted and found should the need arise), and (c) in order to maintain the
an adolescent is receiving
agency's accreditation, they had agreed that l

benefits from the state. their child welfare worker would be contacted to give
consent to research participation. In my work's defence I explained the legal and
ethical positions that the university and I agreed upon. I was asked to provide a
copy of the memo written by the University council regarding these matters. I

agreed to think about their concerns and get back in touch with them and the
following day faxed the memo (Field notes: 10/22197).
Frantically, I called my supervisory committee to help me negotiate an
agreeable solution to this problem. I began to feel more viscerally that the
agency was not wanting me to participate in this kind of research and was
making my partnership with them difficult to achieve. One committee member
exclaimed that in the interest of my research moving forward that I should
accommodate their needs and get on with it (Field notes: 10121/97).
I thought long and hard about how I could maintain my acadernidresearch
integrity and also meet the agency's needs. 1 was interested in the dance that we had
begun and certainly did not understand the multilayerednessof the dance until now.

My next meeting with the agency was scheduled and I was proud that I

had creatively resolved some of the conflicts of which they had made me aware.
I proposed that in order to meet their informed consent requirements that we

write an additional consent form - that would mean one to satisfy the University
and meet my needs, and the other to satisfy their needs. Ialso suggested that I

would contact the social welfare worker to get consent for any kid who shared
with me their social welfare status. And here is where the subtext of this

experience leaps out in the foreground.
What about research makes it have integrity anyway? What kinds of
commitments do we adhere t o so that we live o u t t h e ethical, philosophical and practical
values imbedded in the approach that we undertake t o bring to bear something unique
about a phenomenon? Why are we a t all interested in t h e funny thing that happened on
the way t o this research o r any research at dl? To my mind, there are multiple texts
converging on the terrain that street kids inhabit and they emanate from diverse
backgrounds and have divergent intents. Street kids' lives and all the various connections
t o that phenomenon are so intensely intertwined in the territoriality that, not only
street kids stake-out for themselves, but is also modelled f o r them by the agencies who
are consigned t o oversee them. And oversee they do.

My last meeting with this agency shocked me. I recoiled. I felt it. The

burden of power and control was immediate, unavoidable, apparent,
experienced, tangible. It was the epiphany that opened up a rneta-narrative
which invests certain characters and imbues certain players with power. It
echoes the harsh realities of our modern world and refracts interferences to the

status quo. All of a sudden an additional story emerged about the youth-trade
industry and the infrastructure that maintains i t
Technolow and the Youth-Trade Industry

I f technology is meant t o signify a highly specialized. intricately constructed and
specialized knowledge, ability or skill. then we have created a technalogically advanced
youth-trade industry. the facets o f which are difficult t o tease out.

I began t o wonder

how. on the one hand, the job market which is reliant on disenfranchised youth maintains
itself, if, on the other hand. the goals of these agencies are to reduce and ultimately to
eradicate the number o f disenfranchised people. What would this mean in terms of

putting themselves out of business? I wondered about how the status quo might get
maintained in spite of the good intentions of the workers helping people in need.
[Another] aspect o f undifferentiated growth, which is inseparable from economic
and technological growth is the growth of institutions from companies and
corporations to colleges and universities. churches. cities, governments, and
nations. Whatever the original purpose of the institution, its growth beyond a
certain size invariably distorts that purpose by making the self-preservation and
further expansion of the institution its overriding aim (Capra. 1982, p.220).

-

I was afraid that the goal of eradicating poverty, f o r example. could not really be
within the framework of the youth trade-industry because in doing so the people who
have those jobs would then be ousted. Changing lives seemed t o have got lost among the
other goals. or maybe gained a kind of different goal in the game of dollars and funding'.

In my last meeting with the agency I felt the full burden of my research, of
my perspective, of myself as an agent in the world, of my commitments, my

ethics, and my ideals. Compared to the youth-trade machine Ifelt insignificant.

The gatekeepers had closed the doors, impermeable to me and I suspect to the
contention that maybe there is something else at work. I kept commenting about

how it must be for kids trying to disengage from street life through the dense

Even the youth-trade industry has fallen into the marlret-economy trap, evidenced in a recent
publication called "Streettrends: How today's alternative yo& cultures are creating tocnmmts
mainstream markets" (topiano-Misdorn 8 De Luca, 1997)- 1 had to ask if we have no shame or if
evewing is for sale including how to market to kids m the street? Is this what we W e agreed
to? Are these our values?
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bureaucratic wall that had, as I saw it, been constructed around them. "If it is this
hard for me to get in" I asked, "how hard must it be for kids to get out?"
When I returned to the agency, acquiescing to their needs, trying
desperately to partner with them, they erected new blockades for me to
negotiate. At some point I also realized that the energy in our meetings was
hostile, defensive, and uncomfortable. Of course I assumed that it was a
personal thing. They didn't like me. They thought I was trouble. Maybe that was
true, or maybe they just didn't want me poking around in their business.
Whatever the case, I felt unwelcomed and uninvited. I assumed the same was
true of my research.
I put forward my idea about using multiple consent forms to meet our

various needs - they said maybe, but they didn't think it was promising. I agreed
that I would pursue informed consent from kids' welfare workers if they made me
aware of those relationships. Ireassured them that I would be honest and frank
with the kids but that some kids might not tell me of their welfare status. I
suggested that the director and staff of the agency would not necessarily be
aware of the kids I was talking with, and so 1 would need them to trust that I
would 'follow the rules'. Not only did they respond by telling me that I had to ask

-

upfront about their child welfare situation before any interviewing - they also
informed me that indeed they would be aware of all my goings and comings
since they insisted that Iprovide a list of my participants.
WHAT;, Did I hear right? They want me t o tell them who 1 am interviewing? In
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my surprise I asked, "how about confidentiality?" The response was immediate.
"We are the ones who pick up the pieces so we need to know who you're
interviewing". I remember talking to them about the need to collaborate together
around a kid becoming upset during an interview, about how in such a case
involving the staff made perfect sense, and that a part of what I would tell kids
about the conditions under which we would convene together, included my
telling the agency of their involvement should they become upset. I would do all
of this to ensure that kids were supported through the process. I agreed to

facilitate the connection between participant and staff member to provide any
additional support. I also stated that I would be able to debrief stuff with the kids,
at least to some degree, and that Ithought in the course of the interviews some

of that might happen anyway. They asked me to role-play what I would say to
kids about my role as a researcher. I was on trial - it was a performance. I was
confused by their wanting me to separate out my therapist self from my
researcher self, from any of the other selves that inhabit me. I thought that to be
strange. I did my best to advocate for the kids, for their voices, for myself, and
for my research. But the answer was still no. A resounding 'we are in control and
have to know who you are interviewing' was the 'bottomline'. Idecided to move
on, to explore the other issues with this agency, and to put what f had just heard
aside until I had more time to think.
I felt sad, disappointed, disillusioned. Ifelt defeated in what I perceived to

be the economy of the street.lfelt controlfedand marginalized, disempowered

and angry. Ideals erupted before me that I had not planned for. I had met
another test of integrity. I hoped for strength in my convictions.

The conversation continued. I began to understand that Iwas not going to
be able to partner with this agency, that the fit was not what I had hoped. Still, I
maintained a brave face (though I wanted to cry) and made sure Iwas hearing
what they were saying. " So let me understand the landscape here," 1 said.

"Hypothetically, let's say 1 meet a kid here, 1 tell them, in the course of explaining
my research to them, that I will contact their child welfare worker to get informed
consent and that the agency w-ll be aware of their participation in the study. Say

a kid declines my offer, doesn't want to participate. Let's imagine that six months
later I meet the same kid at a coffee shop downtown and the kid says that sheihe
is ready to talk. What . . . " As I recall, I didn't need to finish the hypothetical
scenario because it was made abundantly clear that if a kid declines to interview
under the rules of this particular agency, then they are 'disqualified' from my
study for life.
WHATZ That was certainly not the answer Iexpected but I guess I was not
terribly surprised. "Who are you*,

Ithought, and "whose interests are you protecting?

Who gave you this kind o f control?" "Who sap*, CISone o f my supervisors suggested.
"that kids cannot change their minds?* Whut is this about? Why such tight constraints?

Who's afraid o f what? Whot is there t o uncover? Why did these doors close on me?
How would these rules o f conduct be perclived by kids and how might they undermine

the spaces for voice that I am trying to create f o r street kids' narratives? What is

operating tacitly, behind what we are seeing?

I met with my committee, informed them of the agency's conditions, and

wrote a "thank you but no thank you" letter explaining the conflict of interest
apparent in our two approaches. I was careful to be respectful and appreciative.
I did not feel that way at all and I think they were just as happy not to engage
with me.
Getting to the Street

The process of gaining access to street kids by myself was intimidating. I
am an outsider after all. I cannot pretend to be otherwise. As a consequence of
my dealings with the agency, I found myself in the middle of winter, trying to
establish myself on the street (Field notes: OW1 998). At the beginning, there was

trauma - I had lived through a battle at the university about informed consent, I
had been disappointed by the agency during the previous four months or so, and
I was weary before getting my feet on the ground of my research.
How do these experiences speak about, echo, o r resemble the phenomenon that I

wanted t o understand? I was swimming in a sea o f resistance; I was caught in webs I

hadn't foreseen. Upon reflection, I wonder to what extent my swirling wadis an aspect
o f the topic itself?

(0.Sardine: personal communication. May. 1998)

Icontinued visiting the street (meaning downtown) over the next few

months, making a few contacts but not really being able to connect with kids. I
visited another agency that was willing to help but the population they were

-

serving was mismatched for my study. I floated around felt frustrated and
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lonely, tired and defeated. The timing was off. Mid-winter is not the time to find
and connect with street kids. The weather is a significant determinant of how
much action there is on the street, These months were futile. I was out of the
loop.
Getting acquainted with the street scene for kids started to happen in the

summer months of 1998.1 would hang around downtown, still intimidated and
shy to approach kids. It was hard getting connected to street kids; it was foreign,
and strange, and uncomfortable. I was connecting with a few kids but Iwas not
becoming entrenched or known on the street in the way that I needed to. Late in
July, after weeks of walking the downtown core, it was suggested to me that I
paint a T-shirt advertising my research study as a way to break the ice (T.
Pirosok, personal communication, July, 1998). 1 did. My T-shirt read: Street kids
speak - to tell your story talk to me8. On August 14th I had my first conversation
with a bunch of kids who had noticed my T-shirt and initiated a conversation with

me (Field notes: O8f 74/98).

see Appendix 2

Chapter Three: Panhandling in Place
In the previous chapter I described how I came to the topic and went to

the street. Itold the tales of preparing for my research and the trials of gaining

access to kids on the street. in these next chapters I will attempt to show you
what I learned about life on the street for kids, and more, what I learned about
resilience and youth. about marginalization and society, about voice, about
power, and about possibilities. This terrain is complex and replete with nuance

and learning that continues to evolve. It reflects back on itself in a million ways,

-

its paths are bountiful some lead us deep into the experiences of kids on the

street, some lead into the core of ourselves, and mostly we are led into the
tensions that live in between. All at the same time, this topic is about the kids on
the street, about the values we live by, about doing research, and about the web
of interrelated issues and institutions mingling in the confluence of the narratives
of kids living on the street

Dancincl with the Data
Before I begin to tell you the stories of the street, Imust first tell you a
ittle bit about how the following two chapters came into being. Although I
continually comment on my own learning and questioning of the data (as
hermeneutic inquiry suggests, see chapter one) throughout these chapters, I
think it is useful to lay out here the process that brought me to understand
something new about the experiences of life on the street for kids. As you will
read in the next two chapters, kids on the street had a lot to say about their
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experiences therein. I was amazed at some of the topics that we talked about
2nd taken aback by some of connections they made about the circumstances of

their lives. When it came to making sense of the data, Iwas confronted with the
enormity of what the kids had said about their lives on the street. During my time
on the street, I kept notes, listened attentively to what I was being told, and
reflected on the multiple levels of experience the kids were sharing with me
about their lives on the street. As will become apparent throughout these next
two chapters, kids spoke with me both about the specific aspects of their street
experiences, as well as how those specific experiences connected to, or were a
part of, the larger systems with which they intersected. Thus for example, the
rules of panhandling are explored in this chapter, whereas in the next chapter,
panhandling is situated within a greater socio-political context. In other words,
the way I made sense of the data was to begin in the particularities of what I was
hearing the kids tell me about their experiences on the street, and from there I
spiralled out, interpreting, connecting, and incorporating the larger systems to
which the kids also spoke. Right from the outset, my conversations with kids on
the street were simultaneously about the specific and about general, about the

personal and about the political. In these next chapters I attempt to show an ever

expanding domain of understanding which continually explicates more and more
about kids and their lives on the street. As Gallagher comments '[the more
movement in the circle, the larger the circle grow, embracing and expanding the
contexts that throw more light upon the parts'. the better the interpretation will be

for showing the whole.
In chapter one I said that Iwould use questioning and reflecting to propel
my inquiry of street kids' lives through the circular and expanding nature of

hermeneutic inquiry. I have tried to do that by hearing, listening and questioning
kids' accounts of street life in the spirit of 'good will". Hermeneutically speaking,

Gadamer's conception of 'good will* suggests that
one does not go about identifying the weakness of what another person
says in order to prove that one is always right, but one seeks instead as
far as possible to strengthen the other's viewpoint so that what the other
person has to say becomes illuminating (Gadamer, 1989 cited in Risser,
1997, p. 167).
Since I've tried to make sense of my data by examining concentric levels of ever
expanding interpretations, chapters three and four should not be read singularly.
Chapter three focusses on panhandling as one of the central experiences of life

on the street for kids, weaving its way from the rules of panhandling to street life
as a site for contested identities. In chapter four, panhandling is considered in
terms of its positioning on the street, and how it is framed both in political and
economic terms within the broader culture. Both chapters speak to the
experiences of street kids and both chapters are incomplete parts of the greater
texture of what 1 learned about life on the street for kids. Itried to honour my
commitment to move betwen the parts and the whole in building the
interpretation that you will now read and hope that what is unfamiliar will emerge

as illuminated and illuminating.

The Set Up
On my first trip to the street, in the month of July, I chose to park my car at
a nearby public transit station and ride the train into the downtown. I was feeling
intimidated, unsure, and unsteady about the process on which I was embarking.
Iwasn't sure how I was going to meet kids by myself, I wasn't sure about how I

would fit into their geography, their landscape, their space. I wasn't sure about
much and I understood that experience to be part of the 'emergent design'
nature of this research. A friend agreed to accompany me so that I could
become familiar with the stteet scene with a bit of reinforcement. We arrived at
the station, bought our fares, and boarded the first train downtown. Our plan was
to walk around and get a sense of the space that kids inhabit in the downtown
core.

The first thing I noticed when I got into the train car was a placard that
read 'Make real change with your spare change... Giving to panhandlers
doesn't solve a thingn9.I wondered what that was about, questioning whose
interests were being served by that sign, and what the intention of it was.
Revisited by familiar feelings of disappointment in what I perceived to be the
'establishment's' attempt to erase homelessness from the city landscape, I
recalled my work with kids on the street in another major city and recalled my
fnrstration with what Ithought was a predominantly narrow view of how kids

come to be on the street in the Crst place. Iread that sign as a cultural artifad

@

p-l

see Appendix 3

that asked me to believe that my only civic responsibility was to support the
institutions that have been charged with looking after the needy, the homeless,
the poor. Testimony, I thought, to the growing need to eliminate any negative or
uncomfortable experiences for people making their way downtown to shop, or
eat, or work.
The transit car I rode was both the literal and metaphoric vehicle that took
me to the street, that set a certain aspect of this research in motion, that

delivered me to the site where street kids live. I wondered how many other
interpretations there could be about the subtext of that sign and how that poster
served to set us up to interact with the reality of homelessness in a particular
way. Perhaps signs like that give us permission to ignore what happens around

us in the inner-city? Perhaps signs like that assuage our feelings of guilt about
poverty because the sign assures us that there are agencies out there to help.
Who had paid for these signs? Over time, I noted that these signs were in every
car on the train, they were also in every downtown parking lot prominently
displayed near elevators, and stairs, and entrances. What authority was
instructing us and for what purpose? I made a mental note.
Some six weeks after that first train ride downtown I had my first 'formal'
conversation with a group of street kids (Field notes: 08/14/98). 1 was sitting
outside at the McDonald's on the pedestrian mall which functioned as the
gathering and connecting site for street kids. It was a warm, late afternoon in

August A group of four street kids invited me to sit with them after remarking on

my T-shirt1*. They said that they had noticed me a few days earlier and that they

were going to be sitting there for awhile 'panning'. I explained what I was doing,
what my research was all about, and they appeared excited about having an
opportunity to tell their stories.'' I felt like there was an immediate sense of
mutuality between us. I approached them as valued commentators on their street
experiences and I believe they sensed my authentic respect for whatever they
were going to say about their lives. I didn't offer them anything monetary, there

was no promise of material reward, they didn't even ask!" As it turned out, this
conversation proved to be monumental in my understanding of street kids and
their life experiences on the street. It introduced me to the harshness of sitting

on the ground and asking people for money. Whatever I had thought about
street life before changed in an instant
Identitv Identified

An important interjection. Before I continue turning in the hermeneutic cycles
and circles of understanding. casting nets into how street life is interpreted by kids. and
me, and the literature, I would like t o offer a map o r guideline t o aid in our journeying

through this topic together. I n inquiring about the lives and experience of street kids, I
imagined that I was going t o hear about the things that constitute their existences on

please consult 'Getting to the Street' for more about the T-shirt (p.47) and see Appendix 2 to
view it
" please note that all ethical and procedural aspects of this research were explainedto all
participants. consent fonns were signed, and pseudonyms were chosen. See Appendix 4 to view
sample covering letter and consent form. Please also note that refererr- to theseaspec!s of the
research endeavour will not be ref&
to againl2 see chapter fwO for vignette about -ng
up my research
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the street and the meanings they ascribe to their lives. I n asking them t o tell me their
stories. I was positioned to hear assertions about selves and identities since at least
part of what they were going to be teiling me was about themselves and their lives. As 1
conversed with the kids. and also with the data in the renovating cycles of the
hermeneutic endeavour.

I understood more and more about how street kids' identities

were being forged through what they said about themselves, others. and society. as well

as how they were physically positioned in the site o f the street. There are, Tm certain.
hundreds of visions of what the self might be. and those diverging vantage points
differentially affect the way in which we take up an issue, the way we interpret a scene.
the way we might read into or onto the subjectivities that we encounter. even though
these entities are permanently in motion. So. before you read about the evolving
identities of street kids. I o f f e r my evolving conception of what the self is, hoping that
it may aid both in your understanding of me, and in my explication o f street kids and

street life.

The self to which 1 refer throughout this text is multiple-y constituted. That
means that there are a plethora o f facets to the self that I understand to be imbedded
in the organic fabric o f l i f e and living.

I understand the self as embodied, in relation. as

agent, in practice. as reflexive, as negotiated.
aspects of self

as seen. and as enslawed. I t is to these

I will briefly spcak I h sure that I haven't covered all the parts of

what

the self is, how the self comes t o be. how the self comes to act o r gets acted upon in
the world. but these perspectives of self will nevertheless illuminate how I conceive of
the many mingling aspects th& m a k up the self.
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To frame the discussion of the diverse facets of the self. let me first lay down a

continuum on which my understanding of the self lies. On one end of the continuum is the
self who has total agency. This self is not affected by other, by society, by power. and is
only self-referential. On the other end o f the continuum is the self who is passive,
agency-less. at the mercy of the structure which programmes acd influences the self's
existence. This self has no choice, has no inner reflexive capability, is only a docile
vesicle. It is not at either of these two extremes that I envision the constituted self.
but rather in the tensions and strains that exist between them. My understanding of
self and identity is that they are both products and producers o f agency and docility,
that they arise in the negotiated spaces and power configurations that both impinge and
afford their development, and that the dialectical flow between the poles temporarily
locate them somewhere on the continuum of agency and docility.
As embodied.

[Wle use our bodies f o r grounding personal identity in ourselves and in
recognizing it in others. We use other bodies as points of reference in relating
t o other material things. We use our bodies for the assignment of all sorts of
roles, t a s k , duties. and strategies. We use our bodies for practical action. We
use our bodies f o r the expression o f moral judgements.. We use human bodies
for the management of the people so embodied. We use our own bodies and those
of others to command the cosmos. We use our bodies or message boards, and
their parts as succinct codes ( H a d . 1991cited in Pile 6.Thrift. 1995).

Ioffer the embodied self as the self

o f the corporeal. Above are some of the ways that

our bodies both cast us into certain spaces and also let us break free o f others. What
we understand about ourselves and the world is mediated in part through our embodied
experiences. There is no chance f o r the self to be configured in the h a d . separated and

severed from the body. The embodied self is partly a body thaf is 'a site o f cultural
consumption. a surface t o be written on.' (Pile & Thrift. 1995. p. 7) but it is also a site
for power and action. The embodied self struggles in between the extremes o f agency
and docility and 'provides us with a way of access t o the world..."(Merleau-Ponty. 1962

.

cited in Pile & Thrift, 1995. p.6) The embodied self is the holistic self, and is a facet o f
t h e self that both inscribes and is inscribed into the complexes of identity.
I n relation. neootiation. and reflection. The self understood as a being-inrelation refers t o the dialectical relationships that are forged between the self and
itself. the self and other. and the self in the world - including whatever combinations
and permutations are found in the arrangements within and between those islands o f
contact. In the context of t h e continuum between agency and docility. the self
negotiates space in the diversity of coordinates found in the in-betweens o f the binary
opposites of total freedom and total oppression. Layers of c o m p l e x i ~
are further
compounded when t h e relational and negotiated self also intersects with the manifold
complications and power relations imbedded in aspects of class. race, gender. privilege,
power. and so on (Pile & Thrift. 1995). Relations and negotiations constitute location.
meaning, and power f o r the embodied self which

is constantly calibrating how. where and

in what manner identity can come t o be.
As aaent. in practice. as enslaved, The embodied self is an agent. But agency is

not f r e e from the regimes o f power, privilege. and circumstance t h d mitigate our

experiences in this life. That means thut identify comes from agents choosing t o act, as
well as from agents being acted upon. The relative freedom o r constraint afforded t o

-

the subject exploring the limits and boundaries in which the self can operate. and

-

looking in the spaces where hidden agendas and silent subjugations lurk helps to clarify
how agency is understood in context. 'Agency. if it is anything, is a precarious
achievement" (Law. 1994 cited in Pile & Thrift. 1995, p.35). because agency is always
being restricted by the arrangements and interactions between the self and the world.
The tentativeness of agency is part and parcel of the appreciation that the selfhdentity
is an evolvkg, dynamic. and dialectical constellation that can only be temporarily mapped
based on the meanings and power relations that are operating at any given time.
' m h e subject's understanding comes from the ceaseless flow of conduct,
conduct which is future oriented" (Pile & Thrift. 1995. p.27). The active self has "a
generative, creative capacity to understand" (Pile & Thrift, 1995, p.28). This
understanding is manifest in the dialectic of the self in practice. in action, US agent. But
depending upon impediments which may hamper the continual flow of action o f the self,
the self is always at risk for becoming enslaved, cuptured. arrested, overcome. or overpowered.
As seen in scene, This aspect of the self is related to how we come t o know

ourselves by visual cues and clues, in places and spaces This is part the of the self that
is gazed upon and is also the self who is the gazer. Situated. constituted, negotiated, and
embodied, the self is an agent of seeing and being seen in scene.
Each dimension o f seeing invokes differently a different kind o f space between
the person who looks and the object that looks back: there is a position,
distance. and an orientation to the look, which specifies a particular space o f
meaning and power: this space is nether iSOlated nor abstract: this space both
contains and refuses an inf inife number of invocations o f meaning and powec this

space is constitutive of the visual practice, it is staging and integrating t h e lines
of power and meaning between the look and the look-buck (Pile 6.Thrift. 1995,
p.46).

In these gazes there is no neutral stare; similarly there is no neutral space in which the
stare comes. These visual understcurdings are connected t o everything that t h e self
learns and teaches. Sight is negotiated as a site f o r contestation.
I n all these ways the identity is contested and remade: selves are emerging,
changing, and evolving. People resist and receive. they offer and counter. they s h i f t and
change in the web o f intersections that make up the complexities of their lives as
humans living together on this planet. My understanding o f self is that it is generative,
constituted, temporal. dialectic, seen, embodied. locatable but also somewhat ethereal.
meaning-making, complex. and contested. As is evidenced above, there are a number o f

ways t o underJtand how people come t o be, how they come t o know themselves and
others, how they are situated and situate themselves in places and spaces and
relationships. People's identities therefore evolve through their relationships t o
themselves, in their contact with others, and in how they are positioned or position
themselves within t h e greater social fabric. Understanding self and identity in terms of

the continuum o f agency and docility affords a complex and rich perspective through
which t h e facets o f

self can be understood. Each aspect o f ourselves can be active but

activity is also determined by power relations. privilege, and other hindrances that we

may not even be able t o name.
Encounters. then, appeur t o offer a tangled web o f interaction between people,
os they are mupped into power-ridden discursively-co&ituted identities, where
such interactions place individuals in complex positions in relufion t o power and

meaning, where power and meaning are policed through bi-polar opposites, but
where power and meaning cannot be contained by the violence o f bisection (Pile &
Thrift. 1995, p.44).
This explication o f what I understand the self t o be is offered so that
throughout the following chapters street kids and their lives will be able t o be
appreciated in a myriad o f ways. It is not offered as a theoretical measure on which to
judge street kids. but rather as a tool in understanding their experiences in a multifaceted way. Pile and T h r i f t (1995). the source f o r much of my understanding o f this
open, dialectical perspective of self. comment that the literature on self. identity. and
subjectivity is 'too academic, in that it reads the writings of intellectuals on body, self,
person. identity, and subject...# (P.371). They suggest that there is 'still a gulf between
theory and much of the work on everyday usages of body, self, person, identity, and
subject...'

(Pile 6 Thrift. 1995, p.371). And so. in our wayfinding through the complexities

that face kids on the street and the interpretations that w e both o f f e r (i.e.. the kids
and I),these facets o f a generative and discursively constituted self will hopefully
enable us t o encounter what they said about their lives and the conditions o f the street
in an illumina?ed way.

Panhandlinrr As the Embodiment of Street Life for Kids
That first interview touched upon panhandling and many of its corollary
interpretations and meanings. In fact, most of the subsequent conversations I
had with street kids broached that subject to some degree or another. To my
amazement, much of what street kids spoke about was reflected in how they
understood themselves, others, and society through their daily toil, their

vocation, their work, that is - asking passers-by for change. They were thoughtful
and contemplative about what this experience meant for them and how it shaped
and determined how they understood the world around them. During this
particular conversation there was a constant starting and stopping of discussion.
Dotted with a continual 'spare any change sir so I can get home?" these kids
spoke to me about what it means to panhandle. 'Why don't you give me some?"
a passer-by snippily jibes when asked for change. 'I would if I could but Ican't.
That's why I'm asking younJar boldly responds. I ask them "so do you think that
lots of people, like a guy like that for example, does he understand your
predicament or is he ...."and the chorus of voices race to fill in the gaps of my

understanding. &Theguy that just walked by (pointing to a nicely dressed
business man)... Some people understand, some people don't. That guy, Idoubt
if he does" Bobby says. Neil muses 'He might have a little idea of what it's

abour and again Bobby answers 'He might even know but he doesn't care". A
fourth voice enters the fray. Jem says:
Like Iwould like to take some of the people who have golden spoons in
their mouth, all the time, their entire life, and make them go absolutely
bankrupt, have their family disown them, or kick them out and say 'you
know what Idon't like you, Ihate you, Iwish I never had you." Have your
friends who you were so high class and now you're down below, they all
turn on you too, I want to put them on the streets for a night or two and
see how they like it Because you know I've got girls, some girls they
walk past me and they've got their nose up in the air, and they're like 'no,
Idon't want to spare any change for you, you're lower than I am", right.
And i s just like, go along the street-..
=We'reall humans, we all have feelings" exclaims Neil. 'Gmctly- I'm just as
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equal as you. You may have more money than me but I've got more respect and
more friends then you do" (Jem) (Field notes: 08/14/98).
Awhile later, sitting in the same location amidst a flurry of street kid
action, interviewing

a fifth kid who had come to join his buddies, a woman

walked by and mumbled something barely intelligible: '...no, you're not my kids,
I have twon she angrily and venomously muttered, between clenched teeth,

-

almost but not so convincingly - under her breath. What was that woman trying

to convey? What need was she meeting by jeering at the kids? I felt stunned and

in an odd way personally amonted. I asked the group what they thought that was
about? 'I don't know why she said that. All I said was have a nice day" Bobby
said raising his hands, palms open to the sky, shrugging his shoulders as if to
question her behaviour as well. There seemed to be a hint of embarrassment
among the kids for being the recipients of this unsolicited verbal assault. But
embarrassment doesn't describe it fully. Maybe shame might be more accurate,

yes, shame mixed with helplessness, complicated by a dose of indignation for
what they habitually live on the street An introductory proof of the conditions of

-

street life for kids, this was like a public confession of their circumstance as if to

say 'see what I mean? This is what we put up withn. 'What do you think she
meant?" Iasked again. 'It means that she's a fucking bitch" (Bohdi, Field notes:
08114/98),
From that moment onward something changed in my understanding of kids'
experiences on the street. From that moment onward I was m r u d to the tensions that
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inhabit t h e spaces in-between people, a d especially in-between these people. The space
that 1 had encountered, that the kids named, that f e l t heavy in the balance of where
street kids and mainstream societies meet, began t o tell me a story o f opposites. o f
universes miles away from each other, o f conflicted and confused bottlefields where
selves and souls struggle t o survive. I t was in this tension thot the kids' conversations
lived, in the strains and pulls of contradictory worlds, in t h e embodied discomfort of the
street clashing constantly with t h e regular rhythms of mainstream life that 1 found

-

myself with them uncomfortable and confused - with them and their experiences.

And so, life on the street for kids centred literally and figuratively in the
geography of the street. Music and noise, the hustle of the city, and the din of
constant chatter, interruptions, sensory traffic, and regular interchanges between
friends, acquaintances, and strangers created a congested space alive with its

own sense of order and its own sense of time. This is m e r e we met and spoke
about street life. This is where they invited me to be with them. This is where
they taught me.
When I began writing this dissertation I quickly learned about the difficulties in

setting experiences into expression. How could I ever transcend the constraints of
temporality, the boundaries of time, space, and experience? I wanted to cogently
construct a narrative from t h e profundity o f what the kids shared with me, and offer
the story as 1 needed t o tell it, as t h e kids hoped 1 would, as it itself, with all its
po~ibilities.needed t o merge from the endless pages o f transcriptions, as it echoed

-

inside o f me from memories etched in permanent and powerful ways but the complexity
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of doing it was and is so terribly complicated. I n writing about what the kids told me. in
attempting a million sentences and starting over countless times. 1 realized I would be
confronting a central and perennial problem. There is no way. There is no defined and
linear path to follow. The vohess and complexity of people's lives lie in the very
meandering gullies and paths that confound life's choices and ideas, that amble around in

life's thoughts and beliefs.

Iknew that my task was to do it, to show you, t o take you

along the journey, and engage you transformatively as f progressed. But was I going t o
deliver it all in a way t h a i made sense? Gadmer (1995) says that 'writing is a kind of
alienated speech, and its signs need to be transformed back into speech and meaning.
Because the meaning has undergone o kind of self-alienation through being written down,
this transformation back is the real hermeneutical task" (p. 393). Lee (1998) says '[tlhe
impasse of writing that is problematic t o itself is transcended only when the impasse
becomes its own subject, when writing accepts and enters and names its own conditions

as it names the world" (p.21). This is the problematic I was feeling and facing. The
convergence of ideas and hopes and ideals was deafening. paralyzing me, scaring me. n i s

was an awesome task t o engage, not only because of what lay in the balance f o r me, but
rather because there were kids counting on me out there. Their hope and their scwn
rested uncomfortably on my shoulders, looking over me. after me, through me. It is
ultimately f o r them that their words must surface, but f o r you and me, it's simply our
only hope.
And so. as I mentioned a t the beginning o f this chapter, in the following pages

you will read what I have come up with, settled on, resigned to. 'merything depends on
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the a r t of writing' 6admer suys (1995, p.393), and so in spite o f the difficulties o f

-

wanting t o say everything all at once t o show every tension, to connect all the tendrils

-

I decided t o begin with the simple and concrete, and move through to the complex and
abstract (us ifthere is mything simple or concrete about the story o f someone's life). I
borrowed from my heritage, heeding t h e ancient wisdom of Torah interpretation that
acknowledges the multifarious voices that reverberate simultaneously in utterunces.
Levels all at once leading us here and there in our understandings. I hoped that I could

be sufficiently open t o allow the complicated polyphony o f voices to emerge such that
the intricate dance of a topic's own cadence could be heard (Lee, 1998).

Rules of Panhandlinq

One of the ways street kids connected with me in talking about their lives
was to describe the rules of the game to me. Like the initiation of a new club
member. Neil, Bobby, Jem, Jar, and Bohdi oriented me to the centrality of
panning and the intricacies therein (Field Notes: 08/74/98). These regulations

served as a way to explain to me how the street works.
"That's why I sit here and even if someone gets rude with me and says 'oh
why don't you get a fucking job'

- oh, excuse me sir, do you have one that you

-

can spare then and even if someone doesn't say anything, Isay 'thanks, have

a nice day'. You know, I'm polite about it " (Neil, Field notes: 08/14/98). Bobby
reflects on how that kind of politesse is manifest in their treatment of the physical

-

space of the street they inhabit 'You know what when we sit here and we
panhandle, we have pop and sMT like that, you notice when we leave there's no

garbage sitting ..."Neil jumps in again 'Yeah, we usually clean our spot very
we!!". 'We clean our stuff up all of the time. And then Isee people walk out of
McDonald's, rich guys, you know they're rich, they're wearing a Rolex and a
thousand dollar suit ... and they just throw their stuff on the ground' Jar concurs.
'I watched one guy yesterday, he was right beside the garbage can and threw it

on the ground. People don't care ' Bobby concludes. uWehave respect. We
have respect for the peoplen(Jem). I noticed the remark about status and wondered
how the Rolex watch was connected t o being carelas about garbage, or how status was

connected t o respect? The kids continue.

Yeah, and people don't realize that, people always think because there
are those nasty dickheads [referring to other street kids] that look at you
when you say no, and they go 'fine, fuck you then'. Ihate those guys.
They give us a bad name and make it hard for us to get out of the city,
very hard [i.e., to make suficient cash to move on]. We're never like that.
We're always polite, always nice. And most of us are, most of us are
reallv nice (Bobby).
There seemed to be something more to what Iwas being told about kids'
cleanliness and respect for the physicality of the street. Iwondered whether it is
only about picking up one's garbage before vacating an area, or if something

else was being asserted by telling me about how clean and polite they are? Are
they telling me something about who they are? About their values?

The rules of engagement seem complex and Iknow that there is more to
uncover. Iam new to the scene and am learning about the circumstances of the

street as a neophyte. Why is politesse so important t o nome I wonder? D it bemuse
being polite proves that you arc human? Normal? Nice? More like the rest o f us? Does it

get you further in your job as a panhandler? Breitbart (1998) contends that street kids
are 'using public space t o contest preconceptions about themselves. and their lives, goals

and aspirafions" (p. 308). She suggests thcrt kids' use o f public space through street art,
design, and performance is often about 'reclaiming a space f o r themselves in urban life"

(Breitbart, 1998, p. 308). Perhaps the sme is true in the enactment of panhandling?
Echoed in what the kids were telling me, I note that there is more t o think about in

terms o f public space and kids' locality in/on it. Meanwhile the kids are asserting that

they are not disrespectful, that they are considerate, and that people have them
all wrong. Recapitulating again and again the in-betweenness of their
experiences on the street, kids testify about their identities and ideals, about
selves and experiences that are incongruent with the mythology of who and what
street kids areq3.I am attuned to listen for more.
But here [referring to the street], I mean yeah, it's a completely different
set of rules like, and they're all rules that pzople obey just because they
know that it makes sense. Like panhandlers, I mean, almost everybody
that i panhandle with, they don't ask people with children. They don't ask
people with children for spare change even if they can afford to give it
away, because a lot of them have come from really poor families, where
their parents are really poor, and having kids, you know, it takes a lot of

'' The literatureon street kids is remarkably silent on issues of kids' ethical, moral, or value
systems. The rules governing street conduct in terms of street kids' social living arrangements or
connections to the marmarnstream
are almost completely absent from the current body of scttdady .
literature (for exceptions see for example Carlen [f 9981,Plyrnpton [I
9973, or Hagan & McCarVly
[199fl for a discussion of street families and life on the street qectbely). This lacuna might be
the case because positively oriented ptesentations of the lives of homeless youth including the
way they conceive of their world wittt regards to ethical, moral, political, and social cocks have
notbeenunderEaken. Itmayalso beduetothetfaditi~researchfocusor,concreteasQectsof
street life, or might be a result of a predominant, pmxmcehed
belief (Le.. by
researchem, adults, etc.) that street life and street kidsare essentially maladaptive (Lundy,
1895). In otf'ier words, street life and street youth have been immutably axmked of as ma
complex and pe&&nt social problem" (Bradley, 1997, p. 3) and have been studied within that
trameurwk by &at scientists U&O have been trained to pathlogize (Carten, 1996).

money. And it's just like I don't ask homeless people, well of course Idon't
ask homeless people, Idon't ask disabled people or really elderly people
because I know they need their money, like a lot, and they don't have any
to spare. But you know, it's just rules like that or you know like, in a place
where you sleep you don't break glass all over it, and like the places
where you hang out, you know, you don't take a dump on it and stuff like
that. It's just like common rules that people know and that people will just
abide by because, Idon't know...(Mike, Field notes: 10105198).
Because this is how kids adjust to living on the street and living with each other.

You learn the rules because the rules make sense. They're practical, they help
you survive. Mike articulates how diverse populations need and use money
differentially, and expresses a moral ethic in his panhandling practice by naming
from whom panhandlers see fit to ask for money. But I imagine that there is more
infused in street governance than simply knowing who to ask for money and who
not to but I'm not sure what it is yet.
Beyond the rules that define the parameters of panning, Iwondered how
these guidelines represented codes of behaviour or ethics of the street. I
understood that these were the simple details to which they could speak that in

turn could help teach me. These rules seemed to be reflective of how kids live
together on the street and how they make their living panhandling, but these

rules also led me to believe that life on the street is more complicated than
having rules.
Right from the ouhet my conversations with kids on the street exposed me t o
what Iperceived t o be cruel and thoughtless behaviour of adults towards panhandling

kids. AS previously mentioned I was astounded by people's reuctiom to kids on the street
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that very first day. and began t o search f o r more comprehensive answers t o piece this
puzzle together. Why do street kids engender such vehemence? What makes the
existence of street kids and people's interactions with them so complicded? Is the
status quo somehow being perpetuated, and if so, by whom, and why? Why aren't things
different for street kids;, How are kids being marginalized and further oppressed by
their daily experiences on the street? What long-term effects t o self and soul are
permanently imprinted on these kids from the endless abuses assailing them while living
on the street? Questions were coming to me in an endless flow, spurred-on by the
relentless confessions of kids about their ciramstances on the street and the
experience that 5 was having being on the street with them. They were talking about
positioning and social c l a ~issue^, they were telling me &out politics. and being hated,
about lack of resources and isoldion. Everything began to connect in a web of
interrelated concepts and ideas. I was completely overwhelmed. Some o f the questiow
that I was asking I was able to begin to answer while others had t o wait in abeyance f o r
me to figure my way through what the kids were sharing with me.

I had to be pcltient and

know that I couldn't develop an understanding in one fell swoop.

Two young women related to me some of the things that were shouted to

them as they occupied the public spaces of the street. Sarah (Field notes:
08/17/98) described her experience of panning this way. She said '[ilt's hard.

Like people say like. when we panhandle, they say like Yucking get a job' or
'you're street rats and you're just shit'" (Field notes: 08114198). Just shit? What

does that mean? Zena (Field notes: 08/24/98) offered her account of

panhandling by revealing to me the degrading assaults of men passing by.
mhey're worthless [speaking about what mainstream folk think of street
kids]. And people tell you to get a job all the time, and people throw
money at you. I've had a guy, like no offence to the tape recorder or
anything, but two times I've had two corporate assholes, Iasked one,
'spare some change for a bite to eat today sir", and he said, 'I have
something you can bite onm[asshe motions to her genitalia]. And Ihad
another guy, Isaid, 'excuse me sir, could you possibly be able to spare
some change for a bite to eat today", and he said, 'show me your pussy
first".
Iwas arrested in my tracks, amazed by what I'd heard, what she had
found important to tell me about, what was memorable about her experiences on

the street. Piety and pity - Yor sale only little girl'. 'Change only when you've
been undone, when I've reduced you, disrobed your dignity, peeled you for my
pleasure. Change is a commodity little girl and so are you.' She excuses the

vulgarities of the street as ifto shelter me from the brutality of what she's lived,
to save me from what has toughened her, and slapped her, and made her real.
Again I picked up on the reference to socio-economic class and I began
to wonder about the divisions that separate street kids from others. Heavily
aligned in the very economic fabric of our society &corporateassholes' (Zena,
Field notes: 08/24/98) stood out for me, jumped away from Zena's description of

her life as a street kid because her characterization seemed to be made
pointedly, with purpose. Iwondered if, in addition to being marginalized and
subjected to adults poor judgements and contemptuous treatment of street kids,
the experiences of the street were also somehow tied up in larger issues of
money, power, and privilege. Zena's comments seemed to cast 'corporate
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assholes' into a particular camp, a camp that both set her apart from them, and

also set me apart from her.
That realization changed everything for me. I had lost the person that I was
before. My status as on outsider became, in that very instant, my sullied identity. Money,
privilege and position were all mine and they bumped and chaffed me a t every turn, they
gnawed and burned in me as I crept silently away from the street into my car, into my
home, into my fridge. into my wallet, into my books. and my musings. and my judgements.
Bourgeois, liberal crap f concluded. What was this research about anyway? Who was I
helping and in what way? How could this research be different? 1 was mining the kids'
resources for my own gain. wasn't

I? I was adamant about not commodifying my

relationship with the kids by paying them, or providing coupons f o r them as other
research had done, my small proof that 1 believe in these kids and in their benevolence.

But how was 1 going t o be different? How could 1 prove to myself, and t o them that I
was with them even though my life was separeed from theirs? Was that a possibility, or

are the lines of caste and c l w sufficiently sharp to sever any mingling o f the species? 1
f e l t like the lines were indeed sharp and I was saddened about how separafed I f e l t
from them. My answers were not clear and my discomfort visceral. That same day I
wrote this in my journal.
Upon leaving the street I walked into the Bay. My senses were confronted and
affronted by the grotesque differences separating the two worlds o f downtown.
differences separated only by transparent glass doors enclosing the Buy. I was
diny.
Every fibre o f my body experienced the contrast. My eyes awakened t o bright,
carefully placed and designed lighting. my body relaxed as I entered into the

establishment - literally and figuratively.
felt sufe, and clean, and antiseptic.

I was surrounded by the familiar and it

My nose bredhed deeply. bredhed odours that anoint and delight the senses of
the wealthy, o r the cared-for. or both.

All I:could think o f was abundance. Greed. Extravagance. Excess. Decadence.
Luck Bu? alas. this is the world we live in. Riches to taunt and tempt.
Only separated by transparent g l w doors (Field notes: 08/24/98).

From the rules of panhandling to an ever widening understanding of what

was going on for kids on the street, I wanted to understand more about the
experiences of kids in their lives on the street. I had some clues now about rules,
positioning and economics, and I was ready for more.
The Good. The Bad. The Ualv. and The Twinkies In Between

As I came to understand, through my conversations with street kids, the
polarities of street life for kids are represented in the multiple interpretations of
their panhandling experiences. For some kids panning is an opportunity to live
out the romantic view of the free, boundless bohemian; for others, the
experience is degrading and debilitating, and calls into question how they view
themselves as street dwellers.
Manifest in this daily toil, being a street kid can represent a kind of hippie
identity that in itself speaks to a greater political consciousness. Neil says:
[Planhandling really took another swing. Panhandlers started coming out
of the woodwork in the early nineties. And before it was the sixties. And
what it is, is a cultural thing. It rotatas. It happens over again...
Panhandling is back in. Hacky-sack is back in. Pot smoking is bigger than
ever now. It's the sixties all over again (Neil, Field notes: 08/14/98).

And in that, Neil tries to open a space for his own coming to terms with his life
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and vocation. Making sense of his life, Neil tries to clear a small space for the
experiences of street life to be read as positive. He referentially conjures up
images of an historical time that celebrated peace and freedom, love, hope, and
community - images of a time that set youth against establishment, that named
oppression and magnified desires for liberation. The sixties, equally a time of
turmoil, derision, war, and chaos, is nostalgically and romantically invoked as

the cultural referent for the peace and love movement and the signifier of his
perspective of the street. I didn't ask Neil to elaborate on how his experience of
the street was like the sixties, or if it was, but love and community, peace and
freedom were concepts that surfaced over and over and over. Bohdi told me that
'travelling has changed [his] life*. He said 'I've learned shit that I can't learn in
any city anywhere. I've learned to talk to people without being afraid of them.
[Bleing on the streets is hard sometimes man, but it's worth it, We're doing what
real teenagers do, we don't have a place to call home." Bohdi suggested that
being on the street is about 'connection. It's an emotional and spiritual bond, it's

a thing of respecr (Field notes: 08/14/98).
Iwas hearing positive reflections about what the street experience could

mean. In addition to how those explanations could come from a position of
rationalizing away a set of bad circumstances and experiences, Iwondered if
perhaps understanding street kids8moves away from normative mainstream

pathways might be broadened to include reconceptualizations of youth as
traveller, freedomseeker, or resilient, conscientious objector (see for example
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Carlen, 1996; Lundy,1995; Mayen & Olafson, 1997; Ruddick, 1998). Given what
I'd heard. Itook up the possibility that there might be something beautiful
happening on the street for youth despite the turmoil and pain that comes with it

as Neil and Bohdi suggested. I wondered about how personal strength might
develop through the experience of being a street kid? Maybe there is more to
being a street kid than being a bum? Can we allow ourselves to imagine that the
pedagogy of the street may also be fertile, valuable, and full of possibility?
At the very least, from the accounts of the kids that I'd heard from, the
experience of being a street kid presented as being complicated and
confounded. It seems that some kids frame their experience of life on the street
as being the gateway to freedom, the ultimate in being real, authentic, alive.
Hetherington (1998) suggests that the experience of kids who travel represents
"...more than just a youth culture; in some ways they are more like a new social
movement or form of cultural politics with an interest in issues such as those
associated with the environment, communal and altemative living and lifestyles,
anti-road protests, and access and rights to common land" (p. 329). Although I
want to account for the fact that street kids may present with issues
differentiated from youth who travel in the countryside (Le., kids who are kicked
out of home versus kids who are expressly choosing an alternative lifestyle), as
Hethetington (1998) proposes, perhaps there is something to be said for the
significance of street kids acknowledging the positive consequences of their
street life experiences.
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But despite whatever reconfigurations we might calibrate in coming to
understand street life for kids, 'the good' is accompanied by 'the bad and the
ugly.' A totally romantic view of street life can be misread in its excessive
glamorization (Lees, 1998), and is eschewed by the kids with whom I spoke as
mythology or urban lore. Although street kids seemed to be able to appreciate
what is good, and true, and real about life on the street and their experiences
therein, and although they are articulate about how their experiences on the
street have taught them important life lessons, they negate the highly
romanticized version of what it is like to be a street kid as hype and stereotype.
Many of the conversations I had with street kids explored differing
ideologies on what street life is. The good, represented above, shows how kids
can frame their experiences of the street in a positive light. The bad, represented
a little further on, will illustrate how kids simultaneously understand their lives as
awful. But there is an additional space that highlights the two, that throws both
into light in terms of how the myths of the street are manifest and how certain
kids act on that myth by both being attracted to the street and making their way
there.

One of the most prevalent issues which emerged in my conversations with
street kids was in regard to a particular group of kids who come to the street for
adventure. Classifying them as 'part-time' versus 'real' street kids, 'twinkies' are
named, by the kids with whom Ispoke, as those kids who think itts cool to hang

out downtown,who live on the street part-time, or who have run away from home

(as opposed to being kicked out). Jayne said this about twinkies:
Sure, when you start living on the street, it's all fun and games, but it's
not. All the twinkies in the summer time, 'yea I'm going to the streets', and
as soon as winter hits, they're gone. Cs not fun this life. Like there's good
times, good people, you meet good good friends, you know who your
friends really are, but it's not a life to have (Jayne, Field notes: 11110198).
So something attracts twinkies to the street, maybe the mythology of freedom.

Street kids seem to understand their experiences in relation to and in opposition
to the twinkies.

There seems to be something 'cool' about being on the street

and I'm trying to figure out what the attraction is. Mike talks about the image of
the street as that which attracts twinkies.
Iguess it's just the image. I guess it's just, being a street kid, I don't know,
they think it's cool. And they don't see the bad side of it....they don't see
us not eating for two days and not finding a place to sleep and having to
shiver every night because they jrrst see us when we're out-and-about
downtown walking around and they look at us and uwow,that guy is cool."
They're lured into the life because for them it looks like a 24 hour slumber
party because just all your friends are there and there are no rules and it's
just a big party. My friend said that's what she first thought it was like and
then after she started hanging around with all of us, she realized that it's
not like that at all (Mike, Field notes: 10i08198).

Illustrative of the confusion and ambiguity that exists in youth culture with
respect to what the street might and mightn't be, there seems to be a significant
draw to the street for kids living on the periphery of the mainstream, perpetuated

perhaps by a romantic, hippie-like perception of what the street is, and what it
might offer. Whatever the case, this middle space of street lore helps to frame
how kids understand their experiences of the street. They are clear about not
being hinkies themselves, and chastise twinkies for taking up their space. The

ones [twinkies] that just come and panhandle and hang out downtown because
they think it's fun, them I'd like to smacv (Nicole, Field notes: 09/02/98). And so
more light is shed on how kids are making sense of their lives on the street It is
not alright to think that life on the street is fun and games and that's why twinkies
are rejected by entrenched street kids. Their lives are hard and it seems that
they want to make sure I know it.
Grub was unsure about talking to me. He watched me for several months,
engaging in casual conversations with me before deciding to trust me with his
story, to sit with me and share his experience. He is a young man, with eyes that
look like they've seen too much. He's quiet and gentle. He offered a differing
point of view about being on the street and panhandling, a view that is also
commonly heard in the voices of others.

I hate panning. I would rather not do it, but you know, sometimes I have
no choice...Like when you're panning it's embarrassing, it's humiliating,
it's degrading because you're basically begging for other people's money
that they worked for and they earned. And we're just sitting there asking
for it Idon't really blame people for not respecting that at all. I know I
don't (Field notes: 11/O2/98).
Other than a few passing references in the literature to panhandling (e.g.,
Hagan & McCarthy's [I9971 discussion around youth underemployment and lack

of viable economic routes for earning money on the street, or RuddicKs (19961
commentary on Punks in Hollywood reverting to panhandling as an

uncomfortableform of sustenance), there is virtually no discussion about this

central street kid activity. But the fact that panhandling is such a common street

kid enterprise beckons the question as to why so little is said about this
experience. Maybe itk too ugly to name, maybe we simply don't want to engage
it, maybe we can't bear to face the destitution that we abide in the lives of our
children?
Grub tells us clearly that within the puwiew of mainstream values (i.e.,
earning money) he is a societal parasite and that he can't even respect himself.
Crowchild described the ruthlessness of the street for kids this way:

[Wle are trash to them [referring to the mainstream]. We are nothing. We
are something that they hope will die soon so they don't have to step over
us when we are sleeping in a park because we have nowhere else to go.
You know someone needs to get out of the way. Like if a street kid get
shot, nobody hears about it. No one will hear anything about it. It'll just be
put on to another piece of paper as some John Doe. That's it. No grave.
Maybe a grave but there will be no name on i t They will have no
ceremony or nothing. Just dead, your gone, big deal (Crowchild, Field
notes: 09/02/98).
When Grub says that he doesn't respect himself for panhandling, Iwonder what
kind of impact that has on him, in the short-term, for the long-term? When
Crowchild acknowledges his complete insignificance as a street kid who wouldn't
even merit a grave, what does that mean for him, for you, for me? Laura offers
this about her experience of the street:
It's scary. Like, I don't care what anybody says, you can't get used to
living on the streets. You can't do it. A lot of people say. 'Oh I'm used to
it." You know. uThere's no problems. I'm used to living on the streets.' You
can't get used to i t Your body - you can't get used to sleeping in different
places every night, not knowing where your next meal is going to come
from, not knowing if you are going to go to sleep and not wake up in the
morning. Like you don't know if you are going to go to sleep and wake up
and not have anything in the morning because someone took it all when
you were sleeping. You don't know if you are going to freeze to death

while you are sleeping or anything. You don't know if you are going to be
walking down the street and someone is going to jump you and rape you,
or jump you and kill you or anything. You can't get used to those feelings.
And you can't get used to the feeling of not having any family. And having
to look at people, just walking down the street, and think that they think of
you as street trash. And thinking of you as so much lower than them
because they have money. Because they have a job and a house they
can live in. They are so much better than you. But I don't know.
Personally, Ithink that a lot of the people that I have met on the streets
are the best people that I have met in my whole life. Like your money and
your house and your way of life does not make you who you are. It
doesn't. I think that a lot of people that I have met out here are the
smartest group that I have ever met too. Because you have to be so smart
when you live out here. You have to have the street smarts or you don't
survive. That is just the way it goes (Laura, Field notes: 10105198).
From all that Ihad figured out about kids' lives on the street Iknew that
panhandling could hardly be understood in a vacuum. For one thing, the
mythology of the street was apparent in the youth culture beyond the kids who
were homeless. For another, panhandling seemed to be a mainstay of street
kids' experiences on the street. But what the twinkies illuminated about life on
the street is that it is connected to the culture in which it happens even beyond
the locality and specificity of asking people for money on a particular street in a
particular city. According to what Ihad learned so far about this central street kid

activity, this was the act that bridged the space between the mainstream and the
homeless. Panhandling seemed to be the embodied expression of an 'us' and a
'them'. But looking at what the kids said about panhandling Irealized that within
this dichotomous trap, kids fibrillated in an endless flip-flop frenzy trying to get a
grip on where panhandling fits in for them, and further, where they fit in it They

seemed confused and conflicted about what this all means, what it says about
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society, and more importantly, what it says about them. Within their own
interpretations of how the street is both understood as good and bad, there was
vacillation as great and as furious as the tide of an angry sea continually lapping
the shores, changing at every minute, re-constituting itself and re-inventing itself

every time around. One view, momentarily uttered - with confidence and

-

strength, pride and hope is that street life is about respect and community,
about freedom, fun, and love. Yet almost in the same breath street life is
conceived of as an endless series of painful experiences infused with fear and
shame, insecurity and boredom, anger, hate, and regret. And still, there are
incalculable spaces in-between which make up the gamut of street life
experience. There isn't a singular, static view that encapsulates the totality of the
panhandling life. Panhandling is a dynamic, shifting, and changing enterprise
that continually affords new meanings to kids about their lives and is invested

with power relationships that mitigate the a d of asking others for money. I
learned that even within one conversation street kids can sway through the
complexity of their lives like a pendulum suspended far above their reach. The
breadth of their narratives exposed me to the multiple interpretations they made
of their panhandling experiences. Journeying through what their experiences

were like afforded me the opportunity to also hear about how those experiences
exemplify their relationshipswith the mainstream.
Sticks and Stones Mav Break Mv Bones But lanon'np Me is Killing Me

The chasm between the counted and the discounted occupied a central

focus for the kids on the street. 'Excuse me sir, spare some change so we can
get home? Thank you.' Neil is being ignored. '...[H]ave a nice night. Spare some
change sir to help me get home?" Someone else walks by. "I hate it when they
ignore us. Idon't mind being told 'no', but just acknowledge that we're here."
(Neil, Field notes: 08114/98). 'Yeah" Bobby agrees, ujustacknowledgement
makes you feel better" (Field notes: 08114/98). Acknowledgement seems like a
fairly modest expectation to have but seems to be lacking in the accounts that
street kids offer about their lives. Zena says 'I hate it when people ignore me.
When people say 'no', I say, 'at least you can acknowledge my existence'".
(Field notes: 08/24/98). 'If 1 ask you something," Crowchild pleads, 'even if I'm
panhandling or squeegeeing, don't pretend I'm a brick wall. Don't pretend that I
am just not there, or someone not worth talking to" (Field notes: 09/02/98). 1
hear a litany of voices screaming out "count us, see us, hear us, notice." Mike
says:
What I find really funny is that, okay, all these people in these cars
passing by this window right now, and the people walking on the street
and everything, are living in a completely different world than Iam, and
my friends are. It's really hmny, because it's two completely separate
worlds but it just takes place in the same scenery, you know. The things
that Ido every day and the things they do every day, and the things we
experience, are just so different that it's really hard to even believe that
they're taking place in the same city. Idon't think a lot of people realize
that. They just don't realize that the ILwe live isn't anything like theirs,
nothing at all. It's just like two different plays going on in the same stage
(Mike, Field notes: 1OIO8B8).
EVery time 1 hear them talk about being ignored I recoil. Every time they nurne it

1feel guilty for being an adult, for being part of the procession o f people trying t o get
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them 'in-line' or to fit in, for being part o f the 'them' that are disrespectful of youth,
&en D m i g and I were talking. I was taping my conversation with him and we were
sitting on a pedestrian mall (Field notes: 08/27/98). He was reading aloud from an
Anarchist pamphlet and was talking with me about democracy and freedom, about
oppression and econotnics: he wos talking t o me about being a street kid and how these
concepts are continually interrelding with his life CIS a homeless kid.

I was impressed by

the assessment he proffered about his experiences on the street, and more, of his
connections between those experiences and the greater social order around him. 1 asked
if I could photocopy the pcunphlet so that I could read it, he said 'sure".

The ensuing moments on the street dumbfounded me. He set about asking
passers-by where we might be able t o find a photocopy machine. Always beginning with
'excuse me Ma'am" or 'excuse me Sir' Gwen approached person after person but nobody

stopped. He was polite, gentle, calm, non-threatening but that didn't seem t o matter. He
was relegated to the underclass, his presence a nuisance, he seemed invisible. I sat

quietly beside him amazed and enraged at the purade o f people ignoring this young man.
Hello?! Anybody out there? Ts this the kind of treatment that w e deem helpful t o the

kids living on the street? And beyond helpful, how about respectful?

I had only spent two months on the street but it was enough to kick-stat a
squence of questioning that a s M how adults are interconnected with kids on the

street. I could only imagine tfi& these passers-by were among the many nameless adults

in the mainstream who apparently found it no matter tho$ kids were sitting on the
streets asking for change. In my own constructions, in my own attempt to untangle what
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1 was seeing on the street, I imagined that these were adults who had told themelver a
million stories about how these kids got there. had convinced themselves about who
these k i l are and what they're really doing, and had assured themselves about how they
are not any part o f the problem. Perhaps my judgments were harsh, unfair, self-

righteous, too simple? Whatever the case, I knew that there was something volatile,
visceral, frenetic about the how adults in the mainstream connected and disconnected
with street kids.
Gwen told me that being ignored is common. After a minute or two 1 agreed to
find a copy place on my own. if for nothing else than t o put an end to him being ignored it was regular street fure for him but I couldn't stand it. He seemed glad to have had

the opportunity to show me, t o prove to me how he k positioned as a pariah in the
landscape o f the street. My mouth hung open in surprise. I wondered if I had ever
treated kids on the street this ww

I wanted to die if I had. This moment taught me

that ignoring street k i l is perhaps the most hurtful of all the experiences of the
street.

I cun't help but surmise that the constant reminder o f their nothingness will

always speak to them about who they are and who they have been.

Ignoring kids seemed to hurl them into precarious spaces where their
souls and selves could get beaten and bruised, where they were backed into the
confined comers that present as the sites for kids' struggles on the street.
Whether through sins of omission or commission, whether meant or not. I could

not ignore that kids were talking to me about being ignored and that they were
implicating us in the process. Offering cornpeiiing evidence about how they are

mistreated and dismissed by the mainstream, by the passen-by with whom they
have daily contact, by adults who might otherwsie

be their allies, their help, their

connection, street kids showed me something about the street scene. They try to
resist being discounted and attempt to mark their territory by laying claim to their
dignity despite the perpetual disdain flowing their way. 'I'm used to people
hating me just because I'm therenMike states casually, as if it doesn't really
bother him, as if he is above it - not letting the hate seep into his armour, as if it's
nothing new (Field notes: 1O/O5/98). He drags on his cigarette, and takes a swig
of coffee as proof of his indifference. Admittedly his appointed place in our
societal hierarchy offends him and he deems it to be unjust Later he explains:
I hate putting myself in an inferior position because I'm not. I mean, I'm
the same as everyone else. But when you put yourself on the street, like
sitting down you know, 'spare some change Sir, spare some change
Ma'am'. These are people that, they've done nothing to deserve my
respect and they're put in a position where they can treat me like total
garbage just because I'm asking, just because they know they have that
power (Mike, Field notes: 10/08198).
Mike is particularly eloquent about his station in life. He explains how power,
money, privilege, and respect are all intertwi-ned in the silent contracts of

Western values, values that position him in the periphery, make him invisible,
make him disappear. But Mike seems to see something in it. He understands
something about being disenfranchised by conflating economic status with social
status, illustrating for all of us that today's respect has more to do with money
and power than it does with goodness, or honour, or decency. It smacks of the

truth A e n he says it and it stings inside me when Ihear it Ican't help thinking
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that he's right Like a prophet pronouncing the clans' sinful idolatry, Mike strips
us bare and lays it out unabashedly.
m h e thing that I find really funny is that people, when they look at me,
they think that I'm this horrible demon and stuff like that, but if they sat
down and talked to me for two minutes, they would find out that I'm not so
bad (Mike, Field notes: 1O/O8/98).

But the sad reality is that for the dislocated and the ex-communicated
there are few opportunities to connect with others in the mainstream in positive
ways. Finding out who they 'really' are certainly does not seem to be a priority
on the agenda of most of the folks who walk by. Kids feel like they have been
ousted and dismissed. They are ignored and feel like they've been forgotten.

These circumstances contribute to their identities as homeless, roofless,
moneyless, street dwellers who are neither wanted nor tolerated, kids who are
nonetheless struggling to make meaning of their lives in the contested spaces of
the street.
The Street is Who i Am
The embodied experience of being a street kid involves actually being
situated in the geography of the street and being marginalized by the constraints
and obstacles that are imbedded in the physicality of the street scene per se.
But the street marginalizes its occupants beyond the bodily manifestation of
homelessness. The street is also where kids seem to get categorized and
identified, characterized and oppressed based upon the iconography of the
spaces that they occupy. Ruddick (1996) suggests that '... people are not simply
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marginalized in space but also through space, [and therefore] it is also through
space that they attempt to challenge this process and construct for themselves
different identities" (p.49). Hanging on to whatever is good, and authentic, and
valuable about their experiences of being homeless, and struggling with what is
bad, and hurtful, and scary about life on the street, street kids try to resist
succumbing to the negative perceptions of self that could be so easily donned.
Many kids speak to the relationships that develop on the street as a source of
comfort, comradery and pride in combatting what assails them from outside.
Others identify freedom as that which represents their sense of personhood.
Whatever the case, street kids say that they've learned invaluable lessons about
themselves and others because of their experiences on the street and can tell
you precisely what those lessons have been for them.
'[Bleing on the street messes up your head y'know, like you can take the
rat out of the street but you can't take the street out of the rat" (Laura, Field

notes: 1015198). Laura fears that she will always feel like a street kid, that the
street has become part of her. She talks about how street life is infused in her

sense of self, mingled together in who she is and was, who she might be, or can
be, or would like to be, unified like the fluid steeping of black tea into the boiling

water that surrounds it She acknowledged that the street affects her beyond
what she feels she can control.

Not fwling, or believing in, or recognizing, or being able to access her
own sense of agency, Laura seems to believe that the street will always be a

part of her. And so it goes that life on the street cultivates identities, good, bad.
and o t h e ~ k e It
. gives rise to kids coming to know themselves and their world by
understanding their place in it. Jayne offers this about the opportunities afforded

to her because of her experience as a street kid:
Idon't know, like when you're living on the streets, 1 think you find
yourself more than you would anywhere else. You know who you are, and
you find out who you are, and what3 important to you, and what's not,
and what you can live with, and what you can live without You learn a lot
about like people and yourself, a lot (Jayne, Field notes:I 1/10/98).

Part of that learning seems to be about incorporating street experiences
into self understandings. Mike suggests that being a street kid has become an
indelible part of his identity, a part of himself that doesn't quit, that doesn't go
away, that sits and settles and ossifies in the manow of his bones. He says:
I mean like it's become such a mainstay in my head, you know, and that's
where I think when Iget an apartment and stuff like that, I'm still going to
look at myself as homeless because for, you know, like the past while,
I've been, you know, that's what I've been, homeless. I s just like, people
when they think of me, they're like, 'oh, he's homelessn(Mike. Field notes:
10108198).

And so Mike's self perception is offered as enveloped in what others have
made of him. His identity as a street kid, as a panhandler is consolidated in his
homelessness. What does that mean for him as he faces his future? How will his
experience of street life impact his life after the street? Is there an 'after the

street'for the self that grows up there, or develops there, or awakens there to
the mammoth issues of power and privilege, justice and social order? Of course

the answers to these questions are bound up in futures that none of us can

prescribe, or detect, or foresee. But hearing what kids had to say about
themselves was not confined to the boundaries of themselves. The confluence of
conditions that arise such that kids come to assign meaning to their lives on the
street appeared to be inevitably and inextricably tied up in the corporeal
interactions between themselves and others.
I don't know. It's kind of like a black hole. Once you get on the streets,
you're used to a routine. You're used to living one sort of way, and you
get so used to, you know, sleeping in the bushes or sleeping under
bridges and stuff like that, and it's hard to get out of that. Like people, like
whenever I've gotten off the streets and gotten into an apartment, my very
first instinct is always to get right back, like not get on the streets but it's
always to still be around all the time but just go home at night and still try
to do the same things that I always did. It's hard because you get so used
to it and it's drilled into your head every day that you're homeless, by
everybody. Like there's not one day that goes by that people don't call me
a bum, that people don't call me dirty street trash. Imean, even the cops
call me a dirty street rat, you know, and there's never once that Ican
forget that I'm homeless and just be a person, you know (Mike, Field
notes: I0108t98).

Longing to be a person, to be counted, to be respected beyond his lowly
status, Mike explains how the street has become home. Within the company of
his street contemporaries Mike is more at peace, less judged, a little less

-

alienated, better understood no doubt a welcome respite from what faces him

in the regularity of his life as a panhandling street kid. '[Alfter a while it starts to
grow on you and you start to cope with it and so it doesn't seem as bad, and
then you just don't really have any desire to get off." Grub explains to me. 'Nou
don't really make street life, street life makes you and you gotta just kinda live
around it sort of thing, live in it" (Grub, Field notes: 11102198). But living in it can

be heavy, and the price of one's self can be dear.

Ijust don't want to start accepting some of the bad things that go on.
Before I used to look at things like smoking crack and prostitution as
being really, really bad, that Iwould never, ever do it, but now, Ikinda
think that some things are okay. I don't see why that has changed. And I
still hope that I'm not going to do them, but I look at them differently now
and I still want to, like I used to not hang around with anybody who
worked the stroll, at all, Ididn't associate with them, I didn't talk to them.
Now I understand where they're coming from better and it kind of scares
me because if I was ever in the same situation, I'm hoping that Iwouldn't
do the same thing, but you never know. My beliefs are changing the
longer I'm out here. More and more things are becoming okay to do. It just
doesn't seem right because Iknow that, like right now, when I look out on
society, I see people, okay suits. People who wear suits, they think of all
these things as wrong and I used to think of all those things as wrong too,
but now I do them. I don't know why thals changed and 1 don't want it to
change anymore because its just getting worse and worse. IYs like [my
values], they're slipping (Nicole, Field notes: 09/02/98).

I hear how street life accosts Nicole's sense of order, Unclear about what
is happening to her, Nicole admits that she is changingw. Values and beliefs,

Nicole's comments with regard to how her values are changing over time on the street
presented an interesting invitation to explore the condiions in which that can happen. In the
street kid literature, as d l as in criminology literature, the ctiminogenicsituation has been
perpetrated on the street by
offered to help explain the nature and impetus for cn'rninal
youth. Hagan and McCarthy (1997) suggest that it is street life itself which fosters i
m
criminal behaviour because of the particular conddions of the street (e.g., lack of resources,
hunger, etc,..). They state that whereas much of the current literatureon youth crime is focused
on the characten'stb of the individualscommitting the crimes, the focus should be re-targeted to
account for the placesand spaces in which these
are committed, and take into account
the contexts from which these kids come.This is called the crimimgenicsituatr-onand the social
capital theory adcnavvledging that the envimmenl of the kid and place of the cn*rnesare the
problem (i-e., ontogenic as well as socl*ogenicinfIuenoes), I believe that Hagan and McCarthy
(997)
I did not go farenough in exploring hav the street erodes street kids' senses of self,
conceptions of values, and codes of morality, because their investrestrgations
focused on crime. As
a result of what I learned about panhandling, about being ignored, and about street kids' fdings
of fejecb*~nftam the mainstream I proposethat Nicde's"slipping valuesnam at least in part a
consequenceof herexposureto thekutatiiofhowsheisnamedandidentifiedonthestreetas
YscumR,
haw she is pushed further into tfm street scene by the assaulting mainstream, Perhaps
her changing identity istherefore a respnse to oppresslConand marginalization rather that a fault
of her charadet.Exposedto the constant battles fix dignity, fw MentRy, ffor reSped, Nicde's
values slarviy erode into the subjugated spaces of the street and her m H e d expen*encsas a
street kid intensifies.
l4

-
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morals and selves seem to be up for grabs in the precan'ous spaces of street life
for kids. One's location, physical andlor representational, forms social identities
(Pile & ThriftJ995; Ruddick, 1996, 1998). And so it is that the young souls who
appropriate the spaces of the street to make it their home confront a myriad of
conflicting stories about who they are and the kind of life that they are leading in
their identities as street kids.
It seemed to me that the realities of the street were moulding and forming

its inhabitants beyond the will of those who were making the street their home. I

came to see that sometimes identities could get muddled along the path, could
get hijacked before they have a chance to escape whatever damage might be
caused by extended exposure to being a kid on the street But let me clarify what
exposure I'm referring to and what I'm calling up. It isn't the physical hardship
the kids face on the street in the course of their lives there, but rather the

constant rejection and repulsion the kids say is assailing them from the
mainstream. What would the experiences of the street be like if the views of nonhomeless people were mostly compassionate? How would street kids feel if the
public with whom they interacted treated them with respect and with dignity?
What would it be like if passers-by understood their circumstances a little better,
and more, even accepted some responsibility for their plight? How would we
conceive of street kids if the boundaries between us were blurred and the
dichotomies that keep us comfortably separated suddenly disappeared?
Contorting to accommodate the conflicting messages of who they are and
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what they represent, street kids try to muddle through, try to make meaning of
who they are, try to resist derisive assessments, straddling the in-betweens of
liberation and occupation, and cast for themselves spaces where subversive
subjectivities resist being nullified, and vilified, and objectified. Coming to know
themselves as the 'street ratsnthey've been named, recognizing how things shift
under the heavy artillery of mainstream scorn, and finding themselves
marginalized on all fronts, kids can't help but capitulate to the identities that
have been inscribed upon them and also those they've inscribed on themselves.

Borne of their experiences of the street, kids' identities hover in the confused
spaces between being agents of their own lives and slaves to the social orders
and mainstream views that oppress them. By street kids being positioned on the
outside, by being forced to the edges, street kids are able to take a
discriminating look in at us. In strengthening their resolve that in fact they are not
what the mainstream makes of them, contesting the discourses that operate
upon them, asserting their identities beyond the equation of 'street scum', street

kids have a unique opportunity to evaluate their lives in contrast to our own.
Their identities are surely contested but it is them who want to make sure that

what they are about has not been settled by the mainstream in perpetuity.
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Chapter Four: The Chaos of Connections
In chapter three the embodied nature of panhandling was identified and
explored as a central physical and symbolic experience through which kids
struggle to understand and interpret their lives on the street. Panhandling was
probed for how it is positioned and positions kids in the interpretations of their
experiences of the street, for its centrality in the lives of street kids, and for its
impact in street kids' cultivating, adopting andlor contesting their identities as
marginalized and disenfranchised persons. Focussing on the conflicted locale
where street kids eke out meanings while subsisting in the margins, chapter
three contemplated how confused identities are painfully forged through the
narrow crevices that exist for kids in the troubled and contested spaces of the
street.

The embodied experience of being a street kid was connected to the
mainstream through an exploration of the difficult relationships that exist in the
in-between spaces of the street, for example, through street kids' experiences of
being ignored. By visiting the complexities that inhabit this site for kids, both
confusion and clarity emerged as central circumstances of their experiences.
Finally, chapter three suggested that street kids try to repel, resist, and reject
negative images of who they are through their agency as street dwellers, either
by naming their experience in terms of freedom, or by finding whatever is good

about what happens to them on the street and using that to frame their
experiences. Kids counter with their confessions and cast demarcations of their
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own separating the 'suits' or 'corporate assholes' (Field notes: 08/24/98) from
themselves and identifying pejorative mainstream assumptions as economically
motivated power plays. And we began to see how the experience of the street
provided the contested space for kids' identities to be inscribed both by their
interpretations as well as by the circumstances in which they live in the
streetscape. We know that street kids are gazed at, but are they not gazers as
well (Crouch, 1998)?
In this chapter I will examine the larger systems with which the streetself
collides, to which the self is inextricably attached, and in which the self is
shadowed. In addition to constructing and reflecting

on their personal

experiences of the street, street kids also spoke in tandem about the larger
socio-political milieu in which they find themselves. This is what I will take up
here. Looking at what the kids said about their experience of the street, we will
expand our circle of interpretation to include the larger systems with which the
kids' experiences intersect.
Deeply connected to their environs, and speaking from positions well
beyond the borders of the mainstream, street kids explore the complicated
spheres of social justice, political ideology, and economic doctrine in their
tellings about their experience of the street. Pile and Thrift (1995) explain that
*[t]he body becomes a point of capture, where dense meanings of power are
animated, where cultural codes gain their apparent coherence and where the
boundaries between the same and the other are installed and naturalized* (p.

40). Their bodily presence on the street is similarly a site for capture.

O ~ e Your
n
Gutters and Close Your Eves and You Will Get a Bicr Sumrise:
The Personal is Political
[M]y friend and I,we always, we panhandle up on 17th, people always
ignore us, like if we ask for change, like they don't even look at us.
Usually the comeback I have is always, 'oh geez Iforgot, I'm invisiblen.
The thing is, I'm not invisible. You can see me right now. But the thing is
I'm invisible in their world. They don't want to look at me because they
don't want to acknowledge me, because to acknowledge me is to
acknowledge the fact that there is a homeless problem and to
acknowledge the fact that I need help and I need food and they can give it
to me (Mike, Field notes: 10/08/98).
We may all feel like invisible strangers in the isolated spaces of the

street. Still, Iwondered what it must be like to be an explicit and repeated target
of evasion, erasure, expulsion? For Mike, being invisible seems to have

ramifications beyond how that must hurt him personally. He acknowledges the
greater political climate in which he finds himself and calls it up to account for
the actions of the people with whom he interacts as a panhandler. To illustrate

his point, Mike uses the following as an example of how much his presence in
the public sphere is reviled.
I sleep under a bridge and on the other side of the bridge is a path that
joggen and people on their bikes, they go by every moming and stuff,
and there's a lot of people that sleep under this bridge, you know. We
have mattresses and stuff like that, and the City is trying to clean it out
right now. They're trying to get all of us away from there because they've
had complaints that we're there. And I think it's really funny because I
know who those complaints are from, it's from the morning joggers and
the people with their dogs, like 'oh no, look at those dirty homeless
people, Idon't like that, Idon't like to see that on my morning jog, can you
do something about that?' And Iwas joking with my friend last night, Iwas
just saying you know, they're just going to dig big holes for us and it's

going to be like, 'here this is your hole, don't come out, make sure we
can't see you", and they'll put our name on each one of them. It's just,
people don't want us to exist (Mike, Field notes:1 OlO8/98).
Mike's remarks seemed to exemplify both his personal experience of
being ignored and ostracized as a homeless kid as well as his threatened
citizenship. His minimal use of public space puts him at risk for politically
sanctioned removal and expulsion. Giroux (1996) suggesh that 'the conditions
and problems of contemporary youth will have to be engaged through a
willingness to interrogate the world of public politics" (p.53) and so it is that
Mike's experience with the joggers, and the park, and the city impels us to do
just that.
When Mike told me that story. shared with me his interpretations of the
municipal government's attempt to remove him from the landscape. when Mike cogently
pieced together the larger puzzle o f public disdain with which he lives daily, I wanted t o
know more &out how street kids represent their personal stories in their
representations of space and marginalizationon the street. By stating that his sleeping
under a bridge wus causing some civil unrest, I understood that street kids experiences
were connected to ever widening system of our civil, social, political, and economic
arrangements. Fragments of stories I'd h a r d before began to make sense to me as I
learned more and more about the politically. socially. and economically textured
experiences of street kidst lives. The complex and intricate tapestry of kids' street life
f e l t incomplete. I understood something about kids' experience panhandling on the

street but was exploring how these experiences were c o ~ e c t c dt o other things.

Threads of that tapestry begun to surface.

I started to think about adjoining these

threads into a greater story, a story that would encompass more of the intricacies
intertwined in the totality of street life. our iiving together, and all the troubledness in
between.

I harkened back to trails. to clues, to moments in my conversations with street
kids and before, that caught my attention. The flood of bits and morsels relating to
street kids' experience on the street had begun long ago, but it was now that the
momentum started to accelerate. The Rolex watch, cleaning up garbage, the naming of
corporate versus other adults. the separation of class and status, my previous
experience with the agency and with the woman who spoke to me about setting up my
research (see chapter two), the feelings I had about technology and the youth trade
industry (see chapter two), all began to converge into a massive mental file crowded with
fragments and partial p i e c that
~
kept calling into question the greater values that
undergird the ways in which we live together. The file was rapidly filling and I was
feeling its weightinus.

I began to hear how street kids act as resisters o r non-compliers in the political.
economic. and social agendas o f dominant culture ideologies, and how this is so much a

part of their experiences o f the street not to mention a part of the discursively
constituted identities they carve out for t h e ~ l v on
e ~
the street. Manifest in their

sitwtcdnes on the street, homeless kids seemed t o have ample opportunity t o comment.
r e f led, and critique the predominant cultural viewpoints which set them apart from the
mainstream. Shaped by the persoml but infused with the political and economic, street
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kids' narratives stepped into and retreated from ideological and philosophical musings. I n
understcmdingthat dominant ideologies and policia are uitimately designed to remove
them, it seemed that many street kids were taking up the enormity o f evaluating the
human condition as they saw and experienced it.I punled over how I was going t o set
their stories in and against the Western values that they were invoking in order to bring
t o bear their profound observafiow, but I knew that however I did, the connections

that street kids made about their lives were critical t o address and expose (Field notes:

08/25/98).
Mike's accounts stuck in my head for a long while. Dig o hole for me, make me
invisible, get rid o f me, cast me out, ignore me, shun me, leave me, kill me. What could
that mean for Mike? What docs that mean for us? Make him invisible? Why? Maybe
we're afraid.

'Evicted from the public as well as the private spaces of what is fast
becoming a downtown bourgeois playground" (Smith, 1996, p.28), street kids are
finding themselves increasingly spaceless in addition to homeless. They seem
keenly aware of the political machinery that is focussed on removing them from
the landscape and are hostile to the takesver. This political fight is complicated.
The battle is waged in the embodied geography of the street and in the
discourses of power, money and privilege which extend beyond the locality of
the street. It seemed clear to me after working myself from the personal accounts

of street kids to the political ramifications thereof that these issues needed to be
a part of any understanding of the spaces that kids inhabit on the street.
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'Negative images of youth and the increased privatization of public space both
result in public policies that seek to remove young people From public spaces,
delimit their geography and enforce their invisibility" (Breitbart, 1998, p.307). The
circle was widening even further.
Personal. Political. and Planetary
Even all those months ago I puzzled over how I could connect all the parts o f this

story to a greater whole (Field note: 09/03/98). Somehow f thought that ecology could

speak directly t o how we might begin t o approach the task of understanding other
people's lives as we come to understand our own, and discover something about our
immutable connections to each other and to the earth. Who am 1 t o take on such a tak,

I heard myself asking? Trained as an academic, I wanted t o find a framework into which
I could place all the aspects o f street kids' experiences. Nice, neat, easy. Why are
connections SO important? I heard myself nagging. I was illprepared for the vastiless o f
the topic and/or my thinking about the topic Serves me right,

I hemd myself scolding.

Not expecting the narratives o f street kids t o extend into the political, social,
psychological, spiritual, and economic realms of living lgncorly to the extent that they did,

Iwas atapulted into chaos - the chaos o f the street and the chaos of connections.
I had criticized the literature on street kids for compartmentalizing, for
severing the minutiae o f street kids' experiences into barely recognizable bits,

castrating the whole for the sake of the parts. I wanted to avoid making the same

mistake. So what did I expect? I heard myself questioning. I had imagined that the data
would present as more particular in terms of the functionings of strut life. But in their

-

-

stead the entirety of street kids' lives came barrelling a t me full speed replete with
every complexity and every tendril extended into every topic, idea. and factor. No shit,
Sherlock.

I heard myself laughing.

Reading Capra (1996) crystalized an idea thut had been formless, and nomelr~s,
and ethereal for me as I worked in, and struggled through, my experiences on the street
with kids. Perhaps both a priori and subsequent forays into systemic thinking led me
here. led me to a place where connections converse with the complexities of the human
condition*. Capra (1996) speaks about the deep ecology movement in understanding the
world as a series of interrelated, interdependent organ&-

- systems thaf function

together, affecting each other. essentially and inevitably connected. A ha!

I f e l t myself

finding my way. Deep ecology ' s w the world not as a collection of isolated objects. but

as a network of phenomena that are fundamentally interconnected and interdependent.
Deep ecology recognizes the intrinsic value of all living beings and views humans US just
one particular strand in the web o f lifea (Capra, 1996, p.7). I t was here that part of my
answer lay and here that the tributary to an ever evolving and widening circle o f inquiry

was irreversibly thrust open.

My inquiry into deep ecology quickly led to me t o imagine what a concept like

'deep psychology' might encompass. 1 nccded t o find a psychology that could speuk to.
and account for, the breadth o f street kids' experiences. including and especially their

Systemic thinking in psychoIogyand dher fields is well established. I am familiar with M e ts
(1981) General systems Thinking, and more specifically with the systemic phiIosophies and
(e-g., Becvar 8 Becvar, 1994; Capfa,
approaches of the Corrstrudivist
1982,1998; Gergen, 1994; Guidano, i995a. I M b : Lyddon, 1995 ;MatKwrey 1988a. 1988b,i995
Neimeyer & Mahoney, 1905).

political philosophising as part of how they understand themselves and their world. I
needed a new language t o talk about, and through, what the kids were teaching me about
the street as well as what I was piecing together through my experiences there.

1 understood thrtt this inquiry needed t o account for the multiple-y constituted
experience of street kids and about the totality of their lives as they explained how
they are 'deflected from and rejected by mainstream institutions* (Field notes:

08/25/98). I knew this work needed to reflect the connectedness of the various
systems in the production and maintenance of the street kid phenomenon especially as
the kids delivered up those connectionr in our conversations. I tentatively envisioned

what a deep p~ychofogycould be with regards t o incorporating economics, politics.
religion, and so forth into an applied. and down-to-earth understanding o f lived
experiences (Field notes: 08/25/98). Suggesting that 'a deep psychology could account
for and acknowledge the intricate interconnectednessand interdependence o f u dynamic

constellation of values, beliefs, actions. and perceptions which are imbedded in the
psyches o f people and institutions, this psychology could be ecologically and ethologically
baseda(Field notes: 09/03/98). I scorched for such a thing in the annals of psychology
theory and found a few interesting lea&. Ecopsychology and environmental psychology
offered their suppor? in promoting a holistic and comprehensive perspective on human
nature as part of. and not superior to. living systems and our planet (see f o r ucunple.
Roszak, & m a , & Ktmner, 1995). That seemed t o work but was foassed primarily on

environmental and biological aspects of life, well-being, a d sustainublity. Although my
foray into that school of thought was fruiiful and did encompass ports of what f deemed
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to be essential aspects of any philosophy of psychology o r therapy. I searched further
t o see if I could find a critical school of psychological thought that would. on the one
h a d , speak to politics, economics. and power, and on the other hand, open up a space f o r
self-ref lection and critique.
From' deep ecology to ecopsychology and environmental psychology, 1 finally gat
to critical psychology and breathed a sigh o f relief. Although the field is small. and is

partly an offshoot of a social psychology, critical psychology nevertheless begins t o
acknowledge political. economic, and social facets of the human web o f life. inevitably
integrated in our planetary situatedncss. Also, the critical psychology movement
focusses much o f its mention on psychology's participation and culpability in maintaining,
strengthening. and n i f y i n g the status quo (see for example. Fox & Prilleltensky, 1997;
I b a e z & fiiiguet, 1997; Prilleltensky. 1994; Sullivan. 1990). This seemed to be the
burgeoning field o f psychology that would extend to me the freedom +hat I needed to
thoughtfully. carefully. and holistically inquire into the lives of street kids.

I thought awhile about why I was searching f o r a psychology that could save me.
I had hermeneutics as a guiding approach t o rmurrch in addition t o being a philosophy
that resonated with t h e way I think, feel, and take up the world.

I wasn't wanting to

become an expert in theory, in fact I believed theory hod been purt o f how psychology
maintained its distance from the realms o f politics and economics in the first place. But.
on the other hand, I also recognized that psychology was absent from the kinds of
discussions about street kids that Iwontcd t o have. Although my ecological perspective
o f street kidf lives made perfect sense t o me (is., talking about politics, economics,
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values, social order, religion, power. environmental issues, etc...),I acknowledged my less
powered position as a student within the academic system and hoped f o r back-up in
support of

my perspective from a friend in psychology. That said, 1 also f e l t deeply

saddened and ashamed about needing, or wanting, or searching for legitirnization in
theoretical frameworks. Theory? Theory cun become an abstraction a few too many
steps away from the lived world QS1 was living it with t h e kids on the street. Do
disciplinary paradigms lead us, as psychologists, academicians, and adults, t o numb
oorselvu clear o f what is happening in our relationships with ourselves, each other, our
kids, our institutions, our political and economic climates. our ideologies, and our planet?
AS with everything else in this inquiry, I accepted to live a while in the uncomfortable

tensions that present themelves when the system that you're in is also the system that
you instinctively resist.
Even though I f e l t a communion with a branch o f psychology that might have
been able t o help me in some way,

I also knew that searching f o r a meta-theory ( i . a , one

omnibus framework) t o hide behind was the remnant o f a positivist ghost trying t o
frighten me away from the 'original complexitiest and the messiness of life (Cquto,

1987: Smith, 1994). I put the search aside and committed t o go buck to it a t a later time,
committing t o work toward initiating a shift in the way that psychology might take up an
issue like street kids. I n part,

I hoped t h e this inquiry might be a first small step

toward that end. I stuck my nose back into my dota. reuquainted myself with t h e
hermeneutics that certainly afforded me and my intvpretcltions the freedom t o explore
the complexify o f connections, tensions. and problems, and continued trying t o

understand life on the street for kids.

The Disappearance of Public Space for Youth and The Body Politic

By listening to kids speak about the varying experiences of their lives as

homeless people, I had arrived at questioning how street kids are positioned and
impositioned in the greater systems of our social fabric. For example, Mike's
story about the park was one of a number of tales that street kids told me with
regards to the alleged effort to get rid of them. I began questioning how public
space intersected in the lives of street kids and heard a lot about how kids feel

they are positioned on the street. The kids' vacillating feelings about their street
experiences extended into how they spoke about their identities as street kids,
identities that were formed in part through the conditions of the street. In
understanding the street to be simultaneously the site for resistance, exclusion,
negotiation, contestation, and oppression (Baron, 1989; Carlen, 1996;
Cresswell, 1998; Lees, 1998; Ruddick, 1996.1998), I heard a lot about how kids
make meaning and interpret their positions on the street Street kids knew that
the players on the street were not equally invested with power to claim their
places and spaces. As Gwen Danzig remarked:
We're supposed to have rights and freedoms. And we get out on the
street and it seems that most of your rights and freedoms are stripped
from you. Idon't know, it's weird. In Canada there is no place you are
legally allowed to sleep outside except for a road that has both ends
blocked off, [and that's only] because it hasn't been
up yet (Gwen
Danzig,Field notes: 08/25/98).
During my first formal interview on the street, I was told about, and invited to,
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another popular street kid hang-out. Neil offered to take me. and introduce me, and
felt shy, and intimidated. and reluctant
show me the ropes (Field notes: 08/14/98). But I
to go stomping through their places without first considering what that would mean for

me and for them. I n any case, some three weeks after my T-shirt had been spotted and

I was regularly connecting with kids on the pedestrian mall. I did go over t o this
alternative sheet kid space. Neil. acting os my ambassador. welcomed me when I g o t
there,
The locale itself was a small urban park in front o f a convenience store, set on a
busy street which housed many of the city's bars and popular dancing spots. I t was a
good place for panning. 1 w a told.
~
This urban park measured about thirty feet in length
and roughly eight feet in width and was bordered by shrubs all around, encasing it to
make it its own space. Inside there were benches and city garbage cans. Many o f the
benches were broken. One of the long sides of this space bordered the busy street, the
other bordered the parking lot adjacent to the strip mall that housed the convenience
store. I t wasn't much of a real park but enough o f a place that kids could appropriate it

or their own. The bushes around the rectangular space stood about five feet tall, and on
the side o f the parking lot there was a manicured entry way through the bushes into the
space.

I had mentioned t o the kids previously that I f e l t a b i t uncomfortable about
going t o 'the avend with them and asked them how they felt about it. They assured me
thcrt coming t o this place was no big deal and told me that most kids would love t o have
an opportunity t o tell their rtories (Field notes: 08/14/98).
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One of the first times I went to 'the avenue' I remember standing outside the
hedged park feeling like an intruder. Finally, one of the kids I knew saw me and asked me
why I didn't come in? I:felt like an idiot for answering that I hadn't been invited and
wanted to respect their place and space despite the fact the space was public. I felt so
much like an invader. like an intruder, like an outcast. To my mind, this was the kids' home

and it felt awkward for me to waltz right in. unannounced, irrespective of their wills and
wonts, just because I:wanted to meet them, and know them. and listen t o them, and
write about them.
I n reflections and discussions about how I felt as a researcher, person, and
citizen with regards to kids making space and being alien in it, I was reminded that most
o f the adults with whom these kids connect would probably not hesitate to intrude. 1

thought that perhaps because I was querying the experiences of the street f o r kids and
all their meanings, I was more inclined t o examine how space was being appropriated by
them and also by the mainstream. Also. it was pointed o u t to me that even though street

kids aim to feel 'at home' in public space. they're used to having that space invaded (T.
Pirosok, personal communication, Sept., 1998). There was a tension between public and
private spaces that I didn't quite understand. I couldn't put my finger on it but knew

that it had something t o do with the proposition that public space is sometimes
synonymous with space for the invited or welcome, or perhaps something t o do with my
feeling that the privatization of public space is increasing. o r that the legitimacy o f

public space af all Q suspect if there is gross inquality among socievs members (Daly.
1996: Daly, 1998; Uorten, 1998). Within the ambiguous privcrtdpublic space,

I decided

that, a t least in terms of me being here, this public space was their space and
throughout my time on the street I was always mindful of my position as visitor, guest,
and invited outsider. Thee were interesting issues to contemplate and I wondered how
they fit into the bigger picture.

The kids made me comfortable, made me welcome, opened their space to me both
literally and figuratively. I t was alright for me to go there over time:

I had their

permission and that felt like the way it needed t o be f o r me and I think also for them
(Field notes: 09/03/98).
There's a big sign there now. You can't miss it. Thefve cut the b u h u so that the
space is no longer secluded away from the street and parking lot. The bushes are about
two feet high. 1 guess tho* space is no longer accepting street kids. The sign reads

"PRIVATE PROPERTY" (Field notes: 02/99).

Recently, the public spaces which kids inhabit are being contested and
colonized away Porn them. It has been reported that '[rnlore than seventy
American cities have criminalized activities associated with lack of shelter"
(Daly. 1998, p. 121) and nearly a thousand cities 'have inaugurate[d] or
strengthene[d] curfews designed both to keep youth off the street and to police
and criminalize their presence within urban space" (Giroux, 1996, p.118).
Redistributed or recolonized by an economically advantaged populace,
homeless kids are being squeezed out of the landscape. Literature on

gentrification suggests that money, privilege, and power constitute the
necessary ingredients for harvesting public spaces away from the less-powered,
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more-oppressed marginalized, while simultaneously attempting to remove them
from the public terrain (see for example, Fyfe, 1998; Smith,1996). Interestingly,
the literature on street kids (in the domains of psychology, social work, and
education for example) is conspicuously quiet with regards to spacial
considerations of the street and whatever interpretations would therefore arise
from looking at space and place as contributors to the lives and conditions of the
kids who live there.
Nevertheless, these issues do spring forth from the narratives of street
kids as important signifiers of mainstream malevolence. The effort to effect these
public evictions does not go unnoticed by the street kids, as is clearly evidenced
above. Lees (1998) reminds us that '... the public space of the street is not
pregiven, in either its form or its meaning. It is produced through contestation
and social negotiation" (p. 250). But what negotiation can be initiated between street
kids and the mainstream? Who make up the mainstream? Who are the power brokers and
the gatekeepers? These quutions seem ethereal, unanswerable, convoluted, complex.

But I know that t h e n is much to examine in understanding the multilayered aspects and
facets of the streetspace and kids' experiences in it. I persevere. Even if we were to

submit that in fact negotiation or contestation was plausible, as Lees (1998)
suggests, street kids are not perceived as stakeholders in the public space of
the street, and therefore warrant no real consideration: although they warranted
some kind of negative consideration by inspiring the powen that be to cut down

the bushes and put up a sign (J. Field, personal communication, July, 1999).

Furthermore, it seemed to me that kids' invitation to occupy public space was
dependent on whether or not they were choosing to be street kids in the first
place. If kids are making a choice about being homeless, then restricting their
access or privilege and pushing them away from the street, perhaps towards

home, could be viewed as an ethical and moral position to have. The error of
this position is, that for some kids (including the kids that I spoke to) street life is
not a choice''. If it is conversely understood that kids are not making the choice

to be on the street, then the moral imperative to address them, to acknowledge
them, to help them, to connect with them, to not erase them, is so much the
stronger.
I think that it is just that a lot of people think that we put ourselves here.
And it is like, we don't really have any reason to be on the street I have
gotten several, when I have been panning, someone will come up and go,
'go home, your parents love you." People don't understand how much that
hurts when they say that. Because just knowing that they don't. Knowing
that my mom doesn't want me there. And knowing that she hates me and
wishes that she like, wishes she never had me and stuff. It really hurts
when people say, 'go home your parents love you." Ijust can't stand it.
And like, I think people just need something to look down on. To make
themselves feel better. Like, to feel higher up and more mighty. And they
just use us as an example (Laura, Field notes: 10105198).

But despite the underlying reasons for kids being on the street, and
perhaps more importantly, notwithstanding

the causes that lead kids to the

street, the street is a hotly contested site in terms of who warrants what space or
Literature on the numbers of kids who are relegated to the street because they've been t h m
out it is virtually n o ~ i s t e n(Cotby,
t
1990). One recent study suggested that only 6% of the kids
sWed that their 'homelessness was desirablew,i-e., a choice (Russell, 1998, p- 317). Moreover,
definitional proMerns in the litecatuteconfound any ma! estirnatewith regardto who is a cunner
and who is a t h m m a y . Please see Appendix 1for further explication fiom the literature on the
causes and consequencesof making the street home.
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treatment under which circumstances? Vying for power and privilege on the
street seemed to become a matter of ensuring desirable or less desirable
conditions, evidenced perhaps in the placard we spoke about earlier (see
chapter three and Appendix 3). The vibrancy and viability of the streetspace is
perceived as an indicator of economic health, social well-being, and political
success in the urban imagination (Smith, 1996), and where a multitude of
practices are enacted upon it including, for example, leisure, gathering, and
eating (Crouch, 1998). Street kids seemed to readily understand and engage in
the discourses of the streetscape, and ultimately made meaning about their
socio-political lives by interpreting how space is defined or confined along with
their viability in it. They did this in two ways. Firstly, kids spoke a lot about socioeconomic status as part of the way their experiences are framed on the street.
Economic status seemed to be somehow connected to the appropriation or
entitlement of people in the streetscape. In other words, if you are part of 'the
system', you are welcome in the spaces of the street (T. Pirosok, personal
communication, July, 1999). Secondly, street kids recounted endless stories
about police brutality as an exemplar of repressive and oppressive statesanctioned, spatial control. Accordingly, Daly (1998) suggests that 'space is
organized in political and legal terms to express ideas about civic virtue, to
differentiate between those who are deserving and those who are regarded as
transient, marginal, fugitive, or deviant" (p.124).
To this end, street kids' discursive treatment of economics, politics, and

I10

socio-economic status was an integral component of what they shared with me
about their experiences on the street. But there was also a third factor to laying
out the political economy of the street to which the kids only spoke about
marginally. Kids had articulated so much about their socio-political lives through
their discussions of the embodied location in the streetscape as well as about
economics, politics, and police (sections to follow), but they hadn't spoken a lot
about the specific legal doctrines that were also operating per se. I was
interested in how their experiences of disenfranchisement might be situated in a
legal context and so I investigated city ordinances, bylaws, and the general
political climate which undergirds the discussion about kids and their lives on the
street to further understand all that they were telling me.
Citv Ordinances as Public Erasinq
Popular culture currently addresses, defines, and constructs the youth
street scene as one which breeds crime, delinquency, danger, and chaos (see
for example Carlen, 1996, Daly, 1998; Giroux, 1996; Hagan & McCarthy, i997;
Lees, 1998; Schissel, 1997). Can't you hear it? The newscaster is reporting that

a homeless shelter is being erected in a certain district of the city but there is a
community association fighting to stop the project Maybe we might pause and
think about what that actually means in terms of human lives, in terms of people
needing shelter, in terms of being benevolent and extending help where it is

needed. Maybe we might consider what it means when we ponder where we
would prefer to put the shelter or if we believe that a shelter should go up in the
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first place? The media is constantly screaming these exclusionary images at us,
reinforcing the notion that homeless youth are dangerous, evil, out of control,

agents of ruin and destruction, and criminals (Giroux, 1997; Schissel, 1997).
Casting them into them and us into us, we neatly, and nicely, and quietly
separate our lives from those who make the street their home, and they seem to
do the same of us. Like oil beading on water, integration between home dwellers
and street dwellen is not what we are seeking to achieve in the public domain.

And more still, the places and spaces that we want to visit, and roam, and be in,
are increasingly becoming less hospitable to those who are marginalized,
oppressed, or otherwise undesirable.
But it seems to me that there is more t o the story than the fact that these

spaces are becoming less welcoming t o disenfranchized folk When I started going
downtown t o speak with kids f o r this resmrch, I was apprehensive. I t was an unknown
space f o r me. f wasn't sure about my safety, and I didn't know about how I would be
received f o r trying t o cross the borders between those that make the street their

home and those that don't,
As previously mentioned, power and privilege are contested in the spaces of the

street. There seems to be a struggle between a? least two groups who are enacting upon

and appropriating the streetscape in different ways. Both parties want to feel M home'
in t h e public spaces o f the street, but it appears th& there isn't enough space t o
accommodate the gamut of practices and munings habituated in and by the street,
literally und metaphorically. On one side, the street kick make these places and spaces
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their home, wonting or expecting that other members of society see and experience
what they do. On the other side. mainstream folk use the street in their daily practices
in a myriad of ways (Crouch, 1998). and may not be clued into. o r aware of, what these
spaces represent to others. Moreover, what if the increasing inhospitality of the street
is seeping into the experiences of more than just street kids? What would it mean if the
separations that we make, and the connections that we draw, cast us apart from each
other in ways that are not easily reconcilable?
After having spent time on the street, after becoming comfortable and safe with
the kids and in the space,

I realized that through my acquaintance of the spaces and the

people in the street, I gained a different appreciation f o r how fear and
misunderstanding impact the separations named above (E. Mayers: T. Pirosok, personal
communications. August, 1999). But however I understood the complexity o f the street

-

in my musings, and however I felt or feel about the street no matter what my own
feelings o f alienation are or how they are exacerbated in the street, regardless of my
fear o r lack of understanding about others who share this space

- I could not ignore

that, because of my privilege, I was 'free' to make place in that space. Street kids do not
have that advantage. Whereus there is no blatant political or economic target on me,
whereas there is no evident legal or political machinery trying to delimit my frcedorn
o n h the streetscape, street kids seem to haw bull's eyes invisibly imprinted on their

bodies,

Evidenced in city bylaws restricting kids' panhandling behaviour, apparent

in the languaging about who they are, why they are there, and what these kids

are about, explicit in the moral panics around youth, and crime, and the street,
homeless kids are being systematically evicted from the scene. Daly (1998)
contends that '...the nature and complexity of homelessness can be more fully
appreciated by examining the political economy of the state and the decisions
made regarding resource distribution" (p. 114). For the purposes of our
discussion, the places and spaces of the street are the very resources that kids

-

are competing for and in, and that kids are powerless to claim even for small
measures like shelter, or gathering, or panhandling. Access to these resources
is being limited and constrained, controlled and monitored by governments, and
influenced by corporate citizens who want to clear away the human debris that
might inhibit the consumer's unhampered access to their establishments. For
example:
The business community in Vancouver has voiced concern over the
escalating problem with panhandlers. It [panhandling] creates an
intimidating and unsightly atmosphere, negatively impacting on the quality
of life of Vancouver's citizens while adversely affecting businesses and
tourism in our city (Administrative Report, 1998).
The Business Improvement Association (BIA) in Vancouver has long been trying
to restrict panhandling activity. In the background documentation supporting the
bylaw implementation it states:
Despite their effork, new panhandlers amve to fill the gaps while a core
of chronic panhandlers remains. BIA's in the downtown business area
have also supported a public education campaign encouraging people not
to give change to panhandlers but to local charities instead
(Administrative Report, 1998).
Admittedly, on the surface, there may not be anything so terrible about
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the sound of this plan of action, and perhaps there isn't anything heinous about
protecting the interests of corporate citizens per se, but I noticed the language
used to frame this predicament. Read the power invested in the entrenched
economic values, in the force and might that these values have in lobbying for
the removal of these people from the geography of the street. But why, do you
think, is there a continual influx of panhandlers? What else might that be
connected to, tangled in, fused with? What do they mean by unsightly? Unsightly
to whom? What is accomplished by giving money to charities instead of directly
to the end user? At least one interpretation could be that it aids in removing
street people from the street scene and resettles them in social service
institutions. Laura scoffs at the futility of the services available to her and
suggests that '[putting] two million dollars from all the VLTs (video lottery
machines) into like, the homeless shelters really doesn't do any good at all.
Almost all the money that goes into the homeless shelters is being pocketed by
the people that work there" (Laura, Field notes: 10105/98). Clearly social service
agencies are more than simply repositories for the homeless, and use their
monies in more ways than just paying their staff. Certainly the staff who work in

the services which aid street kids are well intentioned people and do good work,
but still there is something amiss in the land and institutions of the street. When I

asked Gwen Danzig about the advice he would give to counselling services he
said 'Not sitting there and going, 'Ding, your time is up. Next"' (Gwen Danzig,
Field notes: 08/25/98). Now, however outlandish the interpretation offered is

-
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that services on the street are aimed at removing homeless people from the

landscape - it is nevertheless echoed in the accounts of how street kids
understand the collusion between services, businesses, and public disdain.
Discrete separations between how the kids size up those who don't want them
sleeping in parks while they are jogging, and those who give care because they

are paid for it, are not easily made by the kids. What I gleaned about what they
were saying is that workers who must be paid to care (as opposed to care for
free), and those whose money and privilege afford them the unthwarted
opportunity to jog in parks in the morning, represent for the kids, two points on a
continuum of mainstream economic values of materialism and instrumentalism.

There is something to what Laura and Gwen Danzig have named and something
just doesn't seem to jive. It seems to me that they are talking about the everyday
business of the shelters as an example of that which unintentionally perpetuates
commodified relationships, relationships that I understood as further alienating
street kids from the mainstream.
In another city, panhandling was evasively described as 'a significant
social and safety concernwand a bylaw was passed 'to ameliorate the negative
impact of panhandling' (Bylaw 3M99, 1999) (see also Bylaws 6478,
6555195.7885 for similar ordinances regulating and restricthg access and
utilization of public space). But Iwondered about what negative impad they

were talking about? There was dissonance in my head as I tried to incorporate
that which the kids told me with regards to meir experiences of panhandling (see

II 6

chapter three) and also take up this other impression of what panhandling is,
based on the cities' perspectives. What kind of negative impact could
panhandling possibly have on the street that is worse than the citizens of the
place knowing that there are people who are having to panhandle?
The legal documents that authorize constraining, restricting, oppressing
and removing panhandlers (and squeegeeers) from the streetscape are an
impressive set of cultural artifacts to examine for language and intent, for what
they say and for what they mean to say, for what is implied in the in-betweens of
how they position, classify, and remand disenfranchized people to the periphery.
In reading about the various rationales and discussions regarding panhandling,
and loitering, and generally being a nuisance, Iwas dismayed to read how
enmeshed governmental values were with those of private business enterprises
as is exemplified above in the case of the BIA of Vancouver. tt always seemed to
me that the interests of these two entities might, dare Isay should, be different.

As an example of how municipal governments want to ensure that the business
of the city proceeds without intenuption, the bylaws specify that panhandling is
not to occur near banks, instant teller machines, near liquor stores, bus stops, or
pedestrian walkways (see bylaws referred to above). Ostensibly this is to protect
the public from uncomfortable or potentially dangerous interactions

wim

panhandlers. Ithink that we all can agree that protection of the public is not a
bad value to have. But what troubles me, what Icannot figure out, what doesn't

seem clear to me is how panhandling has come to be vilified in the way that it

has. The explanation offered to me by the kids, is that money, power, and
position are what really underlie all that happens in, on, and around the
landscape of the street and beyond.
Gibson (1998) sent this letter in response to yet another major city
threatening to enact panhandling and squeegeeing bylaws: 'I understand that

you are proposing an anti-panhandlers by-law. Iam appalled by the heartless
lack of understanding and compassion represented by your proposal.
Panhandlers are not pretty. Panhandlers are not a joyous addition to
street life. But regrettably, in Mike Harris's Toronto, they are an ever increasing
fact of urban life.

Undoubtedly, the police have adequate authority to deal with any
aggressive or threatening people. They do not need more tools in their already
bulging legal kit.

As for prohibiting certain locations, I have always felt that panhandling

-

outside liquor stores and banks was symbolically appropriate even brilliant.
Where better than outside a place specializing in luxuries like wine 8 spirits; or
outside a place that dispenses cash to people who have cash?

Please devote your energies to combatting the conditions that force
people into begging in order to survive, not to intimidating, harassing, and
otherwise maltreating some of the most vulnerable people in our sociev
(Gibson, 1998).
The bylaws delimiting kids' movement and fteedom on the street focus on

the very activities that kids use to subsist. I wonder how these bylaws help kids
who are hungry? Like Jar said 'the agencies do need money to help us but when
all of the agencies are closed after nine o'clock and you're sitting there and
you're like so hungry or something, you know, of course you're going to
panhandlen(Jar, Field notes: 08/14/98). 1 wondered how mainstream agencies

and municipal governments could honestly claim that they have real concern for
the issues and obstacles that confront marginalized kids when everything about
these laws suggests that in fact the opposite is the case. I wonder about how
kids feel about being removed, herded, vilified, criminalized? Mike responds to
the current move afoot to extricate him from the street

A lot of what 1 do is not..., what I do that would be considered crime, is not
what Iwould consider crime. I don't consider breaking into an abandoned
house so Ican go to sleep out of the snow or out of the rain a crime. I
don't consider, you know, panhandling on the street for change so I can
get something to eat a crime. And I don't consider walking out into the
street with my squeegee and asking people if they want their windows
cleaned a crime (Mike, Field notes: 10/08/98).
Framed as a criminal and, according to the law, a defacto offender, Mike
rejects the burdensome imposition of the state in restricting his activities on the
street and the adjudication of himself as a thug. 'I find a lot of street kids really
don't like society. At least [not] the way society is fixed up and the structure of it'

Gwen Danzig tells me. Iask him "why?" 'It's bullshit, it makes me sick.' I pry a bit
more. %hat about it?" Iask. The people in it-' he says. Iask again. What about

them?" He answers.
Government The things the political powen do, their decisions. It's like, I

know that we live in one of the best countries in the world but still there
are so many things that our government does that are wrong. Awhile back
Canada sold China a bunch of CANDU reactors. Our government doesn't
care because it's money. There is not much of a big price on human life
anymore. The government is missing a lot and they hate to admit it.
Everybody does. It's like, we live in Canada and we're so great and
everything. I hate to break it to you, Canada has poverty (Gwen Danzig,
Field notes: 08/25/98).
I'm undone by the connections that he makes, by his political savvy, and taken

aback by his condemnation of money as the epitome of our government's

-

values. Political and economic order all rolled up in one neat bundle - how
nice.
Colonizina the Street: Economics and Exclusion
As we have noted, '[plublic spaces differ depending on their social,

cultural, economic and symbolic functions, and, perhaps most importantly,
depending on the meanings, contested and negotiated though they are, that
different publics bring to them" (Lees, 1998, p. 251). It seems that political
agendas are mingled with economic values and vice versa. Economic talk gets
mixed into the messages, impressions, and interpretations that kids have about
their lives on the street. Grub talks about the economic circumstances that face
him as a street kid compared with the mainstream folk who nonchalantly walk by
him.
You know, lots of people think we're runaways and it's our own fault that
we're on the streets and they don't care. They have problems like car
payments or whatever to deal with [he says sarcastically1, actually having
something on their conscience about someone starving out on the streets
in this cold weather,[he shrugs] they don't care (Grub, Field notes:
1IlOUS8).

'The rich get richer and the poor get poorer. And it is a true philosophy" (Neil,
Field notes: 08114198). Money and status continually figure into how the kids
perceive the mainstream and how they feel they are excluded from the spaces of
the street. "I'm not useful for regular society, you know, I'm not a viable
consumer because I have no money and I'm not somebody who could buy a lot
of things, so that makes me useless because this society is driven by money"
Mike explains (Mike, Field notes: 10/29198). And Zena adds that part of her
subjugation on the street comes from the distinctions in class and mobility that is
afforded by money. '...they think that they're better because they make money

and they have a place to live, but their love only comes from their money, and
their hate comes from their money. You see, I think money is worthless. I think
money is worthlessn (Zena, Field notes: 08124198).
I don't know, the government right now is corrupt and anybody who
doesn't at least think, to some degree, that it is, is because, you know,
they're serving their own interests and their own interests are money. But
I mean, Ithink, a govemment like direct democracy, you know, that is
probably the closest thing to a government that would actually work but
that's not the way it works anymore because the average citizen doesn't
have a say in what goes on in his [sic1 world (Mike, Field notes: 10108198).

'Capitalist power and its relations with politics are able to reproduce a
morality that implies that certain people are better and more valuable than others
on the basis of their place in the economic system' (Schissel, 1997, p. 14). This
is so abundantly apparent in how street kids construct and understand their

experiences of and on the street. Connections between selves, society,
economics, and politics are all combined in what Mike offers about consumerism

and homelessness.
And they [being the 'suits' - business people] assume that because we
don't sleep in a bed at night in a nice warm house, that we must be the
scum of the earth, we must be the evil people. And it's because they're
being manipulated by the media. I don't know, it's because, it comes down
to money, it really does because we aren't consumers and media and
business don't like people who aren't consumen. If you don't buy a lot of
stuff, you're not useful. Idon't know. So that creates a big, they create a
huge gap between the people who do buy a lot of stuff and the people
who don't buy a lot of stuff. The people who don't buy a lot of stuff are
looked down upon. The people who don't have TVs and the people who
don't eat up all the ads are looked down upon because they don't fit into
society (Mike, Field notes: 10/08/98).
Nicole also feels that she is not fitting into what the economic mainstream might
require, or allow for. She says that she is economically discriminated against
because of her age. She isn't going to work at the 'worst jobs for the wont
money for no reason at all other than the fact that you're not old enough to work
any of the good oneswand for the fact that you're homeless (Nicole, Field notes:
09/02/98). So the economic circumstances and class distinctions inscribe how
kids come to interpret their world, making meaning and judgements about who
they are, who we are, and about the internal order of our values.
A number of kids commented on the banality of the work-aday world.
Casting 'suits' into a category apart from themselves, street kids articulate how

their values are incongruent with what they perceive the values of the workforce
to be. Gwen Danzig says: 'You look outside and you see all these people and
they are all just faceless people. They all walk around and they all look the

same. Go and do the same thing, (he pauses and scans the cityscape nodding
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his head), and they are going nowhere* (Gwen Danzig, Field notes: 08/25/98).
Nicole says '[tlhey build buildings, see this building, ugly and pointless. They
build buildings to work in so that they can go home and live in their building. It
just doesn't make any sense to me"Nicole,

Field notes: 09/02/98). They detect

falsity in the constructed geography of the street and are able to reflect on the
centrality of commodified relationships between themselves and the mainstream
as a result of their marginalized position.

They [suits] care about money. They don't care much about anything else.
They care about their money and they care about their jobs. They pay
taxes and they pay charities because the government says they have to
or whatever, right? They don't care they just want more money. More
money, nice can, big houses. Like I have a pillow and a sleeping bag,
and maybe a girlfriend every once in awhile. And I am happier then they
will ever be (Crowchild, Field notes: 09/02/98).
I t isn't just the suits who might think about how their relationships are

cornmodified with street kids. it is also helpers, adults, researchers, citizens,
governments. Throughout my conversations with kids, it seemed that relationships free
of the constraints and parameters o f economic power differentials were the

relationships that street kids felt the best about. For example Jayne (chapter three)
commenting on the kinds of friends that you a n make on the street. or &en bamig
saying that if a counsellor is paid. then that means that their caring has been diminished
because it's been bought. For me specifically, not commodifying my relationship with the

kids was paramount, As I have spoken about before (in chapters 2 and 3 for example), I
wanted to give kids an opportunity not to be in a commodified rekxtionship with me.
Despite what f had been warned about with regards to how kids won't participate
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without the promise of payment (see chapter Z), my research relationship needed to be
based on mutual respect, trust, and understanding. There was going to be no compromise
t o how I modelled care in the brief time that I spent knowing these kids. I needed t o
proceed with integrity and that was that.
But despite my best intentions, one day I met with a kid f o r an interview and 1

bought us each a coffee before settling in for our discussion together. My field notes
(08/24/98) record, as much as my gut remembers, how a simple cup o f coffee changed

the nature of our relationship. 'All of the sudden I was the buyer and he was the
bought" I wrote. I didn't much like that but on the other hand, how could I sit across
from a kid and talk with them for a couple o f hours without offering them so much us a
cup of coffee? Those cold autumn afternoons and evenings I felt like a pig f o r being
warm, and fed, and clothed. 1 would sit across the table from a street kid, who 1 might
have surmised was hungry, and I wouldn't offer t o buy them anything t o eat - even

-

though I had the money because I wanted my research t o be 'pure'. That admission
frightens and offends me. How could research ever be more important than the hunger
of a kid? I struggled and squirmed under the weight o f economic burdens that were
placed on me and impinged on my relaiionships with the kids. Buying coffee represented
a lot more than just buying coffee. Many months later. after learning that one of the
street kids with whom 1 had developed a relationship had his sketch book stolen, I
replaced it without guilt, or reproach. He was SO toucf~edby my gesture that he insisted
on giving me a big hug. When the 0

t

h saw that,

they all joined in. We weren't

cornmodif ied, we were just in a mutually respecting relationship.

It is evident that kids on the street grapple with economic issues beyond

their own needs for sustenance. Since they have limited access to earning
money other than the increasingly criminalized activities of panhandling and
squeegeeing, perhaps one might imagine that a resentment could arise aimed at
people who are upwardly mobile, or at least more economically advantaged than
them. That said, it seems that street kids referred to money and status more
frequently in order to frame their experiences on the street as oppressed and
marginalized persons. Connecting politics, economics, and social status to
rights, privilege, justice, power, access, and entitlement, street kids took up the
complexities of their lives by including the economic order to account for how it
positions and impositions them in the streetscape.
Secrets of The Street: Police Brutality and The Moral Authoritv
There is a lot of nice cops, I have to admit that.
But at the same time there is a lot of asshole cops, especially in this city.
Seems like a lot of them, as soon as they get the badge on, it's like I have the
badge and you d o n t They go on h i s big power trip because they got more
authority.
They abuse it.
(Gwen Danzig, Field notes: 08/25/98)
And like the cops down here are real dicks.
There's like two good ones and the rest are just ignorant fucks.
like [they tell us] 'you're street fucking rats", you know, they don't care.
(Jayne, Field notes: 11110198)
Oh yea [I'm frightened]. More than anything, the cops are the worst though.
They're the only ones that will actually beat us.
Like I'm usually scared to sleep somewhere.
Like if we find a good place to sleep,

the only thing that scares me is if the cops find us
because if they find you sleeping, they kick you.
They kick you in the head a good four or five times to wake you up.
And then if you ask them not to,
they'll like pick you up and strangle you
or fucking bend your arm back.
They're mean.
The cops here are so mean.
(Nicole, Field notes: 09/02/98)

For a long time I didn't want to talk about it [police brutality].
Then Istarted to see the ages start younger and younger.
Like twelve, thirteen, fourteen. And like, I don't know.
I won't go to the paper or nothing but if someone asks me,
ya, Iwill tell them exactly what is going on.
Lot of cops are racists.
Like, if you are black, they will come up to you
and be harsher on you because you are black.
Because of your background. Or if you are Pakistani or whatever, right?
The same thing with the street kids, to them we are white trash.
Not worth anything. It bothered me at first but now it just doesn't bother me.
I won't trust anybody unless they are like, if they are a street kid.
Iwon't trust anybody but a street kid now.
Because they are the only people that have treated me with the respect that I
want.
You know? Everyone else just looks down at you because you are dirty.
You don't have showers, you sleep in alleys.
(Crowchild, Field notes: 09/02/98)

You never know what will happen.
Someone could rob you or try and kill you in your sleep,
or you always get woken up by security guards
or cops kicking you out of places where you're sleeping.
Or i s cold and you got that thermal alarm clock
that wakes you up around 4:00 in the morning.
(Grub, Field notes: 17 IOU98)
You really don't want to run into troubles because you get beat down harsh.
You can't walk and you are screwed because all you're going to be able to do is
lie there and bleed. And I have seen a lot of homeless people

get beat harsh and they will be fucking sitting there,
asking for help. People will be just like, uh uh.
They are more womed about getting their suits dirty and stuff.
(Gwen Danzig, Field notes: 08/25/98)
A bunch of powerful fucking assholes.
Yeah, the ones that are supposed to protect society
are the worst ones for us because
I guess we're not
a good enough part of society
for them.
(Nicole, Field notes:09/02/98)

Because most, I am not going to mention the names in this town
but there are certain cops in this town
that are really popular because they bust a lot of drugs
or they bust a lot of crime.
But while they are doing that
they are beating the shit out of innocent people.
Just because they are lower class or they don't look right.
(Crowchild, Field notes, 09/02/98)

The cops.
They think we're all just runaways and junkies
and we're all out for no good.
We steal things and we have no respect
and blah, blah, blah.
Break into places and we do things just to make them mad,
but there's crack heads, and there's rapists, and wife beaten,
and all sorts of other worse things
that they could be spending their time on than wasting it on us,
like telling us to move from a place
we're sitting down and not doing anything anyway.
We were actually trying to earn our money
by squeegeeing, and then they give us fines ...
(Grub, Field notes: 11lOZ98)

Street kids are often awakened by the brutal belts of police's hard boots

upon their sleeping bodies. This is known as 'boot fuckingn(Field notes:
08/24/98). When I heard about this Iwas shocked. After all, I had worked with

street kids for a number of years and had never known about this before. I
couldn't believe my ears to be frank. This was not something I had read about in
any depth in street kid literature1?,and certainly physical police brutality
specifically, was not an issue being examined to any extent that I was aware of.
Nothing could prepare me for the comments that kids made about being violated
by public servants. 'Modern policing is both pervasive and authoritativen
(Herbert, 1998, p.225) and that was made abundantly clear by the confessions
kids made about it right from the outset of my research.
'Police officers represent the most visible face of state authority, and work
to achieve a seeming ubiquity across the space of the city" (Herbert, 1998,
p.225). But has their appropriation of space gone beyond our acceptable civil
limit? These manifestations of street life were amazingly poignant for me in
terms of seeing and understanding the experiences of kids in all their
complications.
Like stuff like police brutality. Like I mean, about two weeks ago my friend
was arrested for trespassing in a public parking lot. He was in a parking
lot [Mike says with emphasis, as if to reinforce the stupidity and excessive
use of control of arresting a kid for being in a parking lot]. The cops
arrested him for trespassing. They drove him out into the middle of
nowhere and they threatened to stab him and his dog. And they're like,
'yea you guys are dirty street rats, what are you going to do, nothing, we
can only put a choke hold on one of you at a timen,and they were saying

see for example: Baron, I-; Bradley, 199f; M e n , 1QB6;Plymplon. 1997; Hagan &
McCarthy, 1997.

all this stuff and, I mean, Iwkh I had this with me [referring to my tape
recorder] in my pocket at the time because that's, the police are here to
protect us right, and the minute they stop doing their job they don't have a
right to be there, and the police don't protect us. They're supposed to
protect everybody but they're never around when you need them. Imean,
the police serve their own interest just like everybody else. And it's just
like, the government is there to serve the people and once it stops serving
the people and starts serving itself, it has no right to rule (Mike, Field
notes: 10/08/98).
Street kids perceived the geopolitics of police brutality to be both unfair,

as well as state-sanctioned punitive oppression. The '...self-construction [of the
police] as a morally driven defender of the good, the protector of order and
peace in the streets" (Herbert, 1998, p.229) is not what is understood by the kids
about how police inhabit their place and position in the street. They deal with an
altogether different kind of police force in the public spaces of the street.
Wanting to 'establish sovereignty over places of resistance" (Herbert, 1998, p.
230) police mete our harsh punishment to kids for occupying spaces that are

considered out of bounds. Carlen (1996) names this as 'political asymmetry"
suggesting that young people do not believe that police protection is extended
to them in the same way that it is to older adults (especially older adults who are
householders), and they also feel excluded from debates about the forms,
functions, and possibilities of democratic policing' (p. 2). She contends that even
though the state is not meeting its responsibilities in terms of protecting and

nurturing the young, homeless kids are nevertheless penalized for not fulfilling
their citizenship obligations (read, being at home, invisible, and off the street)
(Carlen, 1996). In some ways, police seem to treat street kids as if they are
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trespassing by being in the public terrain of the street. Like the criticism of the
commodified agencies and the commentary that social service workers are
nevertheless well intentioned, so too can we extend that assumption to the
police - probably. But the kids with whom I spoke, spoke clearly about a police
force that they perceive as hostile and unjust. Kids figured out through their
experiences on the street that these people were not to be trusted and that the
police ultimately govern in the interests of the state, on behalf of the businesses,
and ultimately act as arbiters of public space.
Moral Panics and Folk Devils: Demonizing Youth on the Street
What I attempted to show throughout this chapter is how street kids are
connected to, and disenfranchised from, the systems which affect their lives on

-

the street. From all vantage points political, personal, municipal, governmental,
philosophical, spatial, geographical, and economic - kids are vilified, brutalized,
and criminalired out of the public spaces of the streetscape. Homeless youth
have increasingly occupied contested and negative spaces in the recent popular
imagination (see for example, Carlen, 1996; Ruddick, 1996, 1998;
Schissel,l997). In addition to the privatization of public space which constricts
kids' movements and freedoms, and the capitalist values which permeate the
actions and relationships to which street kids feel connected, the street has

become a site for kids' political struggles and for struggles of self and identity
both overt and covert Although there is no evidence in the literature to suggest

that kids come to the street for political reasons per se. Iwondered if it may be

that they stay on the street because in so doing they find their political voices,
either through resistance to political, economic, or social doctrine, or simply by
occupying the contested spaces of the street. Because I had heard so much
about how kids sized up mainstream society, and because so much of who they
are seemed to be indivisible from their interconnected relationships with larger
order systems, I wondered whether being on the street for some time, existing
and hovering in the contested spaces of the street, and coming to understand
more about the economic, political, and social order of Western society enabled
street kids' to read the complicated textures and intricacies of dominant
ideologies in a way that we don't. Pipher (1994) suggests that because
adolescents are so vilified in Western culture, they often identify with underdog
causes in order to express their repressed political ideals (e.g., animal rights,
environmental issues). I thought that this may especially be so for street kids, if,
by their own physical presence on the street, they see themselves as subversive
agents resisting, contesting, and interrupting dominant-culture values. Gwen
Danzig thought 'that [not liking mainstream's values] is why a lot of street kids
stay on the street." He said:
Like, a lot of us would like phones and everything but at the same time we
don't want to be a part of society. Idon't know, ifs funny. My one friend
put it in weird terms; all the punks should get together and bum the
buildings to the grounds. Then we will go to the hippies and rebuild
(Gwen Danzig, Field notes: 08/25/98).
Kids appeared deeply connected to, and profoundly invested in taking up,
the social, political, and economic conditions that affect them in their lives as
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street kids. Power and money, politics, oppression and space, brutality, freedom,
justice, and hope are the facets of a politically saturated street life to which
street kids spoke a great deal in their conversations with me. Illuminating the
tremendous inequities and oppressions with which they contend, street kids'
stories seemed to condemn a mainstream apathy, intolerance, and culpability
which, in effect, has no positive effect in altering the conditions of their homeless
lives. Charging that dominant ideologies reify and perpetuate the status quo,
street kids commented on the moral bankruptcy of mainstream culture. Exposing
the oppressive ideologies and the punitive systems that operate in marginalizing
and alienating kids on the street, the investigation into the experiences of street
kids broadened, and ultimately, so did the stakes.

Chapter Five: The Jagged City Frame
1 went downtown but it was really quiet Isaw Jayne. We talked about
whether or not she wanted to join me sometime for an interview. She
seemed reluctant She said that she is a very private person. I saw Mike
too. He had some wnitrig
with him. He had told me before that he didn't
want me to read it in front of him. Itook his book into the McDonald's and
sat down.
Five pages of wn
rtig.
I read each page with care, care like holding a
delicate snowflake fragile, careful careful.
It was like...,l felt voracious.
Beautiful, tragic, painful, exquisite.
Iwas teary, a lump in my throat the size of a goiter.
Isat in the McDonald's awhile to take it in. To appreciate what he had
shared with me, what private domain he had let me enter.
I sat quietly and sadly, and felt the full weight of a society gone awry, of
misplaced persons and displaced dreams.
I cried a little and thought how bourgeois to be crying about this
kids' plight.
But I knew that Iwas crying for me too!
I sat and thought and reflected for a long while...
Cherishing a kind of closeness with him. There was something different
about him giving me his book, yes, something different than our
conversations together (Field notes: 11/O5/98).

-

Iwent outside and felt speechless. Eagerly, he asked 'so what did you
think?" I replied 'I don't know what to say, you write beautifully.' He asked again

'do you want to use any of them?' His face expressing the potentiality of a

-

rejection response wondering 'is this any good?" read, 'am I any good?' I
answered, I"Yes, yes Iwould like all of them, if I can?" His face illuminated. There

was a kind of bashfulness of a sort that indicated that he was surprised by my

-

positive reaction as if he hadn't heard anything positive about himself in a long

time, as if no one had remembered to say anything nice to him for the length of
eternity.
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1 said 'this writing is outstanding...I'm a little teary, it made me cry." He

was shocked. 'It did?" he asked, almost blushing. I said ves" and touched him
on his head. '...if I could make the world a better place for you I wouldwI said
softly, stupidly, tritely.
And with that we understood each other differently than we had before.
Amazed by his expression, awed by his ability to

I walked a little way to

photocopy the pages of his poetry and breathed deeply in (Field notes:
11/05/98).
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There isn't much to say when the words of the silenced are suddenly
screaming raucously in your head, when the images and languages of others
strike you and initiate you and capture you. With prose, the wine of words, Mike
drinks his experience of the street and sets it down, lays it out, bares his soul.
The Jaaaed City Frame frames it beyond what we can articulate about the
experiences of the street for kids. His words and images and thoughts are
irreducible, exact, raw.
There is so much to think about, or say, or contemplate about all that
Mike has spoken in this piece. I want to speak to it and stamp my feet, and

scream, and cry, and bring to bear all that is invested in his writing. But I also
want to be silent and let the echoes of his work boomerang endlessly inside me.
I want his words to be cast off like sails into the breeze floating gently into our

consciousnesses or ravage our preconceptions like the deadly whds of tornados
ripping us from our complacent circumstances. I want his words to unlock our
suffocated languages, to break open our smallness, our egos, our hearts. I want
him to reach us, teach us, remind us, heal us. Iwant him to be present so that

the connections that he draws are considered in the paths that we follow, that we
explore and investigate. Most of all, I want his words to be his.
The Harvest o f Commodities and Fillinu UP our Talk

This chapter b offered f o r three reasons. First, 1 wanted t o share Mike's
writing with you. I wanted him t o have a chance t o be recognized on his own- Second, 1
wanted t o offer you an alternative experience in underfianding s t r u t kids' lived
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experiences by this poetic offering.

I think that his writing is spectacular, sacred,

special, crucial, intense, critical. And, third,

I needed to offer Mike's writing in a way

that would feel respectful of its totality but I had a lot o f difficulty putting it in any
other space other t h m its own. Like sites o f struggle f o r street kids, their words need
t o occupy alternative spaces, subversive and different, and precious locales that are
open t o hearing them.

I chose t o provide one. to honour that which is unique and special

about this writing, about this kid, about this soul. Yet even my best attempts t o clear a
small space f o r Mike seems onerous and difficult and just a b i t out of sync. But this has
been t h e case all along.
I t seems that every time I weave together the words and experiences of street

kids for academic consumption, it feels like I dismantle a little b i t o f what they have
said. h c h time I t i e something together or make connections, is also each time that I
depreciate the enormous power and impact o f the words street kids have spoken.
Although

I am not claiming that my grappling with this issue is a problematic of

representation, that somehow by weaving t h e words o f street kids with my own I am
defiling what is pure about what they huve said (interpretive work does not make that
claim), 1 still wince in the actions o f writing. and interpreting, and reflecting. Making
their w o r k more than what they are seems like sacrilege. Their words speak volumes by
themselves perhaps evem more eloquently than whai I can soy around them.
Voices from the margins have hardly been heard, have hardly entered the hectic
discourses thot opercrtc in and on t h e topic o f the street. and in t h e very instant that
they do, we somehow rob their words by explaining them away, by connecting them t o

bigger things, by evaluating and analyzing them for their productive and generative
qualities. On t h e one hand, t h e synergy between multiple perspectives between all
conversants affords questions and curiosities t o emerge unfettered. That polyphonic
conversation is what interpretive research is all about. It is precisely the renovation o f
the topic through dialogic discussions that lead us, and take us, and beckon us. On the
other hand, there is something about an academic hegemony that compels us t o
appropriate people's languages, words, constructions, ideas, beliefs, and harvest them
for some kind of benefit.
Despite the altruistic goal o f visioning something new about a topic, of reaching
some different understanding about ourselves and the world in which we live by opening
new dialogues for conversation, research con be brutal and perhaps unintentionally
presumptuous. Street kids are being silenced in so many more ways than I can possibly

lay out here, and it is precisely here that I query whether or not I have become a
silencing agent as well? Sixel (1988) tells his story this way:

'-.my fieldwork had allowed

me t o harvest a few commodities (in essays and papers) from my case-studies with which

I could enter the marketplace of academic exchange in t h e hope o f making a few modest
gains' (Sixel, 1988, p.1). Interesting t o name t h e University as an aadcrnic marketplace.
Hmm.

We always spoke about repression, exploitation, and the Proletarian Revolution
without ever reaching more than a few o f those who have rightfully been called
our 'Pet Proletarians'. Mostly, we spoke t o ourselves about our own problems by
using t h e problems o f others t o fill up the emptiness o f our t a l k We seldom
raised the question o f what was wrong with us and why we could not make sense
to others (Sixel, 1988, p.2).
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And there it is, stated as the academic problem and ethical dilemma that it is and has
become for me. Street kids conceived as my 'Pet Proletariat' makes me feel ill. I hope
that isn't me and know that my hopes are inevitably tied up in t h e naive conception o f

making the world a more aware and tolerant. loving and peaceful place. Nevertheless, I
engage the uncomfortable position t h a t I live as a researcher and cloak myself in the
discomfort of t h a t positioned identity.
So what shall I do? Shall I leave Mike's Jawed C i t v Frome f o r your
contemplation. without mine? Or will I speak to it as it transports me in a million
directions beyond itself? These are t h e choices with which I am left.

The Jaaned Citv Frame lntemreted

Mike's eloquence moves me. I'm in awe and at a loss. I don't want to undo
all that he has cast in his poetry and to explain it so that its power is reduced,
but I also need to attend to what possibilities this encounter might offer. And so
this work is presented here in the spirit of renovation, of coming back again to
the tamiliar, to hear again, differently, what life on the street for kids is like.
'Interpretive inquiry thus begins with being 'struck' by something, being 'taken'
with ir (Jardine, 1992, p.55), and I was likewise captured by his piece, by his
articulation, by his deliverance, because I experienced it to be the articulation of
the whole that encapsulated the various parts of this unfolding story.
Reading his poetry, there is a sense of oppressiveness that is
unmistakable and that connects me to ail the pieces and parts of what Ilaid out
in the last two chapters about life on the street for kids, For me, The Jaaaed City
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Frame is the reflection of a world where the other is reviled, outcast, erased. The
world is cold and he's alone with his thoughts and rage, alone in a world that
separates him, that he also understands as separated. He tells us that he is
dying and I wonder if he is dying like the ftagile souls who are being ignored on
the street? Is he dying from loneliness? Is he dying from living under the weight
of 'other', from being erased and unwanted? The possibilities for the many ways

he might be becoming undone are countless, and endless, and are inextricably
set in the confusion about how the totality of this scene has come to be.
Reading his poetry, the divisions between 'us' and 'them' become
visceral. Oppression is named and everything in the night sky seems remarkably

clear. Like the frame on the page, Mike offers a snapshot where vision is
restored and connections can be made, connections that kids shared with me
throughout our conversations together.
Casting himself in the lonely, dark night, Mike lays the boundaries for his
life as a street kid and situates himself firmly on one side. He is accompanied by
his rage, rage that is unnamed and untamed. Perhaps there is too much to say?

He knows what it is that enrages him, but he doesn't say it. He leaves us
wondering what it could be. He can feel it, live it, speak it, know that it is

growing, even by not naming it. Iquery the joke to which Mike refers set in and
against the pressure building in the jagged city frame, and wonder if he is
speaking to his lost ideals, if he is articulating the distances between himself and
other, if the 'big jokea refers to parts of himself that he feels are not valued or are
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being lost? Are those the ransoms kids pay for existing in the margins? What will
we do if that is indeed the case? Eyes in the dark are watching him. He can't
make out whose they are and asks if they are his own. Like the ambiguity that

exists in the confused spaces of the street, where contested identities are made
and remade, street kids struggle to know what to make of themselves and

others, what to make of things that are present to them in their circumstances on
the street. It's not in his head, this separation that he feels, he knows what he is
feeling is 'real', 'it's not my imagination, I haven't constructed my homeless
oppression all by myself or in my headn. Living in the difficult and uncomfcrtable
spaces of marginalization, Mike understands himself as the 'watched" and warns

of his growing hatred. What will that mean for him? For us? Is the jagged city
omnipotent? Can it really see him, know him, account for him, love him? Can it
take responsibility for his hate? Will it even share? He hovers, like the stories of
kids interpreting what street life is like, in the tensions between his own power
and his own powerlessness.
Strong words and images also reject oppression and instead spit back 'at

a life spat upon". He's laughing at us, he knows what we're made of, what we've
made the world, he condemns us with his tone. His hatred is growing, it will be a
force to be reckoned with. But no amount of rage or hate seems to be able to
save him from retreating into The Jamed Citv Frame as a silenced soul. Though
his silhouette has not lost the power to be a 'silent watcher', The Jagged Citv
Frame's force is too much for him to bear and ultimately 'sucks his soulm,
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rendering him invisible. Those silenced voices are paying careful attention, they
are aware of the encounters in the city, they can tell us, and can talk to us about

life on the street because they see it from a different vantage point. They are
watching us but are unable to stop us from hurting them because they have
been silenced. The 'bent reality" of this life we cannot see without a guide, we
are uninvited because we've been named and numbed in the alienated and
alienating place.
We cannot escape how this writing implicates us as co-creators of The
&ged

City Frame. Perhaps this poem is precisely the invitation that we need to

unhinge what might be difficult for us to see, or hear, or cope with. For me, these
aren't just the words of a reluctant hero, romanticized and severed from the daily
toils of the street. This poem is about the very down-to-earth circumstances that
problematire Mike's life as a street kid. It is in this way that its power is revealed
to me and sets it apart for me. Stark images and words resound in what I have
come to understand as the significations of life on the street for kids. This
eloquence is the vehicle through which we are transported to imagine how these
circumstances, along with the connected explorations of chapters three and four,
might be possible.
Interpretina Interwetation

'The interpreter always approaches the object of interpretation with a question
built into her

very approach' (6011agher. 1992, p. 155). and so, 1 offer this

interpretation in response t o how Mike's powerful words are connected to what ITve
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understood street kids have been telling me about their lives. I offer it as an instance
of importance. as an embodied example of the totality of their lives, calling me back to
and beyond the intricacies of life on the street for kids. When f read it, it spoke t o me
about the uncomfortable spaces of the street that r v e been grappling with throughout
this inquiry. My first response t o it was t o write a poem about how it moved me (see
beginning of this chapter) because the experience of reading it was so intense that
poetry seemed like the appropriate form and forum to rcspond to what I had just
received. Intellectualizing it and connecting it up to the greater issues that
reverberated within it was not my first concern. I recognized this poem or an expression
of the stories and tales. of the learning and exploring I had embarked on all those
months ago. It reverberated because in it I found what was familiar and also what was
new. Now however. in this space of academic scholarship. I am called upon t o give it
voice, to read into the text that has come before it, and invite it into the world of
possibilities t o which it has yet t o summon us,
There is a tension that lives in the act of interpretation. that 1 named earlier. in
which Icontinue to feel caught. On the one hand, re-enlivening this text beyond its
severed borders, in other words not allowing Mike's words t o be his and only his, is the
way that it can be generative. fruitful. lead us t o greder putstions and further

understandings as r v e tried t o offer above (Jardine, 1992). Making it live again is how i t
will teach us, and open us t o thoughts well beyond its individual borders. On the other
hand, offering an intcrpretdion as 5 have done here runs the risk o f tr ivialiting it.
making it flat, reducing it,or making it trite. There seems to be a risk in interpreting it,
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a risk that lives in the tension between good interpretation and sentimentalization. I am

-

not fearful of not being able t o reproduce what the author intended that is not a

-

hermeneutic tenet (Smith, 1994) but rather I'm fearful that my interpretations might
be themselves limited. and trite, and somehow superfluous, and might therefore limit the
connections which could be generated by the reader who has just read the previous two
chapters as well. As &darner concedes (1997). '[c]onceptuaI explication is never able t o
exhaust the content of a poetic image" (p.39). Smith (1994) says '[glood interpretation
shows the connection between experience and expression" (p.107)but I am humbled to
bring expression to what is experienced through Mike's poetry. The Jamed Ci* Frame
was offered to me as a whole, as an expression of its own, and so it feels somehow
different to connect it back and forth into the multitude of ways that it speaks about

the lived experiences of street kids as opposed to how I've been able to do that with
the transcripts that were generated in my conversations with kids on the street.
A second tension that arises by taking up this text. resides in the opposing

spaces o f academic consumerism on one side (Sixel, 1988), and academic good intention
on the other, as f have also commented dove.

It is a kind of

doubte bind because in

addition t o the connections that we can draw and the possibilities the t e x t can open for

us,we also have to reckon with the differential power relations that are invested in the
identities o f street kid and academic scholar (or PhD candidate) respectively. I n my
invested position, I can open up the space f o r Mike's wordz to be read into, and between.

what has come before. N o t only can I,but I did. But there is a discomfort in doing that.
at every instance, since one interpretMion o f so doing is thaf it positions me us the

emancipator of his words. I n chapters three and four the interpretive act f e l t
comfortable, natural, signif i c e Maybe I was both emancipator and explorer there too.
I n this chapter I'm a little less a t ease with the task o f interpretation. Maybe r m trying
t o balance my scholarly commitment t o understand something new about the lived
experiences of street kids with my belief that street kids can speak eloquently f o r
themselves. Maybe I need t o learn more about how to temper when 1 want t o retreat
from the role o f emancipator. colonizer of words and ideas from the street, and when it
feels right. worthy, ethical, and important t o acknowledge my powered spot and push
open the spaces f o r marginalized voices t o be heard. For now. 1 can only o f f e r
Jaoaed Citv Frame, my attempted connections and interpretations o f it, and all the
surrounding qustions that I have about power. voice, research, and academics
(0.Spencer. personal communication. August 1999).

Chapter Six: Prophetic Visionings
We and the prophet have no language in common. To us the moral state
of society, for all its stains and spots, seems fair and trim; to the prophet it
is dreadful. So many deeds of charity are done, so much decency
radiates day and night; yet to the prophet satiety of the conscience is
prudery and flight from responsibility. Our standards are modest; our
sense of injustice tolerable, timid; our moral indignation impermanent; yet
human violence is interminable, unbearable, permanent. To us life is
often serene, in the prophet's eye the world reels in confusion. The
prophet makes no concession to man's [sic] capacity. Exhibiting little
seems unable to extenuate
understanding for human weakness, he
the culpability of man [sic] (Heschel, 1962, p. 9).
The prophets in our midst are those whose visions permit them to see
things otherwise. It is for prophets that we wait, hoping to find a better way, a
clearer path, a new horizon on which to set our sights. They are the voices that
call us to higher ideals and that show us how narrow our vista has been. The
prophets are those who connect things that we cannot imagine, that are too
difficult, or scary, or painful to synthesize into our daily lives but that
nevertheless need to be reconciled. They set a new course for our imagination
and aim to awaken our moral sensibilities to the social injustices of the time.
But prophets are often misunderstood, reviled, cast-out. Their visionings

are often set against the dominant ideologies or the predominant methods of the
time. Heschel (1962) suggests that:
[tlhe prophet is human, yet he
employs notes that are one octave too
high for our ears. He [sic1 experiences moments that defy our
understanding. He [sic1 is neither 'a singing saint', nor "a moralizing
poet," but an assaulter of the mind. Often his
words begin to bum
where conscience ends (p.10).

Iwonder if it is that prophets speak in octaves too high, or whether it is that we
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have stopped straining our ears to hear their voices? Who are the prophets of
our time? To whom would we listen, who would we, or do we, authorize to set
our collective agenda? How much a part of that agenda have we participated in
setting? Who is calling us to account for and think about the practices of our
lives?
In light of what Heschel (1962) says about who prophets are and what

they can see, perhaps we might re-vision how we might take up that which street
kids have pointed us to, summoned us to see, connected for us in terms of their
lives and ours. Perhaps, like prophets, street kids name pieces and parts of our
living together that are uncomfortable, and painful, and frightening to face, both
for them and for us. We don't need to romanticize them excessively, or valorize
them as having more than mortal vision, but maybe we could listen to them in
different ways than we have; maybe we might acknowledge their unique horizon
of sight.

The visions that street kids shared with me about their lives on the street

have been weaved into the text that you have read. In their tellings and mine, I
have tried to show how their world is framed in the contested spaces of the
street, how their experiences are tangled in the webs of economic, social, and
political contexts, how panhandling is the embodied experience of their lives on
the street, and how all of this converges in the tentatively constituted identities of
street kids and ourselves that somehow inform the meanings of all of this, for all
of us. I believe that they've called on us to account for the ways in which we live
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our lives by speaking about theirs, especially as they take notice of the systems
that we abide. I have tried to connect kids' narratives to the predominant values
imbedded in the larger systems to see how the values undergird and overwrite
those narratives, to see what is informed, and what is informing the experiences
of life on the street for kids,

Between the Sacred and the Profane
The complexities that kids face on the street are staggering as we have
seen through chapters three, four, and five. The kids vacillate in the in-betweens
of life, swirling in the tensions that abound in their world as was exemplified in
exploring how their experiences on the street are simultaneously constructed as
good, bad, and in between (see chapter three). They take up difficult issues

-

such as politics, economics, philosophy, and sociology (see chapter four) because they have no comforts to numb them away from the questions of life
and living that confront them in their daily lives as street kids. They struggle to
understand the cruelty of their world by vilifying the systems which have rejected
them. By speaking to the values, ethics, and morals imbedded in those systems,
they try to make sense of their lives in opposition, as the 'other'. In all of that, in

the midst of the confusion, in the midst of both loving and hating their street

experiences, they also managed to speak about the kinds of values that they
respect and commit to, even ifonly tentatively, even if they can't always live up
to those ideals. They are human too, and flawed like the rest of us. Between the
good and the bad of the street, between being cast-out and finding an alternative

community, between the sacred and the profane of what they understand and
experience, kids shared their thoughts with me about how it ought to be, how
they'd like it to be, how they would restore our alienated social order to values
that bespeak respect, kindness, and community.
We all lean on each other, you know, it's like a teepee and, you know, I
really, really love it because it's probably the closest thing I've found to
actual unity in this society because, you know, if we don't stick together,
then we're nothing (Mike, Field notes: 10108/98).
Street life is comprised of a lot of hardship as we've noted in exploring
street kids' experiences of being panhandlers, in the increasingly limited spaces
and places that are available to them in the 'public' domain, and in the economic
and political systems which they interpret as being both oppressive and
repressive. Their identities as homeless kids seem to be discursively constituted
and confused as a result of the intersections between themselves and their
interactions in the limbo spaces of the street, between their agency and their
docility. But Mike tells us that despite those conditions, and maybe even
because of them, street kids work collaboratively to enhance their lives on the
street together, and that there is value in unity.
Social support systems and street famiiies have been somewhat
acknowledged in the literature in terms of the their importance in mitigating the
hardship of life on the street (see for e-g., Bradley, 1997; Brannigan & Caputo,
1993; Lundy, 1995; Plyrnpton, 1997), but Iam being called to hear something

else in what Mike is telling me. Ihave turned here to listen for the ethical or
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moral messages imbedded in what he is telling me, to listen for the notes an
'octave too high' in his narrative. I have no doubt that the instrumental tasks and
connections between street kids forged in the spaces of the street are critical
components in understanding street life for kids, but there is a risk of nullifying
what they say by focussing too narrowly on tasks and specifics. This inquiry
began in the specifics of panhandling and spiralled into the larger questions and

issues of economics, politics, social structure, and morality, which connect the
details with the larger pieces. As Jardine (1992) explicates, exploring the fecund
of the individual case 'reveal[s] something to us about our lives together" (p. 55).
I was hearing something different in what Mike was telling me about his

experience, something that doesn't only have to do with communing with people
for how they can serve you, but rather how living in a community, under difficult
circumstances, has sewed him as an experiential lesson in cooperation and
collaboration. Ruddick (1996) speaks about the tactics of being on the street in
terms of both the literal and symbolic meanings that kids ascribe to their
experiences there. But she cautions that in trying to understand what goes on in
the street by only examining the tactics of the kids, there is a risk of normalizing
and romanticizing kids' actions by confining them to the identities of runaway or
homeless. This narrow view excludes an appreciation of the meanings and
connections that street kids make, as well as the identities that they develop in

the spaces of the street What if that was true of much of what kids say to us in
our daily experiences with them? In other words, what if what Mike said was not

only about the instrumental tasks of street socialization processes but rather was
a clue to how he revisions the world and his place in it? I was attending to

possibilities and so it goes that the voices of street kids filled my tape-recorder
with tellings regarding how their circumstances on the street were difficult and
how, as a result of those experiences, they had become different people with
values anchored in different things. Zena says:
[Pleople out here, they love because they love, because they are there,
and they care. They don't put themselves on pedestals. They know that
everybody is just the same as them, you know. People might have more
problems or not have any problems at all, but people on the streets are
the same anyway. It doesn't matter how long you've been on the streets,
what you do. If you're a hooker, you still get respected the same (Zena,
Field notes: 08/24/98).

Gwen Danzig offers this about the values that, at the very best of times, he
ascribes to in his life on, and beyond, the street.
It's like helping each other out when they need help. And basically
thinking for younelf and making your own decisions. And knowing what is
right from wrong. And what not to do. r h e street is] must more about
unity and peace and not all the bullshit of being harassed by the
government and corporates and stuff. It's living more freely (Gwen
Danzig, Field notes:08/27198). [Being on the street] Mou appreciate life a
lot more. You appreciate the experiences you can take in life whether
they are good or bad. And just learn that there is more to life than just
keeping younelf alive and going to work (Gwen Danzig, Field notes:
08/25/98).
And Mike again:

I like who Iam, you know. But the way Isee it is that, being like this, being
myself, having my own mind and doing my own thing, it's a way to find the
people who really matter, or the people who are willing to look past what I
look like and to respect m e and the fact that Ihave my own mind, I'd
rather have one friend who will let me be who Iwant, than other friends
who want me to be exactly like them because. Idon't know, real friends

are what....and being homeless is actually how you find out who your real
friends are (Mike. Field notes: 10108198).
Neil says "I mean, we need more love in the world. We need less division" (Neil.
Field notes: 11/12/98). How can I argue? Itake him at his word.
There is no doubt about how idealistic the preceding comments are.
There is no contestation that in the face of despair kids can envision alternative
solutions to their plights, as we have heard throughout their explications of life

on the street. But I am willing to be idealistic with them, to strain my ear to hear
them, to listen all the time for possibilities in what they are telling me. Katz
(1998) concludes that "[tlhe environments of youth speak to them of the future

-

...[i]t is important to take seriously what it means to them as they construct their
identities and make place" (p.141). I tend to agree, believing that, from places
beyond the borders of the mainstream, kids have a lot to teach us.

The aim of interpretation, it could be said, is not just another interpretation
but human freedom, which finds its light, identity, and dignity in those few
brief moments when one's lived burdens can be shown to have their
source in too limited a view of things (Smith, 1994, p.102).
This is what I'm listening for, this is what I'm hearing, and this is what I'm trying
to do. Similarly, I think kids were interpreting their experiences on the street for
possibilities. Where are the ruptures in the stereotypes of street life for kids that
we, and they, can push through and break open? What do they know about
fteedom and dignity that we have yet to learn or have forgotten? And so. Iam
led to wonder how they manifest these ideals in their lives on the street in action,
in praxis. In the particularities of the street, for example. I learned about the rules

and ethics of panhandling (see chapter three), but how are their lofty ideals of
freedom and peace translated in the conditions of the street?

From ldeoloav to Action
In addition to how street kids commented about their circumstances of the
street, and, as we have just learned, how they idealize about how life could be,
or ought to be, -kids also shared with me the tensions around putting ideology
into action.
There is lots of us that would like to do stuff like, start organizations to
help other people out and stuff. But nobody really wants to take the time
to listen or care. You know they got their problems, 'sorry, we can't help."
People don't care for each other anymore. Seriously, human rights may
have gone up a little bit. Black rights have gone up plus various things
happening in the last hundred yean. But fucking, people just don't care
anymore. They stick to their own little cliques. If you are not settled then
you are not one of them and just, sorry (Gwen Danzig, Field notes:
08/25/98).
Gwen Danzig seems to articulate his frustration in not being able to 'start
organizations to help other peoplen. But his will seems to be there, seems
present in striving to make the world a better place.
It is getting too fast paced [talking about society]. Honestly, Ibelieve that
humans discovered their technology way too quick. In the last hundred
years we have gained knowledge that you are not ready to use. Atomic
power, nuclear power. That stuff Ithink should have tooken us hundreds
of yean more before we obtained it. We do not respect that nearly
enough. Look at Chernobyl. Thousands of acres gone to waste for
thousands of years. Like you can't even set foot there or you are going to
die. We rape the natural resources. We rape the earth so bad (Gwen
Danzig, Field notes: 08/25/98).

Gwen Danzig laments the confused world of economics, politics, and the
environment, perhaps acknowledging his own impotence to solve, or be helpful
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in, the greater transnational issues of environmental devastation. But, what
seems interesting to me is that he nevertheless accepts part of the blame by
naming himself in the uwe"who 'rape the natural resources." It seemed to me
that kids were philosophizing about greater world issues because they saw them
as deeply connected to their lives. Seemingly, not having anything to do with the
instrumental tasks of their daily lives on the street, Gwen Danzig makes a
connection between his life on the street and the environmental and human
catastrophe of Chernobyl. As I posited in chapter four, there is a kind of
solidarity between the marginalized kids of the street and the exploited
environments or oppressed groups with which they identify. Again, the risk of
undervaluing this concern and this articulation cannot be overstated. It isn't only
that they identify with these causes because they are oppressed; it is also
because they see things differently and because they want to set things 'right'.
Massey (1998) notes that 'the construction of spatiality can be an important
element in building a social identity" (p.128), and this is realized in hearing what
Gwen Danzig is summarizing in the cultural ecology and political economy of
himself as a street kid, and Chernobyl as part of his immediate concem.
Learning about street kids' prophetic visions didn't seem to be about
simply making their circumstances better on the street. These possibilities were
not centred in the narrow space of ameliorating their conditions only. Street kids
seemed invested in changing both their circumstances and also the conditions of
the world around them. In their limited positions of power, with their beleaguered
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senses of agency, street kids often protest and parade, calling on others to join
them in the quest for a better life. For example, in one city, street kids presented
the mayor with a bucket of dead fish and the "illustrious award for Most Crimes
Committed Against the Communityn(Macdonald. 1999, July 30). The Golden

Squeegee Committee commented that in addition to not meeting the needs of
street kids in a myriad of ways (e.g., lack of commitment to support services for
kids thereby limiting services for kids under 18 years of age, police harassment
of panhandlers and squeegeeers, city council restricting youth gatherings

considering them loitering), the city council also refuses to 'clean up the Belle
Park pollution problem even after being fined." The committee stated that ' This
is Canada....Here we are supposed to have a right to free speech. It is the
responsibility of the local government to listen and take action in the best
interests of all citizens, not just in the interests of business ownen and
governments because certain issues inconvenience them" (Macdonald, 1999,
July 30).
Examples like these serve to underscore the issues of community and
possibility that I am trying to raise. Street kids seem to be representing more
than themselves. They are also representing the environment and those whose
voices seem to get lost in the hectic fray of the urban landscape.
Other manifestations of kids trying to make their world, and by action, our

world, a better place include volunteering in certain organizations. Mike's
commitments are in serving food to hungry people for a peace and activist not-

for-profit group. He spoke about it this way:
[Iparticipated in] a Food Not Bombs Convention here and it was like an
activist convention. Every Saturday, they cook up a whole bunch of food
that's donated to them and then they go down to The Plaza and they
serve it to anyone who's hungry. And I'm a part of it, like I help cook it and
serve it, and stuff like that (Mike. Field notes: 10108198).

I found it to be a very telling story that some hungry kids find it important
to volunteer for other hungry people. "I'm a part of ir he said, Itook that to mean,
"this is part of my identity", or "I practice what I preach". What that said to me is
that kids care an awful lot about looking after each other, and from the example
above, looking after the planet as well. Certainly, as we have heard, they are
critical of us and of the 'system', but in the small spaces where they can
contribute, they seem to try to make the world a better place by being agents of
change in it. Mike says 'anger is a good thing, anger is the fint step in changing
anything that you don't like" (Mike, Field notes:10/08/98).
I think if a lot more people knew why they were angry, then things would
be a lot different because, you know, but either they just don't take the
time to actually figure it out or they don't care. If you can pinpoint the
things that piss you off then, ...if you can realize the higher powers out
there, I guess, that are manipulating you and the people out there that are
using you for your money and the media that wants you to, you know, the
media controls a lot of people and it shapes almost entirely who they are.
...and pretty soon we're going to blow up the whole world and we're going
to poison it so bad that we can't even live here anymore and we're going
to have a fist full of dollars right after we take our last breath of poison air
and it's not worth it. It's totally not worth it (Mike, Field notes: 10/28/98).

And so again the environment is mangled under the dominion of economics. Is
Mike invoking these as the symbols of our carelessness, of our dimmed morals,
hopes, and ethics? What is it that he is speaking to that is represented in

nature? I imagine that in some ways it is his experience on the street echoing
back to him in other silenced voices, that is, being disenfranchised, forgotten,
and disconnected from the rhythms of mainstream life.
I'd like to believe that they have something to say in all of this, that they
are offering possibilities in terms of their own lives on the street but also, and
most importantly, for how we might re-orient ourselves given what they are
saying. Crowchild says:
People [should] start caring. Like the country Canada, the States, all over
the world. The governments they just ignore them [kids]. Like the children
that people bring [into the world] they just ignore them. They let them
starve on the street (Crowchild, Field notes: 09/02/98).
Poverty, torture, rights of children, these are no ethereal concepts to kids on the
street. These issues are about them and beyond them. In my conversations with
kids, they seemed serious about the ills of the world and their concern for people
worse off than even themselves. I believe that they were trying, in earnest, to
provide me with a new vision of what and who they are, and how and why our
society should be otherwise. Like the prophets admonishing the clan, like the
seer who tries to shape the Mure, street kids are calling us.
Iguess the one most appealing thing to me would be to open a bunch of
people's eyes, 'Hey, look Look around you. There is a lot of bullshit out
there and everything is not perfect. It's time to do something about it"
(Gwen Danzig, Field notes: 08/27/98).

Visions Fotward And Back
It has been a long journey and the road extends in many directions far

into the distances of possibilities. Iam ready now to give pause, to reflect, to let
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these ideas and connections turn and change and take me beyond where I have
been. This inquiry has been about the lived experiences of street kids, but it has
also not been about street kids at all. Rather, it's been about you and me, about
who we are, about who street kids see us to be, and about who we all might
otherwise like to be. It is about us, as we engage together - knowingly or
unwittingly, consciously or inadvertently - in the creation and co-creation of the
social, political, economic, and cultural landscapes that construct, are
constructed by, and oppress kids. It's about the geographies that kids inhabit,
emotionally, physically, spiritually, and politically. This work is about them as
they reflect to us about us and acknowledges the unavoidable dichotomy of the

'us' and 'them' that we all live with. They feel it, they know it, they live it, and,
sadly, so do we.

I want t o comment on two elements of the 'us' and 'them' dichotomy. The first is
related t o the rigid separation between societal castes which street kids clearly
articulated in their narratives. and which have served to discriminate between them and
others (as I've tried t o show throughout this work). The second is how that dichotomy
positions me t o be in an alliance with t h e mainstream. a position I um uncomfortable with.
Throughout this writing.

I have reflected. talked. and thought about street kids as a

.

'something' but something is d w q s set against something else. I've tried t o moid
getting caught up in arguments condemned t o binary opposites and the like, and have
tried t o stay out o f t h e limited spaces o f extremes. 1 have not found a place in this
terrain where I can be comfortable

- Iam neither a street kid nor an eagerly
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participating agent o f the mainstream status quo, and despite my learning and coming t o
understand something new about street kids, I am not settled in the complexities of this
terrain. Perhaps this uneasiness is somehow connected to love or guilt, care o r idealism,
and is an aspect of the dialogical relationships borne in the possibilities of hope and
change.

This inquiry has been about all of us, and, by accident or default, street

kids have been the conveyors of alternative perspectives on the business of our
living together. I've tried to explore who street kids are, who we are, and the
extent to which we intermingle in the complex geographies of the street I've tried
to illuminate the complexities that exist among and between all of us, and have
attempted to highlight the values and beliefs that inform our thoughts and
practices of living together. My intent was to bring an expanded vision of street
kids and their lives to light by examining their narratives for what they could tell
me about their values and beliefs, and by letting those values open up
possibilities for new understandings and renovating ideas and questions about
life on the street for kids.
Tensions and Ever More Tensions
After coming to frame what kids shared with me in the light of prophetic

renewal and possibility, I wondered how these possibilities might serve as the
impetus for a dialogue between the mainstream and street kids. Iwondered how,
given all that they had said, they could empower themselves to actualize some

of the values that they foresaw in their conversations with me in a new kind of
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community, in a new and different life. My head started swirling, I was turning in
circles, and I came upon a frightening proposition. They couldn't and probably
wouldn't, and the following is an exploration into why.
There are tensions that live in between and alongside the meanings that
kids make of their experiences on the street. Tensions and contradictions co-

exist because life is messy and confused and confounded. The traditional
~iterature'~
about street kids pulls at threads of the phenomenon so that a linear,
comprehensible train of thought, or hypothesis, or theory can be teased out and
followed from one end to the other. But for that first blush of clarity, the organic
rhythm of the street is lost. The barrage of conflicted thoughts and messages,
oppositional beliefs and attitudes, contested and controlled spaces and places,
are ultimately absent or smoothed out, waxed like antiseptic, shiny floors that

can be eaten off of - until the streetscape and the streetself are reduced to
entities out there, things separated from us, alien ftom you, from me - things that
have been cleaned, and organized, and tidily conceived of and dealt with.
In extending the experience away from ourselves, someplace beyond our
reach, it seems that we have forgotten to examine how it might be possible that
our values, which underscore our society, precipitate or perpetuate the current
climate for kids on the street This relationship is most exquisitely exemplified by
kids as they expose their perceptions of the underlying market economy values
which seep into much of what we do and say, and plan, and understand.
please see Appendix 1
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It seems that the kids are able to talk about different values about

money for example, as the harbinger of resentment, of hate, of love. They see it
and then they see us. Money and privilege are of concern to street kids because
they understand that most of us tend to chase after it, including themselves.
They can name it because they see themselves as outside of it even though they
engage i t And still the values that they prefer (i.e., authentic relationships, 'real'
friendship, non-commodified relationships of help or concern) are continually

-

threatened undervalued in the mainstream.
Believing in the value of helping those in need, we have convinced
ourselves, because of our best intentions, that we are actively combatting
poverty, that we are pursuing the eradication of oppression, and that we are
looking after the kids who need us. But perhaps we might question whether or
not we are doing what we say we are (Carfen, 1996)?

What if the ethic of the market economy is doing its job so well that it is
tricking us - that is, service providers, policy planners and academicians - into
believing that the hard work that we do is actually helpful and valuable, but that
in 'reality' and in terms of the markets survival, the work that we do really is set
up to re@ and strengthen the hegemonies of the system, maintain its status quo,
and constrain possibility for change and possibility? How can we tell the value of

what we are doing or thinking or questioning from within? Is there ever any place
outside?
Ironically, the kids live in these confusions as well. They are equally
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muddled in a values mire. Wanting to be loved, to have community, to be judged
based upon who they are not what they are, to be respected and valued, to be
heard and counted, kids articulate their oppression from beyond the borders of
the mainstream. But are the places from whence they speak really situated
outside the system, or are they inside but at the periphery? The kids perceive
that the aforementioned aspects of being a part of a community are being
withheld from them, denied them because of their homeless status. And so it is.
this conflict of experience - on the one hand receiving the negative messages
about living on the street (for example being ignored, being removed, and being
reviled), and on the other hand, finding strength and courage in surviving the
circumstances of being homeless (for example finding friends, finding
community, finding self) - complicates the phenomenon of being a street kid.

They aren't so sure about how to feel about their experiences on the street and
are confused about how to fit in, and especially how to fit in a society whose
values they don't really respect. As we have seen, they have understood
something profound about the construction of our social, economic, political, and
communal lives (see chapters three and four). And, they seem to be aware of
how those constructions marginalize those that do not fit in, namely themselves.
Meanwhile, in the middle of perceiving of the mainstream as the purveyor
of bad values and careless living, and of understanding their experiences on the
street as providing the fertile ground for learning something different about self
and relationships, about friendship, shame and identity - in the middle of this

intense tug-of-war - street kids also know that they need to join the rank and file
if they are going to find their way off the street. In other words, street kids'
practical ideas about getting off the street are tied right into the system that they
say they abhor. The following two examples illustrate the paradoxes that exist in

street kids' feelings about the mainstream work-a-day world. What they perceive
as their only options for improving the physical conditions of their lives seem to
conflict with how they feel about 'suits' and mainstream life. Crowchild shows us,
through these comments, how complex and contradictory his appreciation is for
work and money.
They [suits] care about money. They don't care much about anything else.
They care about their money and they care about their jobs. They pay
taxes and they pay charities because the government says they have to
or whatever, right? They don't care they just want more money. More
money, nice cars,big houses. Like I have a pillow and a sleeping bag,
and maybe a girlfriend every once in awhile. And I am happier then they
will ever be (Crowchild, Field notes: 09/02/98).
In contrast to...
And then you have to have a place. In order to have a job you have to
have a place but to get a place you have to get a job. Give me a job and
let me crash at the place that I am working at least for the next little while.
Until I get my paycheck and I have enough money to buy my own place,
or apartment But most people won't do that because having someone
sleep in the restaurant is not good for business. And that is what the
business is for, to make money. The only way to make people happy is to
make money (Crowchild, Field notes: 09/02/98).
Who will Crowchild be when he is one of the working folk who "don't care and just want more money"? M he is happier than "they'll ever be", what will happen

to him and his happiness when he joins the mainstream? Gwen Danzig offen

these opposing perspectives of what it means to work:

I wanted to get off the streets and if I could find a place to live, then I
knew I could get a job and support myself. So first I went to welfare and I
said that 1 need an emergency check so I can get a place to live. I am
tired of this; I want to get off the streets (Gwen Danzig, Field notes:
08/25/98).
Versus...
There is a lot of snobs in this city. It's ovenhelrning. For a city with so
much wealth though, I can kind of see where half of it comes. But at the
same time I can't see why. A lot of people have this attitude that we don't
look proper, we don't have the proper attitude and outlooks on life. We
don't want to grow up and be blue-collar citizens that go and work eight
hours a day, pay taxes and die (Gwen Danzig, Field notes: 08/25/98).

So what will leaving the street mean to Gwen Danzig? How will he view himself if
his job requires that he "work eight hours a day"?
'You know they sit there and pan and 'suits' walk by and yell 'get a job'.
They [other street kids] take it as an insult, but you know what, the 'suits' give me
a slap of reality" (Neil, Field notes: 1lllU98). The 'slap of reality' to which Neil
refers seem to me to be about our world being defined by employment ideals. I
can't help but wonder about the confusions that must arise as a result of learning
or feeling or seeing flaws in the construction of our monied world, and at the

same time knowing that this is the world that awaits their participation after the
street. What must that feel like? Grub told me that he'll "appreciate things that
[he's] got like a house, food, and things like that a lot more than [he] did before
because [he's] lived without a lot of stuff for a long time and it sucks" (Grub,
Field notes: 11/02/98). 1 can hear the relief in what Grub is telling me about
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being away from the harsh experiences of the street, but I can't help wonder
what might be lost in making the journey form the margins to the mainstream.
Like little sparks extinguishing one by one, street kids' have limited
options because 'wet have not conceived of making change for them that doesn't
involve joining the mainstream. And, although they have visioned a different
world with different values, they are equally disempowered to make these
changes because they lack the resources to 'buy themselves out'.
Yet reading the literature, engaging in this research, philosophizing about
the meanings of marginal voices from beyond the parameters of the mainstream,

and listening to kids tell their stories about their lives on the street, would
suggest to me that the street kid issue is a central concern to many of us. Given
that street kids are occupying a larger space in the public imagination, given that
there is a significant amount of research on the subject, given that governments

are also paying attention to the existence of street kids on their streets and in
their public spaces, I am left wondering why the numbers of street kids are
steadily increasing (Community and Neighbourhood Services, 1998). We
deliberate on how or why kids come to the street, and from these musings, we
try to figure out how we can help, that is, how we can get kids off the street. But
maybe we are asking the wrong questions, or rather, perhaps our questions are
only reflective of a singular vision of what it means to be a street kid and what
the solution to that problem is, or could be. We've organized to look after
impoverished kids, and other marginalized and outcast members of society. Yet,

have we not also become complicit in systems that (as we have explored in this
text) appear to delimit kids' freedoms on the street, and attempt to erase them
from the landscape?
Technoloaical rationalitv and lining UD all our ducks. In another huge
spiral, questioning the ontological and epistemological boundaries of systems
and their freedoms, constraints, effects, and opportunities. I came to realize that
our North American, globalized operating system is more pervasive than I had
hoped. As I mentioned in chapter two,uwehave committed a grave sinn. That sin

is more drastic, more pervasive, and more elusive than I had originally imagined.
Initially, I was awakened to the realization that service providers, among others,
were cornplicit in maintaining poverty, homelessness, and marginalization
(Carlen, 1996). This understanding came to me as a result of the experience of
being deflected from the agencies with whom Iwanted to connect to initiate this
research (see chapter two). But Iwasn't able to account for why. I understand
now that sewice providers, government worken, etc...are not complicit in
maintaining the status quo because they are evil, or have bad values, or don't
really care about the people with whom they work, but rather because care has
been organized in certain ways beyond their control and architecture.

Marcuse depicts a situation in which there are no revolutionary classes or
groups to militate for radical social change and in which individuals are
integrated into the existing society, content with their lot and unable to
perceive possibilitiesfor a happier and freer lib (Kellner, 1991 cited in
Marcose, 1964, p. xxix).

1 became aware of the extent to which the tacit contracts which dictate our
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social living arrangements help to maintain the status quo. That was clearer to
me in terms of the influence of market driven values affecting services, budgets

and policies. But that first realization was only the beginning of what had now
emerged as a much more problematic proposition.
Throughout my conversations with street kids, they outlined, addressed,
and articulated the extent to which everything is stacked against them, how they
are set outside of the dominant culture, and how they are judged harshly for that.
I've tried to piece together the meanings that they make of their lives, connecting
their interpretations with mine, and ours with yours. Groping for new meanings
and alternative perspectives on street kids and society, imagining how we all
intersect in this phenomenon, I landed in a different place. I see something
bigger now, something more hopeful and more philosophic than I anticipated.
In a technologically rational society (Marcuse, 1964), all the ducks are

-

lined up to accommodate the hegemonic ideology in this case that would be to
create material wealth, to accumulate power, to have comfort, to be employed, to
be 'normal'. Street kids, the poor, and the needy are therefore seen as

imperfections in the technologically rational plan. Perturbations in the otherwise
'rational' system need to be attended to so as to further the survival of the
system. In this case, we have agreed that the instrumental tasks of caring for
each other will be handled by the agencies and other institutions to look after
these 'glitches' in our system. But this seems to be only part of the problem.
It seems that the dominant ideology has so efficiently taught us about our

society and culture, has so effectively convinced us of how street kids are
manifestations of the failures of our otherwise effective operating ideology, that
the vista through which we can conceive of this phenomenon is severely and
terminally limited. In other words, street kids have not been successfully
'rationalized' yet, and it is in that vein that we interpret all that happens on the
street and all that kids say about it.

...the consumer society and the apparatus of planning and management
in advanced capitalism had produced new forms of social administration
and a 'society without opposition" that threatened individuality and that
closed off possibilities of radical social change (Kellner, 1991 cited in
Marcuse, 1964, p. xxv).
The ironic thing is that street kids are equally caught up in the hegemony
of the social and philosophical order. In that light, street kids can only envision

-

their instrumental escape from the street in joining the dominant culture finding
work, accumulating goods, transforming into 'suits', even well-intentioned 'suits'.
I asked Gwen Danzig what becomes of street kids when they get older? He

paused and thought and then replied 'They disappear" (Field notes: 08/24/98).
I wonder if Gwen Oanzig was telling me something about how the

contested spaces that kids inhabit on the street get fused into the mainstream
over time. Maybe he was telling me that the street as a site of kids' resilience
and resistance can only endure for so long before the force of the
'technologically rational' world sucks them into its gargantuan belly. Maybe he
was saying that whatever alternatives for social and communal living street kids
come to know through their experiences there, the only real choice for them is

that they have to give up and join in. In this light, I understood something new

about the profundity of what Gwen Danzig said when he told me that '[we've]
turned ourselves into tools basically. We are no longer people. We are just tools
and numbersn(GwenDanzig, Field Notes, 08/25/98).

I didn't realize it at the time, but this is a part of what I was hearing all
along. Mike alluded to it in his comments about the divisions between the sane
and the insane. He said:

People operate in all sorts of different manners and because somebody
doesn't operate the way that most people operate, makes them crazy. I
think that's stupid and I think because somebody doesn't fit in properly
and they don't act the same, that gives someone else the right to lock
them up and dope them up on all sorts of drugs (Mike, Field notes:
10/29/98).
Not fitting in, is precisely what Marcuse (1964) suggests the hegemonies of the
time try to eradicate. 'Hence to dissent from liberal modernity is to fall silent, for
we have no terms in which to speak that do not issue from the very space we are
trying to speak against" (Lee, 1998, p.16). This meant an entirely new thing to
me and had also broadened how I might question kids' agency and docility in
their lives in the contested spaces of the street.
And so I felt that I had come to a place where Ithought I understood a
little more about the kids' lives on the street and the connections of those lives to
both the systems that intersect with the kids and perhaps also the philosophical
organization of those systems in perpetuating their survival. It dawned on me

that maybe we are severed from alternative modes of thinking because we've
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stopped straining to hear what is barely even audible (Heschel, 1962) and are
trapped in a system that is effectively 'atrophying the very possibilities of radical
social change and human emancipationn(Kellner, 1991 cited in Marcuse, 1964,
mix).
As parents and teachers, as therapists and citizens, we want our kids to
have dreams, we ourselves want to actualize, we count on freedom being a
mainstay of our Western culture, and believe that you can be whatever you want
to be', but what are the possibilities for these 'truismst to become manifest? Do

you remember what your dreams were? Did you imagine a more just social order
when you were younger? Could you see the flaws and inequalities in our system
and did you believe that you would do something about them when you got
older? Did you? The lasting tension with which I am now confronted is: if this is
what we are trapped in, how are we going to get out?
If You Name It You'll Be Free: Peace and Possibilities

The dilemma presented above was both startling, frightening, and
exhilarating for me. How much bigger could the 'boogie-man' get? But in
actuality, entertaining the possibility that we are veiled by the hegemonies of our

time has been the most liberating concept I've encountered thus far. Marcuse
(1964) opens the door for renewal and revision, for possibilities and change that

otherwise might have been difficult for me to imagine. That is to say, after
learning about street kids' lives and conneding those lives to the socio-political
and economic fabric of our shared lives, Imight have worked myself into a dark

and dank place where no options and no hope are possible. The opposite has

occurred.
It may be the meaning and place of children in our lives is the most
important consideration to be taken up.... not just because the voice of the
young has been translated out of any meaningful involvement with the
powen that be, but also because the question of the young (their
conception, care, and nurturance) devolves precisely on so many of the
defining issues of our time, such as the meaning of power, gender
relations, and the matter of how we might learn to live more responsibly
wtihn
i
the earthly web of our planetary home (Smith, 1994, p. 102).

Maybe if we name the things that constrain us, we can work toward
changing the conditions of our lives, reaffirming the values to which we want to
ascribe, and reconnecting with the moral practices that might guide our everyday
activities. The kids have already started showing me the way. Grant (1995)
suggests that people cannot simply choose to accept or reject the mass cultures
in which they live. He concludes that 'only by constant and relentless reflection
on this modern idea [i-e., the instrumentalist view of reason, dominance, and
capitalism] can we hope to liberate ourselves from the naive acceptance of if'
(Grant, 1995, p.11). Such reflection has been the inertia of this inquiry. Lee

(1998) suggests that '[wle meditate with our whole lives: with our passions and
mind and our past and our deepest hungersn(p.55). And so I've tried to meditate
on the lives of street kids, on my life, and on the lives that we share together on
this planet, in the hope of understanding something new about street kids and

positively affecting all of our lives.
'Young people have not been enfranchised by the research conducted on

their livesn(Valentine, Skelton, 8 Chambers, 1998, p. 21). i have tried, in my
research, to hear them, to listen to them, and to meet them in their terrain. With
'good willn (Gadamer, 1989 cited in Risser, 1997, p. 167, see chapter three), I've
tried to bring a renewed understanding to bear on street kids' lives and have
grappled with and reflected on the meanings of those lives as they've directed
and connected me to places beyond my horizons. I have endeavoured, through
the issues and tensions expressed throughout this text, to open some of the
multiple dialogues that may continue to inform us as we revision ourselves and

our world. It is my hope that by recasting how we take up, listen to, think about,
and engage with street kids and each other, we will be strengthened to continue
our individual and collective struggles for meaning, hope, possibility, and peace.
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Appendix 1: Literature Review
This literature review is offered to provide information about my

explorations into the academic scholarship on street kids. The literature base is
vast and varied, perhaps even as much as are the lives of street kids. This body
of literature contributed to my understanding of street kidslgand helped me
conceptualize where street kids are located in academic discourses. Although
this literature does not pertain directly to the substantive topic of my dissertation
(i.e., panhandling, politics, and place, as the embodiment of street kids'
conditions and experiences on the street), I believe that these data provided the
background to some of the questions that I have asked about research, and
have prepared me in trying to understand street kids, marginalization, and
oppression.
This body of research exemplifies for me the kind of fragmentation and
compartmentalization that is pervasive in traditional treatments of street kids in
scholarly research. By convening with these data and questioning the data for
potential blind-spots, I discovered that the way we take up a topic, the mind set
that informs our practice, the perspective from which our questions and
curiosities develop, the nature of our conceptions about how we might or might

-

not be able to separate ideas and events and the consequences thereof,
significantly impact the kind of research that we do.

~~

Please note that this literaturereview is based on literature b n induMalized
and
may not pertain to street kids' experiences in develaping countries or countries affededby civil
unrest or war-
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And so, the possibility for learning that flowed from my reading of this
literature led me to look anew at street kids, led me to be a sceptic, carefully
questioning and investigating the academic discourses for what they were and
weren't telling me. In retrospect, I understand that this literature provided the
impetus for me to look deeper into the lives of street kids. My reading in
methodology and philosophy, in education and psychology, directed me in this
path, urged me to evaluate the meanings and connections that tie together the
literature with lived experiences, and ideologies with interruptions. What follows
is a review of the literature as it helped to frame my understandings of street
kids.
Introduction
In reading the literature I became frustrated, angry, and dissatisfied. Iwas
looking for information that would deliver a profound understanding of what was
going on for kids on the street. I was looking to expand my understanding of
street kids and the dynamics of street life so that I wouldlcould be a better
practitioner, a better helper, a more informed scholar, and an active and
concerned citizen. What Ifound in reading the literature was that the literature
had two fundamental problems. One, there seemed to be a number of issues
missing from the literature, and two the literature appeared to be quite
fragmented. As a result of these two different but interrelated problems, it was
difficult to understand what living a street kid's life is like. It strikes me that the
literature has become splintered because research has tended to explicate the
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separate components of street life. For example, some research looks at the
variety of types of street kids (e.g., those that run away, those that are thrown
out, and those that are seeking adventure). Whereas other research focuses on
the familial or causal conditions that initiated the running behaviour (egg.,sexual
abuse, physical abuse, emotional abuse, neglect, discord with parents, and

financial strain). And a third group of research investigates issues or behaviours
that are prevalent on the street itself (e-g., prostitution, drug use and abuse,
criminal behaviour, sexual beliefs and behaviour, and suicide). Although the
above list is not exhaustive, it illustrates the compartmentalization that has
resulted in the focussed nature of research initiatives with street kids. In an effort
to understand the diversity of the street kid population as well as to get some
understanding of the melange of issues prevalent for street kids, things have
been presented in a piecemeal fashion. Few studies investigate the
phenomenon as it is lived2'.
In the next section I will attempt to piece together the fragments of
information from the literature by re-connecting the causal and interrelated
factors of street youth and their lives from what Ihave found in the literature.
This review follows, to some degree,the path that previous studies have
undertaken, to the detriment of the complexity and totality of the phenomenon,

and unfortunately, to the disadvantage of understanding the complexity of street
kids' lives.
see Carlen. 1996; Hagan & McCaMy. 199f; Lundy. 1995; Plympton, 1997

What the Literature Does and Does Not Sav
Issues that confront street youth before leaving home are reported to be
manifold. They include: (a) family relationships, including parental conflicp', (b)
sexual abuse,22and (c) physical or emotional abusez3.Research that
investigates the street kid phenomenon has focussed primarily on who street
kids are, and what kind of backgrounds they come from. These studies have
elucidated to some degree the potential profile of who a street kid may be. In
other words, the literature can answer questions regarding the kinds of families
street kids tend to come from. When I asked, what is living on the street like for
adolescents, how are the lives of street kids structured, or how do street kids
structure their lives, the literature was virtually silent. There is only minimal
discussion of what the life of a street kid might be like, what it feels like to be
homeless, or to be a runaway, or throwaway, or to be rnarginali~ed~~.
What
does a street kid see, what experiences in their lives are meaningful to them?

How do they perceive society? How do they perceive themselves? How do they
perceive fear? What about street life inspires fear? Are they better off

see Bradley, 1997: Dadds. Bradddc, Cuers, 8 Elliot, 1993; De Man. Dolan. Pellatier, 8 R i d .
1993. 1994; Ek, 8 Steelman, 1988; Hagan, & McCarthy, 1997; Hier, Korboott 8 Schwitzer,
1990; Kufeldt, Durieux, Nimmo, & McDonald, 1992; Kurtz, Jarvis, 8 Kurtz, 1991; Kurtz, Kurtz, 8
Jarvis, 1991;Russell, 1998; SctnNeitzer, 8 Hier, 1993; Sctrweitzer. Hier, 8 Teny, W94;
Stefanidis, Pennbndge, MacKenzie, & Pattharst, 1992
a see Caputo, Weiler. 8 Kelly, 1994a. 1994b: Famularo, Kinscherff, Fenton. & Bdduc, 1990;
Janus, B u m * & McComack, 1987; Weldt, & Nimmo, 1987a; Kufeldt. & Nimmo, 1987b;
Kurk, Jarvis, & Kurtz, 1991: Kurtz, Kurtz, & Jawis, 1991; McComrack, Janus, 8 Burgess, 1986;
Russell, 1998; Wanen, Gary, 8 Moorbad, 1994.
"see Carison, 1991; Famvlaro et aI.,lggO; FeiteI. Margetsorr. Chamas, & Upman, le
Powers, Eckenrode, 8 Jaklitsch, 1990; Russell, 1998; Wanen et al., 1994.
24 for exceptions see Caden. 1996; Heqan, & McCatthy. 1997; Lundy. 1995, Ruddick, I
-.
2'
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emotionally on the street than they would be elsewhere? Why? These are only a
few of the questions that emerge as I inquire about issues around homeless

youth and their lived experiences.
The fact that these questions are not adequately answered does not
mean that the literature does not illuminate certain aspects of the street kids
phenomenon. I think that whatever is missing from the literature base (i.e., that
which records the experiences of young people living on the street as well as

that which translates those narratives into understanding the fabric of our lives)
has been overlooked, or ignored because of a lack of in-depth studies that are
focussed on street youth and the complexities of their lives. There is an audible
silence in the literature; scant is known or understood about youth who make
their way to the street and what that path may look like or consist of. What steps
are involved in becoming entrenched in street culture? It seems until recently the
academic literature has kept the stories and experiences of street kids at bay,
perhaps in an effort to avoid the painful issues that surround this phenomenon.

or perhaps because the research methods most often used have no place for
stories. What Ifound most disturbing about the majority of the literature was the
apparent lack of humanness in these scholarly works. There were a number of
questions that emerged as I read the literature, the most pressing of which
pertained to the conditions in which young people find themselves on the street
and the meaning they ascribe to those circumstances. Since I had the
experience of working on the street, I felt that Ihad at least some understanding
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of the issues that confronted street kids.
In reading the literature I was constantly comparing what I learned from
working on the street with what I was reading in the literature. I searched for
what I had thought to be the salient, pressing, urgent, scary, and destructive
experiences of street life for kids in the literature. For example, I believe that a
current trend for young women on the street is to become pregnant purposefully.
Still, I couldn't find much infonation to expand on the reasons why young

women want to have babies. Questions about the meaningfulness of having
children, or of becoming a parent seemed to be absent, There was no
information about the intent of the pregnancy or potential gain these young
women were anticipating. I wondered whether there was a reason for the
research to be silent about something that seems so critical. I was perplexed at
the gap between the academic representation of street life and the lived reality
of it (as I understood it from my work experience). I plodded on however, trying

to uncover research that seemed to reflect what actually goes on, on the street.
Almost to no avail,
Literature Format
As Idelved into the vast sea of literature covering street life and street

kids, Ibegan to notice a particular formula for the delivery of the information.
Something was bothering me as I moved through the literature. Ipuzzled over
what it could be, and then realized it was the language. It seems that the
language used to describe, explicate, and inform this phenomenon is pristine,

sterile, organized, clear, cold, and removed. There is no sense of immediacy
transmitted to the reader, there is no sense of immediacy related to the youth
about whom this literature speaks. Odd, since there seemed to me to be a
tremendous sense of immediacy on the street, and life on the street is neither

neat nor pristine. Language, I realized, had been used only as a way of putting
information on paper as opposed to being engaged as a conduit through which
the dialogic experience could be initiated between reader and writer. In other
words, the data are reported, but the writing appears severed from the lifeworld

of the topic. In many cases, the language had been 'cleaned up' to the point that
I had difficulty recognizing it to be about the lives that are at risk on the street,

about the people with whom I had come into contact. For example, this is how a
street kid described the events precipitating leaving home (quoted fmm a nonacademic, service delivery source):
My aunt kicked me out 'cause we got in an argument over a birthday gift
that I bought for my cousin. She started bringing up my past and
threatened to send me back to my adoptive family who sexually abused
me. She told me to get out the next day. I left, went to school and never
went back. (Female, 17 year old, homeless, cited in Radford, King, &
Warren, 1991).

This reveals a number of things about this young woman who is recalling

how she came to be on the street. The academic literature, on the other hand,
reports the conditions precipitating leaving home in an altogether different

manner. For example, "Parent-youth conflict, physical abuse, and school
problems continue to emerge as situational variables which are associated with
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adolescent runaway behaviour." (Roberts, 1982 cited in Radford et al., 1991). In
the severed, impersonal, academic version, the reasons for leaving home leave
little room for personal biography, for perspective, for voice, or for personhood.
This is but one comparison which illuminates the chasm between the thick

descriptions of the experience as they are given by the street kid, and the
removed, severed sounding generalization given by the academe.
What this taught me about writing and reading, and about the problems
that I was noticing in the literature, is that language (especially in the writing up
of research data) represents something more than the words which appear on
paper. Language itself is more than the words it speaks. It transmits feeling,

conviction, it conveys a message, it is the gestalt of the information being
delivered coupled with the voice of the writer and the voices and textures of the
characters and contexts. It is the linkage we have to understanding something
new about the thoughts and feelings of another. Even though we can never
mirror in language the fullest extent of experience (Gadamer, i995), and
although all narratives are interpretations of experience (Britzman, 1991;
Gadamer, 1995; Gallagher, 1992; Jardine, 1992,1998; Smith, 1994), it is the
way we communicate with each other and must be valued for its richness, its

diversity, and its ability to open up discourses between people and issues.
Whatever language street kids use, seems to me, to be invaluable for identifying
what is meaningful for them in their lives. Unfortunately, I had noticed that the
language which kids use to tell about their fives gets filtered out when
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researchers write articles about them. Their words are all but amputated from
them when they are studied and when the language that they use to describe,
explicate, or communicate their lived experiences gets translated into statistics,
prevalence rates, or percentages.
Thus far, I have attempted to explain two issues related to the literature
on street kids that I took notice of, that I believed to be salient insofar as
understanding what and how the literature is informing on the street kid
phenomenon. The first was an examination of the disparity in the literature with
regards to what the lived reality of the street is from my point of view, and the
second was a more Yechnical' glance at the way in which the literature has been

These next sections of the literature review explore what the literature
offers about the street kid phenomenon, and conversely what does not.
Definina Street Kids in the Literature
Delineations between types of street kids are plentiful in the literature. In

fact, most of the scholarship on the topic of street kids begins by defining who
these kids are, and how or why they have come to the street Street youth are
most commonly referred to in the literature as runaways or throwaways,
reinforcing the notion that many are escaping domestic crises. Typically, two
factors define runaway youth: (a) their young age; and (b) absence from home

without a parent's permission, usually for 24 hours or more (Shane. 1996). In the

case of throwaways the second criterion does not apply; parents of these
adolescents overtly reject their children (Colby. 1990, Hurwitzr8 H u ~ l * t1997).
r~
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There are however, a number of additional definitions used to describe the
adolescent living on the street. Generally, these definitions attempt to capture
the specifics around how these youth got to the street, and/or the characteristics
of what they have left behind. Examples of other definitions include: (a) curbsiders, youth living on the street part-time (Brannigan & Caputo, 1993; Zide &
Cherry, 1992); (b) runners from care, youth who have run from institutions
(Bradley, 1997; Miller, Eggertson-Tacon 8 Quigg, 1990); and (c) forsaken, youth
who have left home because of economic strife in the family (Lundy, 1995; Zide

8 Cherry, 1992).
Definitional distinctions have been researched in an effort to depict the
multiplicity of causes (or consequences) which bring children to the street.
These distinctions are in no way exhaustive, nor are they mutually exclusive
(Brannigan & Caputo, 1993). Colby (1990) argues that such distinctions are
crucial to plan and provide services which adequately meet the needs of subsections of this heterogeneous group (Daly, 1998). Unfortunately, to add to the
difficulty imbedded in the definitional web of constructs, these distinctions often
go the way of the window when a specific issue is being researched. For
example, studies that investigate H N risk behaviour on the street generally do
not delineate between the kinds of street kids they are involving as participants.
To this end, we might ask what the relevance is of having the distinctions if they
are not used in and across research topics? On the other hand, definitional
distinctions do expand the scope of understanding people can glean from

reading the research. So I asked, does this information lend itself to
understanding the phenomenon of living a street kid's life? Partially. The
literature tells me something about the conditions from which street kids emerge.
However, knowing whether a street kid was thrown out, or ran away seemed
insufficient in transmitting to me the totality of their lived experiences, and
specifically it left me wanting to know more about how kids come to the street?
Tv~olonies
Typologies of street kids have been offered in an attempt to aid in the
classification, and comprehension of street kids' movement from their place of
residence to the street. Two kinds of research have typically been undertaken to
elucidate this phenomenon. The first includes studies which represent risk
factors associated with high-risk or running behaviour evidenced among youth
who are living at home or who are living in residential care (Kashubeck,
Pottebaum & Read, 1994; McWhirter, McWhirter, McWhirter & McWhirter,
1994). The vast majority of typological-research however, emanates from studies
that investigate street youth, and then, based upon the information gathered
from these studies, classification systems of street youth are developed. There
are distinctions in the kinds of typologies put forward. There are classification
systems which describe definitional distinctions within the street youth
population (Jones, 1988; Zide 8 Cherry, 1992). A second kind of typology

It is important to note Mmmuays are atmait a mn-entityin the literature. The litemturnis
primarily focused on running awy-
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involves the description of the processes of running away, (Ek 8 Steelman,
1988; Palenski & Launer, 1987). And lastly, a third kind of typology describes

the various kinds of paradigms in which street youth are investigated [e.g.
psychosocial, pathological, delinquent, etc. .I (Csapo, 1987; Van der Ploeg,
1989).
Antecedents
For many youth the flight from home involves a process that leads to the
ultimate end point of the street. One view of that process involves parental-child
discord, and a breaking point at which time the situation becomes intolerable
either for the parent or for the child. Ek and Steelman (1987) report that the
process underlying the decision to runaway involves a critical incident between
parent and child, and a final decision to leave. They suggest that this process
may involve parents threatening their children and perhaps inspiring the
decision to leave. Additionally, Ek and Steelman (1987) report a three tiered
process in running away. The components include (a) managing the fear around
leaving home, (b) planning the logistics and timing of the run, and (c) actually
leaving the home, or not returning home in the case of the adolescent who
leaves from school or elsewhere.
Palenski and Launer (1987) provide a different perspective on the
process of youth getting to the street. They propose a typology which describes
the transition of youth from place of residence to the street by examining the
behaviours and attitudes which must be mastered in order for a youth to survive
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on the street They propose that a 'runner identity' is developed upon the
successful completion of certain tasks, attitudinal changes, and coping
responses. The fundamental components related to the transition onto the street
include (a) managing residual feelings about home, (b) managing self on the
street and providing oneself with basic needs (i.e., food, shelter, etc...), (c)
engaging in street behaviour to facilitate full transition to the street (e.g., petty
theft, prostitution, drug use, etc...), and (d) 'making it' on the street which is
related to the quality of life the adolescent experiences once on the street. It has
also been purported that those youth w
hti

the least to lose (i.e., conflictual or

abusive family relationships) are the most likely to run away and stay away
(Whitbeck & Simons, 1990).
The two examples of transitional typologies may provide a partial picture

of what adolescents live through as they make their way onto the street. As I
read this literature my understanding of the processes involved in leaving home
was supplemented to some degree. But in the volumes that have been written on
street youth, these are some of the only examples of research that attempt to
describe the process of running away from home. Much to my amazement, I
could not find research that investigated any psychological ramifications around
the decision making process for running, nor about how kids were feeling about
leaving their places of residence. Issues like being frightened, feeling lost, not
knowing where to go, feeling ashamed, or angry, surprisingly did not seem to be
components that were included when developing typologies of running
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behaviour. These typological exemplars seem to be little more than additional
classification systems although they do shed additional light on the topic. And
further, it's been over a decade since these typologies were offered and
literature reviews continue to cite these same studies (for example in Russell,
1998). The question which that beckons is why, after so long, are these still the

typologies to which we refer?
What I found to be wanting from the typological literature was a more
profound investigation of what it means for a kid to make the decision to leave
home. Iam still asking: What are the psychological, emotional, or affective
processes involved with getting to the street? What was different about the
incident that inspired the flight from home than previous fights? What meaning
did kids ascribe to the whole concept of 'running away'; does it carry any
baggage of its own? Does leaving home suggest certain things about a kid?
Causal Factors

What makes children leave home? Much of the research indicates that
many youth on the street are fleeing from destructive homes, homes
characterized by abuse, neglect, and violence. Competing hypotheses around
what makes children leave home include issues around adolescents wanting to

exert their independence, looking for adventure, not sharing common values with
parents, sexual orientation, not wanting to take responsibilityfor their actions,
and a host of other explanations for leaving. There are a number of studies
however, which support the contention that most runaway street youth are
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running from something, not running to something (Csapo, 1987; Whitbeck &
Sirnons, 1990). This kind of inquiry represents a major part of the research
initiative undertaken with these kids.
Overwhelmingly, street youth report that their homes (including foster
care) are fraught with conflictual relationships with parents, sexual, physical
andlor emotional abuse, including neglect and violence (Bradley, 1997; Carlson,
1991;Janus, et a1.,1987; Kufeldt 8 Nimmo, 1987a, 1987b; Kurh, Kurtt & Jarvis,
1991;McConack, et al., 1986; Powers, et al., 1990; Radford et al., 1991;
Rimsza, Berg & Locke, 1988; Russell, 1998; Warren, et at., 1994; Whitbeck 8
Simons, 1990). 1 was not surprised by these findings, but I began to wonder what
makes one abused kid leave home versus the abused kid who does not? I
cannot help wondering about whether or not the question of selfhood, or identity
is the motivation for leaving. It seems to me that issues around 'self' are critical
and perhaps more pronounced for kids on the street, kids who have had to exert
themselves or save themselves from destructive environments. Or alternatively,
perhaps the street is the training ground most appealing for attaining an identity
(Hetherington, 1998). What does it mean to be a street kid anyway, and how
does that affect the self? Interestingly, Bradley (1997) found that homeless youth
in New York exhibited less depression and higher self-esteem that other results
had shown in similar studies. Homeless kids' results compared similarly to levels
of self-esteem in their non-homeless contemporaries. What does that mean
about kids finding their way to the street? Does the street become the place for
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personal pedagogy, for learning about oneself and about the world? What does
that mean for kids?
Parental conflict. Research indicates that a major factor associated with
young people's decision to leave home is conflictual parent-child relationships
including parental control, violence in the home, perceived parental indifference

to child, and being afraid of parents when in trouble (Bradley, 1997, Hagan 8
McCarthy, 1997; Russell, 1998; Whitbeck & Simons, 1990). In a large scale
comparison between teenage runaways and non-runaways (Loeb, Burke 8
Boglanky, 1986), findings indicate that for runaways, conflict with parents
included differences in values, a need for independence, and issues of parental
control. From reading studies such as this, it became clearer to me that
meanings and values play a significant role in initiating a kid's Right from home.
Although this seems a viable explanation for running, threats of violence or
being in trouble with parents is not frequently cited in the literature as a reason
for leaving home.
Except for Whitbeck and Simons' (1990) investigation on victimization of
homeless and runaway adolescents which uses "in trouble and afraid to go

home" (p.116) as a reason for running away, and Janus, Archambault, Brown
and Welsh's (1995) survey of physical abuse among Canadian runaways which
included 'Wlreatened with a weapon" (p.439) as a catalyst for running, kar and
potential for violence are not included among the general cohorts of reasons for
running explanations. In other studies which look at the response of running
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away as a result of familial conflict. it is posited (Miller et al., 1990) that the flight
from home is often a reactive response to stress and conflict, and based on
irrational beliefs. Whether the beliefs are realistic or not seems less relevant
than the significance of the perceived fear situation on the part of the kid who
then makes the decision to leave.
Turning to the literature there seems to be support for that contention.
Radford et al. (1991) concluded that ongoing interpersonal conflict with parents
was cited by throwaways to be the most common reason for leaving. Adams,
Gullota and Clancy (1985) examined the similarities and differences between
runaways and throwaways. This study found that 74% of the runaways reported
leaving home because they were not getting along with parents, and 84% of
throwaways reported difficulties with parents as the primary reason for leaving.
More recently, Lundy (1995) also concluded that the homeless kids she
interviewed cited parental discord as a common reason for being on the street.
Based on these data Iam left wanting to know more about their values, more
about the meanings they ascribe to their lives. Here again the question of
identity surfaces and Iam wanting to understand what street kids' senses of
themselves are like and how they come to be?
Attachment and street kids- It seems that the literature in the main
identifies confiict with parents as a primary reason for kids' leaving home. There

are few studies that look at the causal constructs of corning to the street from a
more theoretical standpoint One of the few theoretical approaches to
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understanding how and why kids end up on the street might be found in recent
research that looks at the phenomenon through a more developmental
framework. In an effort to connect and collect salient causal concepts pertaining
to kids who make their way to the street, attachment theory (Bowlby, 1969, cited
in Schweitzer, Hier, & Terry,1994) will be reviewed outlining how this approach
may help to explain why some kids run and some do not.
In a discussion on adolescent development, Violato and Travis (1994)
identified a number of tasks which face the adolescent. When "the standards
and paths of childhood are [now] inappropriate, [and] adult alternatives are
untried, unhoned, and frequently not allowed or unavailable" (p.32), adolescents
are confronted with the critical questions of how to act, who they are, what they
are supposed to think and feel, and so on. An important question which these
authors raised is "[blow does one prepare for life apart from one's family of
origin?" (p.32).
There is an underlying assumption being put forward that separation and

individuation from one's family of origin comes at an expected time, that this
process is a rite of passage that ultimately enables adolescents to prepare for
this eventuality (Powers & Jaklitsch, 1993). But what about the street kid who
has not had this experience - who's developmental trajectory has been
disturbed? Assessing why some kids run to the street and others do not is more
than just acknowledging why they left home, which seems to be the approach
taken by most of the literature. That is to say, many kids are sexually abused but
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only some of them end up on the street.
Schweitzer et al. (1994) investigated how homeless and non-homeless
adolescents perceived parental care. The study reported that homeless kids
perceived their parents as less caring than did non-homeless kids. This finding
is consistent with Bowlby's (1969 cited in Schweitzer, et. al., 1994) assertion that

"lowlevels of parental care are associated with weak bonding" (p.44).
Additionally, poor attachment may lead children to resent and/or fear attachment
to adults, thereby creating a situation where significant difficulties are evidenced
when kids are trying to meet their needs on the street (Powers 8 Jaklitsch,
1993). This may have implications for understanding street kids. Alexander
(1991) found that adult attachment and long term effects of child sexual abuse

are correlationally related, and although research between the two areas is
limited (the effects of sexual abuse are beyond the scope of this review),
attachment theory may provide a good conceptual framework for understanding
adolescent running behaviour.
Stefanidis et al., (1992) examined youth readiness to move from the street
to a more stable living environment. Results indicate that those kids who were
'stabilization non-responsive' (SNR), meaning that they left the program
prematurely or did not comply with the procedures, had significantly lower
attachment history as assessed by the Attachment History Questionnaire. The
ramifications of having poor attachment (either insecure or avoidant) may play a

role in why some kids stay away ftom home, or why some kids maintain their
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lives on the street Whichever the case, it would be interesting to investigate
how attachment to primary care-givers in early life mitigates running away
behaviour in adolescence. Plass and Hotaling (1995) posited that homelessness
among adolescents may be intergenerationally linked. These authors examined
intergenerational running patterns among runaways and their parents and found
that 24% of the parents had run away when they were kids. Although the
findings in this study do not illuminate if and how the transgenerational running
response is handed down from parent to child, it does point researchers in the
direction of attachment issues both in the family of origin of the parent, and in
the family of procreation where the parent is the primary care-giver of the current
runaway.
Sexual abuse. Two distinctions are prevalent in the literature on sexual
abuse among street youth. One is related to the reasons street youth cite for
leaving home, and the second is related to the experiences street youth report
having while living at home. Stiffinan (1989b) cautions that many youth do not
report sexual abuse as the reason for leaving home, but have been sexually

abused. The prevalence of sexual abuse among street youth is reported to be as
high as 73% among adolescent females, and 38% among adolescent males
(Whitbeck & Simons, 1990). So what the literature is telling me is that the

majority of kids on the street may have suffered sexual abuse while living in their
homes. What 1 found particularly interesting is that although many youth report
having been sexually abused, there is a disparity between reports that cite
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sexual abuse as the reason for leaving. Kufeldt and Nimmo (1987b) report that
only 7% of respondents cited sexual abuse as the primary reason for leaving,
Caputo et al. (1994b) found that 25% of kids cite sexual abuse as the primary
reason for leaving, and Russell (1998) reports that 50% of her sample reported
maltreatment as the reason for leaving. Here again, I am tempted to ask why
some abused kids are inspired to leave home while others are not While
Russell (1998) does not specifically answer that question, she found that sexual
abuse coupled with whether or not a kid had left home on their own mitigated
psychological distress. Kids who externalized their distress (e.g ., robbing or
lying) had been told to leave whereas those kids who internalized their distress
had left home on their own. What will we make of that? Russell (1998)
concluded that some of her results were inexplicable because exposure to
sexual assault, alcohol abuse, symptoms of depression, and a history of suicide
were found in kids who measured higher levels of self esteem than those who
showed the opposite. I wonder if those kids who demonstrate more
symptomatology are the same kids who have a fighting and enduring sense of
self, an internal strength that hasn't been accounted for in the melee of
constructs around sexual abuse and being on the street

Phvsical abuse. Studies have demonstrated that one reason why young
people leave their homes is due to violence. Kurtz, Kurtz, and Jarvis (1991)
found that of 2,019 runaway respondents, 27% reported some kind of abuse at

home prior to running away. Physical abuse was reported 16.8% of the time, as

compared to 5.4% for sexual abuse, and 5.5% for both physical and sexual
abuse combined. Warren et al. (1994) reported 66.7% of 78 respondents
reported some type of abuse at home, with 30.3% specifying physical abuse.
Russell (1998) reported that 79.3% of homeless kids disclosed history of
physical assault.
The causal factors herein discussed do not represent all street youth, but
rather, common elements in family histories among the population in question. It
is difficult to obtain an accurate depiction as to why some adolescents run and
others do not. The samples used in the studies aforementioned represent street
youth who have volunteered to fill out self-report questionnaires or engage in
interviews which are often conducted in shelters and other facilities servicing this
population. But there are adolescents who may not come into contact with
certain services and therefore are not represented in the literature. This is part

of the problem in researching marginalized, 'invisible' populations (Cordray &
Pion, 1991). The literature shows that kids generally come from a place that has
been abusive in one way or another and that abuse is part of the life-story of
these young people. But still Iwondered if the reason few explanations exist as
to why certain adolescents end up on the street, and others do not is due to
research constraints (i.e.,the use of questionnaires, or structured intenriews
which do not encourage a plethora of responses). In addition to learning that
roughly 75% of females, and 40% of males on the street have been abused in
one form or another, I wanted to understand how those experiences shaped their
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lives, how those traumas led them to the street, what about those experiences
are still reflected in the lives that they lead as street kids? Are they still engaged

in abusive relationships? Are they in an abusive relationship with society? Are
they the whipping people? Is this a metaphor that would resonate for them?
Recent literature suggests that street kids relate to one another in ways that
might have been modelled for them in the abusive relationships that they lived
while they were at home (Hagan & McCarthy,1997: Plympton, 1997), and that
some of those patterns resemble unstable connections with others.
Life on the Street
Life on the street has been characterized in a number of different ways,

often describing the overt characteristics of the street youth population. The
literature has typically looked at specific behavioun (e.g .,crime and
delinquency, prostitution, substance abuse, etc...) to further describe what
happens to youth when they become street kids. There are few accounts of the
experiences of youth as they make the transition to the street, other than what
has previously been described by the typology set forth by Palenski and Launer
(1987) and a few brief explications on the transition to the street (Lundy, 1995;

Plympton, 1997). There are even fewer accounts of the psychosocial
ramifications of that experience (McCarthy & Hagan, 1992). Through reading the
literature Inoticed that there are four areas of behaviour commonly associated

with street life. These areas include: (a) crime, delinquency, and prostitution; (b)
substance abuse; (c) sexual behaviour; and (d) suicide ideation and attempts.
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Crime and Delinauencv
Historically, street youth have been considered a threat to the 'order' of
society, and have often been characterized as delinquent kids who don't care
about the ideals held by the majority of society (Ek & Steelman, 1988). This
perspective of street kids has increased over the last number of years, positing
that kids in general are folk devils (Schissel, 1997), and street kids' in particular,

are dangerous criminals (Carlen, 1996; Shane, 1996). The view that street kids
are already criminals when they get to the street is challenged by the proposition
that crime, delinquency, and prostitution are effects of a criminogenic situation,
as opposed to deficiencies, or delinquent tendencies with the adolescents
themselves (Hagan 8 McCarthy, 1997; McCarthy & Hagan, 1991). The
representations of street kids fascinated me as I read about kids who engage in
crime and prostitution. It is interesting (although I'm unsure about how or why it

is interesting) that youth who engage in criminal behaviour, even if it is petty
theft, are rarely categorized as being resilient, malleable, adaptable to the
lifeworld of the street (Carlen, 1996; McCarthy & Hagan, 1992). From one
perspective, I understand that criminal behaviour is not seen as a good coping
strategy, or is seen as a threat to the order of our society, but on the other hand
these kids do find a way to survive and perhaps the ability to do so needs to be
understood in terms of positive survival skills (Hagan & McCarthy. 1997;
Whitbeck 8 Sirnons, 1993). 1 lamented over the fact that kids are too rarely seen
as innovative, ingenious souls who, by hook or by crook, make their lives on the
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street despite the obstacles. The sequelae behavioural characteristics of youth
living on the street often include engagement in criminal activities, although it
has been suggested that this is not the preferred route for most street kids, but
rather a necessity (Palenski, 1984, cited in McCarthy & Hagan, 1991).
The impetus for criminal behaviour among street youth has been debated

for years. The debate centres around whether or not youth living on the street
have a priori delinquent characteristics before coming to the street, or whether or
not it is the experience of the street that provides the structure in which criminal
behaviour is a viable solution (see Hagan & McCarthy, 1997, for a discussion on
the ontogenic and sociogenic aspects of crime for street kids). The crirninogenic
hypothesis, proposed by Hagan and McCarthy (1991) contends that youth
engage in illegal activities as a result of the phenomenon of living on the street
or being homeless. They conclude that as time spent on the street increases, so

does criminal activity, and severity of crimes committed. This was evidenced in a
study conducted in Toronto, Canada, wherein all types of crime increased after
more than twelve months were spent on the street (McCarthy & Hagan, 1991).
Further to their study, Hagan and McCarthy (1997) have expanded their vision of
the criminogenic situation to include considerations of both the ontogenic and
the sociogenic aspects which influence and impact street kids' criminal
behavioun. But still, there are not a plethora of studies that explore youth
poverty, lack of employment, safe, clean, affordable housing, and other
contextual influences which would ultimately impact kids' lives on the street (for
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exceptions, see Carfen, 1996, Hagan & McCarthy, 1997; Ruddick, 1996, Shane,
1996).
There are a number of contributing components to the criminogenic
situation on the street. Whitbeck and Simons (1993) contend that exposure to
abuse while at home increases the adolescents' anti-social adaptation strategies
and consequently these adolescents engage in deviant subsistence strategies to

survive on the street. In addition, adolescents are at a particular disadvantage
for engaging in legal employment as a result of their young age. McCarthy and
Hagan (1991) suggest that economic stability is nearly impossible to achieve for
adolescents, and that criminal behaviour is one method for earning money.
Although Russell (1998) found that 44.2% of street kids had never been
detained in jail or juvenile hall overnight, crime is nevertheless a major focus of
the research on street kids. According to the research the kinds of crimes
committed by street youth vary. Typically street youth are classified into two
categories: (a) status offender, and (b) delinquent. Status crimes include running
away, truancy, and disobedience, whereas delinquent offenders include
offenses which would be considered felonious in the adult court system (US).
Delinquent offenders are further separated into violent and non-violent
categories. In a study designed to assess whether or not maltreatment, and

specific kinds of maltreatment (i.e., sexual, physical, emotional, etc..) among
youth would determine the type of court involvement (or the kinds of crimes
committed) Famularo, et al., (1990) reported that among 189 status offenders,
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and an equal number of delinquent offenders, 52% and 42% respectively
reported some kind of maltreatment at home. Of the status offenders, 74%
identified as being runaways, and 35% of those identify having been sexually
abused. Statistical analyses (logistical regression) illustrated that for status
offenders maltreatment distinguished runaways from non-runaways, and for
delinquent offenders, physical abuse discriminated between violent and nonviolent offenden (27% of violent offenders reported having been physically
abused, as compared to 14%of non-violent delinquent offenders). What remains
to be answered is what happens to adolescents' sense of identity and self when
they engage in illegal activity? McCarthy and Hagan (1991, 1997) conclude that
as time spent on the street increases so too will criminal behaviour but I wonder
why that is? Is that because choices diminish for youth living on the street for an
extended period of time, Hagan and McCarthy (1997) would suggest that it is. Or
is this connected to what Palenski and Launer (1987) refer to as the
development of a 'runner identityr and all that is entailed in that identity? The
literature is quiet on what is behind the criminal behaviour and how that
behaviour affects the esteem of youth on the street.
Prostitution

Theories abound that sexual abuse plays a significant role in
discriminating between adolescents who will engage in prostitution and other
criminal activity, and those who will not (McCormack et at., 1986). Research

indicates that early sexual trauma, or sexual abuse is correlated to prostitution
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(Radford et al, l 9 9 l , Seng, 1989; Simons & Whitbeck, 1991;Webber, 1991) and
delinquency (Bowers, 1990), aithough no direct links have been established
between sexual abuse and prostitution. There is some speculation that (a)
running away is the middle step that connects sexual abuse to prostitution
(Famularo et al, 1990; Spatz Widom 8 Arnes, 1W4),or (b) that engagement in
criminal behaviour once on the street connects sexual abuse to prostitution
through the criminogenic situation of being homeless (McCarthy 8 Hagan, 1991;
Simons & Whitbeck, l 9 9 lj. Whatever the case, prostitution or 'survival sex' (sex

in exchange for money, food, or shelter) is a behaviour in which many street
youth engage (Feitel, et al., 1992; McCarthy 8 Hagan, 1991; Rotheram Borus,

Bahlberg , Koopman, 8 Rosario, 1992; Russell, 1998; Terrell, 1993).
It is noteworthy that the literature which investigates prostitution does not

discuss self and/or identity in the selling of the body. I haven't been able to find
that kind of information but it is the kind of information I would like. Participation
in prostitution may be correlated to a myriad of factors once getting to the street
(Hagan 8 McCarthy, 1997; Russell, 1998). This component of the phenomenon
is not as well represented in the literature as Iwould have liked. Research

concentration in the area of adolescent prostitution revolves around family
background and sexual abuse. In 1985, a Canadian study of 42 child prostitutes
in Vancouver found that 80% of the girls and 17% of the boys had been sexually
abused at home, mostly by men. It is suggested that most prostitutes come from
families that are sexually destructive, physically violent or mentally cruel
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(Webber, 1991).
In a comparison study of adolescent and adult homeless females (Sirnons
& W hitbeck, 1991), 33% of the runaways reported that sexual abuse was the

causal factor for leaving home. In the same study, 18% of adolescent, as
compared to I 1% of adult respondents had ever engaged in prostitution.
Moreover, in regression analyses, child sexual abuse proved to be the only
significant predictor for prostitution among the runaway population. Another kind
of comparative study was undertaken to discriminate between adolescent
prostitutes and sexually abused adolescents (Seng, 1989). Although the groups
were similar to each other on variables such as demographic characteristics,
family constitution, parental use of alcohol or drugs, domestic violence, truant
behaviour, poor grades, and psychological difficulties, including depression,

suicidal ideation, and poor self image, the factors that discriminated between the
two groups included emotional conflict, parental neglect, physical abuse, and
certain behaviour characteristics, the most salient of which included (a) drug and
alcohol use, (b) justice system contact, and (c) runaway episodes.
The findings related to prostitution do not bode well for adolescents who
leave home for the street. Although these adolescents may be fleeing situations
as bad or worse than what the street can provide, it seems that prostitution is a

new kind of abuse, an abuse that is somehow sanctioned by a society that has a
hand in structuring what street life is like for kids. Recently, prostitution among
street youth has been redefined to focus on prostitution as a form of child abuse

(Children Involved in Prostitution, 1997).
Living on the street reconstructs to some degree the abusive relationships
adolescents experienced at home (Plympton, 1997; Terrell, 1993).The reality of
the street includes being hungry, lonely, scared, cold, and a willingness to do
whatever it takes to survive. Webber (1991) claims that "[tlhose who can't abide
the abuse and who feel forced to flee run a great risk of being rescued by a
pimp. Family life has prepared them to become a particular kind of victim in a

particular subculture. Sex, they have learned, is a ticket to love; their sex is the
only asset they have to offer"( p.lOO).
In effect, the literature describes the risk of prostitution once on the street,
and the likelihood of coming from a particular kind of family. What this literature
does not depict, describe, or divulge is the lived experiences of 'hooking'. For
example, if front-line workers want to aid in keeping young women from falling
into the traps of a pimp, information about how pimps approach new street kids
would be useful not to mention understanding what it takes to negotiate your
way out. Additionally, the literature does not answer questions about issues

around selling oneself for the first time, the transition into prostitution, battery in
prostitution relationships, involvement with the justice system, or knowing how to
avoid the 'heat scoresr (areas where police are, or dangerous areas for being
picked up by police). These types of data are not present in the literature on
street kids and would be useful in explicating the experience of youth who make
their way there. Do we know what a kid experiences when she is raped and
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beaten by her pimp? Do we know what the ramifications are of being 'pimped',
sold and bought by men who pretend to love you? Do we know about the
difficulty prostitutes face when they want to get out? Are we clear about the

sexual orientation issues that emerge (especially for men) as they prostitute
themselves? Does the literature explain how developing dependencies on drugs
or pimps or prostitution contributes to the structure of life on the street? Is there
any talk about the role of drugs and addiction in pimp's domination of young
prostitutes? Do we understand the sense of betrayal young prostitutes feel when
they come to understand the parameten of a pimped relationship?Are we clear
about how to help prostitutes break the seemingly narcotic nature of prostitution
itself? Have we investigated how these women feel in a society that is largely
patriarchal? Do we know what the men feel around issues of measuring up to a
'male image', and consequently how they feel being outside of the mainstream?
Do we know about how prostitutes feel when residential committees rally to 'get
them out' of their communities and what the psychological ramifications of being

shunned are? And lastly, what happens to a street kid's sense of self when that
sense of self is intermingled with the additional identity of 'hooker'? These are
some of the questions that arise as Ithink about the prostitutes that I knew in my
work on the street. Who do these kids become? This is but another example of

how separated the lived realities of the street are from the representations given

in the literature. These questions are not adequately dealt with in the literature
and again, this may be partly because in depth studies encapsulating these
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kinds of questions (phenomenological, interpretive, herrneneutic, ethnographic,
etc...) have not been undertaken nearly enough.
Substance Abuse
Substance abuse is an important issue confronting street youth for two
reasons: (a) It is cited in the literature as a behavioural characteristic
represented in the families from whence street children emerge, and (b) it is a
behavioural characteristic which is prevalent among the street adolescents

themselves (Bradley, 1997; Delacoste 8 Alexander, 1987; Fors & Rojek, 1991;
Hagan & McCarthy, 1997; Radford et at., 1991; Ruddick, 1996; Russell, 1998;
Warheit 8 Biafora, 1991; Webber, 1991). The general prevalence rates for
substance abuse vary because operational definitions of substance abuse have
not, and are not consensually agreed upon (McCarty, Angeriou, Heubner 8
Lubran, 1991). Despite that fact, substance abuse has been found to be as high
as 94% among a recent homeless youth sample (Russell, 1998).
Compared to similar groups of school children, adolescent runaways
generally exhibit higher rates of substance use (Fors 8 Rojek, 1991). And,
according to Hagan and McCarthyrs (1997) hypothesis of street kids being
influenced both by ontogenic and sociogenic circumstances, drug-use and other
illegal substance abuse patterns are likely to increase with time spent on the
street Radford et al. (1991) report that not all street youth engage in hard drug

use (like cocaine or crack), and that the drugs most often used on the street are
marijuana and psychedelicswith prevalence rates of 85.6%, and 81-9%
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respectively (Russell,1998). Among prostitutes, statistics indicate that 68% of
respondents report being users of either drugs, alcohol or both (Radford et al.,
1991).
These data twig my curiosity about what 'using' on the street is like for
street kids? There is some evidence to suggest that using is a social part of
being on the street (Plympton, 1997). 1 wonder if one stay clean on the street?
Are kids enjoying their substance use? Do kids use to avoid the pain, fear, and
exploitation they live on the street? Does using numb them? Does it transport
them to a place where all is well? Is it 'cool'? Are they addicted? Are they afraid
of addiction? Do kids see substance use as a destructive behaviour? Who
benefits from the drug trade on the street? How is the street set up to maintain
this kind of activity? These are some of the questions Iwondered about after
learning about the prevalence rates reported in the literature.
Substance abuse and HIV. With the advent of the Human
ImmunodeficiencyVirus (HIV) and its transmission routes (i.e., intravenous
drug-use [IVDU] and sharing of drug related paraphernalia), substance abuse
issues have most recently centred around the HIV risk associated wi common
substance abuse practices (Bradley, 1997). There is consensual agreement in
the literature that IVDU poses a serious health threat (HN and other blood
bound diseases) to homeless adolescents (Athey, 1991; Koopman, Rosario &
Rotheram Borus, 1994; Millstein, 1990; Radford et al., 1991; Rotheram Borus,
Koopman 8 Ehrhardt, t M ; Shane, 1996; Yates, MacKenzie, Pennbridge, &
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Cohen,1988). The prevalence of IVDU among homeless adolescents ranges
between 15% to 34% (Athey, 1991; Russell, 1998; Yates et al.. 1988); however it
has been reported as low as 0.3% in one study (Koopman et al., 1994). One
explanation for the variance in prevalence rates is attributed to geographical
location and the availability of injectable drugs. More alarming than the
prevalence rates for IVDU among homeless kids is the prevalence of sharing
drug paraphernalia (e.g., spoons, needles, cotton filters, water, etc...) which has
also been shown to be a transmission route for HIV. The sharing rate is reported
to be roughly 33% (i.e., one or more occasions of sharing drug paraphernalia)
for both males and females using injectable drugs (Rosenthal, Moore 8 Buzwell,
1994). Here again, the literature does not investigate the relationship problems

that arise for youth who do not want to share needles and paraphernalia. In my
experience working with IV drug users I learned that there is a code of behaviour
around using drugs and that code reinforces comradeship among street kids
who use. Questions like what the psychosocial consequences are for youth who
refuse to engage in communal drug use or refuse to share paraphernalia are
missing from the literature but probably do affect sharing, and are of significant
importance. Despite the absence from h e literature, these issues are realities on
the street and do correspond to a greater psychosocial issue for street kids,
namely that of relationships and the manifestations thereof among street friends.
My questions are: do kids realize the risk that they run by using? By sharing? If
they do understand, what is at risk for them as they engage in high h k
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behaviouf? Is it worth it to them to share anyway, is that the price of belonging?
Additionally, clarity around how kids cope with HIV from a psychological point of
view, is missing from the literature since it is primarily concerned with the overt
behaviour of drug use and abuse.
Sexual Behaviour
Little is known about the sexual behaviours of homeless adolescents
(Forst, 1994). Prevalence rates on sexual activity among homeless youth have
been reported as high as 92% (Greenblatt 8 Robertson, 1993). Given that
statistic, it is astonishing to learn that as many as 30% of homeless youth report
never using a condom (Koopman et al., 1994), and 30% of sexually active youth
report having more than 10 partners in the previous year (Greenblatt &
Robertson, 1993).
Aside from the frightening statistics reported above, there are real
concerns about the HIV risk among the adolescent homeless population. Part of
the problem is that youth may practice safe sex when working in the sex trade
(Russell, 1998), but when it comes to their personal relationships the concepts
of safety and protection do not seem to apply (Athey, 1991). The issue becomes

further complicated by sexual activity with IV drug users. In one study, 18% of
respondents reported knowingly

having sex with an IVDU (Greenblatt &

Robertson. 1993). And lastly, unprotected sex, which seems to be frequent
between friends and lovers on the street, leads to an astonishing rate of teenage
pregnancy. Athey (1991) cites the prevalence rate for pregnancy at 31% among
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homeless women between the ages of sixteen and nineteen.
These data depict a lifestyle which, among other things, is hazardous to
the adolescents' health. Between higher rates of substance abuse, and a strong
correlation between ftequent abuse of substances, and increased numbers of
sexual partners (Koopman eta[., 1994; Radford et al., 1991), coupled with
unsafe sex practices (i.e., inconsistent or non-existent condom use), and IV drug
use, homeless adolescents are at increased risk for both HIV and other sexually
transmitted diseases. What is relevant to me however, is the differential use of
condoms in sexual behaviour between friends and sexual behaviour for work (or
shelter, food, or drugs). For example, what Ilearned while working on the street
is that this difference is particularly problematic for adolescent men, who identify

themselves as heterosexual, but who engage in homosexual prostitution, and
then engage in intercourse with their female friends thereafter, without
protection. Research studies that investigate sex, drugs and any combination
thereof has not conceived of the problems broadly enough to take in the
multifarious problematics of life on the street There seems to be a lacuna in the
literature regarding the pressure felt by youth on the street to behave in specific
ways, and more broadly, how their particular sense of the future effects their
decision making processes around adhering to safer behaviours. Russell (998)
I
found that sexually transmitted disease risk increased with time on the street for
young women, especially as they may be engaging in sexual risk-taking. She
suggested that the increased risk correlated to the increased time perhaps as a
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result of pressure on the street to engage in either sex-work, or to engage in sex
on the street with peen. But despite these informative statistics, we do not know
what the issues are beyond the tallying of overt behavioun represented in the
literature.
Suicide
Suicide is a significant concern for the street youth population. Thirty to

37% of adolescent runaways report attempting suicide at least once, with 20 to
50% making more than one attempt (Rotheram Borus, 1993; Stiffinan, 1989a).

Over the last twenty-five years, the adolescent suicide rate in the general
population has increased roughly 300% culminating in an alarming rate of 10
deaths for every 100,000 adolescents (Rotheram Borus, 1993). This statistic
says nothing about how many attempted suicides there are. What still remains
unclear, despite the statistics, is what makes street youth particularly vulnerable
to suicidal acts and ideation? Rotheram Borus (1993) suggests that the stressful
life of the street, coupled with youths' troubled backgrounds creates an
atmosphere for depression and increased risk for suicide. Russell (1998) found
that homeless youth who had spent days without food had attempted suicide 3.9

times more often than kids who had not spent days without food. As well,
sexually abused youth seem to be at particular risk for suicide (Kurtz, Kurtz &
Jarvis, 1991;Janus et al., 1987; McConnack et al.. 1986; Rimsza et al.. 1988)
which suggests that the destructive

families that produce runaways (throwaways

etc...) may inadvertently kill them. Confirmatory evidence exists in that homeless
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adolescents cite difficulty at home as the most common precipitating factor
leading to their suicide attempt (Rotheram Borus, 1993; Stifhan, 1989a).
Moreover, 80% of the adolescents responding to a survey about suicide
reported that they made the attempt the same day that they thought about killing
themselves (Stifhan, 1989a). This is a troubling finding since the literature does
not explain what particular events of that day made the adolescent decide that
slhe would attemptlcommit suicide? I wonder about whether or not the temporal
lay out of thinking and attempting suicide is different for adolescents on the
street as compared to adolescents living at home. With the numbers as alarming

as they are, perhaps some of the mitigating factors around life on the street and
the particular incidents that led up to the suicidelattempt could be investigated to
expose what seems to be a bit of a mystery in the literature (Rotheram BONS,
1993). And, as has been shown with respect to other issues confronting street

youth, the literature does not seems to be broad enough, holistic enough, or
deep enough to uncover the experiences youth face as they face themselves,
society, and life on the street. What does their despair mean? Although Bradley
(1997) begins to ask these questions, and reports that 16.9% of the sample
reported feeling lonely, these measures are part of a depression scale and are
not connected into the textures and complexities of life on the street for kids. Are
street kids hopeless, helpless, lost, sad? These are the kinds of questions I
think would open up the space in which kids' experiences could be understood.
Suicide and sexual orientation. Another significant issue around suicide
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on the street is the number of homeless gay and lesbian adolescents (Kruks,
1991). It is estimated that between 18- 40% of homeless adolescents are gay or

lesbian (Nelson, 1994; Russell, 1998). In addition to the stresses that all youth
on the street share, homosexual youth face increased levels of stress as a result

of their orientation, in fact sexual orientation is often cited as the precipitating
factor for leaving home (Kruks, j991). The suicide rate among gay and lesbian
adolescents is roughly three times the average for heterosexual adolescents
(Gentry & Eron, 1993, cited in Nelson, 1994), and of known adolescent suicide
30% are identified as gay or lesbian. These findings seem to be consistent with

the increased risk for suicide among sexually abused homeless adolescents.
The risk of suicide among these youth (sexually abused and homosexual) seems
to be exacerbated by their particular issues in addition to the stresses of street
life and is a serious concern for the well being of kids on the street.
Conclusions and Directions
It is clear that adolescents who flee or are kicked out of home face

substantial obstacles and risks for healthy (physically and emotionally),
functional lives. I have tried to provide information about the substantive
components of the literature by (a) investigating whatever is known about the
antecedents of wanting to leave home and the sequelae events around leaving
the home, and (b) providing data about the overt characteristics of life on the

street Throughout Ihave attempted to demonstrate how the literature has
contributed to what we know or understand about the realities of life on the
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street for adolescents and conversely, what the literature has failed to explicate.
I've tried to illustrate specifically where the literature is deficient in dealing with
psychological, emotional, and/or social aspects of life on the street by posing
questions throughout the text that the literature has raised for me. I believe that
the gaps in the literature are staggering. Both from substantive as well as
methodological points of view, these gaps nonetheless have served as the
impetus for this study.
There are many issues related to homeless adolescents that are not
represented in the literature or are minimally mentioned. Although the research

has defined, described, and delineated between kinds of homeless adolescents,
their familial circumstances, and their lives on the street, the literature has not
provided a comprehensive picture of the experiences of these youngsters. For
the most part, the literature is fragmented and compartmentalized. Issue by
issue, researchers have dissected and investigated components of the
phenomenon, leaving trails of the parts without any sense of the whole. In an
effort to explicate certain aspects of the street, the literature has become dehumanized. I have attempted to explicate where dehumanization has occurred
by deconstructing the literature in a search for what is and what is not present in
it.

Part of the process of deciphering what is going on with homeless

adolescents has led to a dichotomy between academic pursuits in research and
the lived circumstances of street life. There has been a focus on over?,
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behavioural, and measurable aspects of homelessness and somewhat of a
disregard for the experiences therein, that is, the lived realities of youth have
been reduced to prevalence rates. in recent efforts (e.g., Carlen, 1996; Lundy,
1995, Hagan & McCarthy, 1997), researchers have been approaching the topic

in a more holistic manner and have been bringing to bear the complexities of this
phenomenon. I am encouraged by some of the studies I have seen and hope
that a more ecological approach continues to evolve in connecting the lived
experiences of street life to the academic discourses which take up these issues.
From my standpoint, there are issues which I would expect the literature
to address. I have tried to interweave the unanswered questions into the above
text. Still there are other issues which are minimally represented in the literature

and would be excellent sources of information in understanding street kids.
These include (a) issues around partner battery; (b) gender roles on the street
(e.g., Pfeffeq1997); (c) racism on the street, including the emergence, and

growing popularity, of a strong Nazi youth movement (i.e., Skin Heads); (d) the
role of patriarchy on the street and the pecking order among street kids; (e) the
importance of friends on the street, including concepts of street families, (e.g.,
Plyrnpton, 1997); and (f) violence on the street specifically around issues of fear.

There are additional substantive issues which Ithink are missing from the
literature.
The following group of gaps in the literature conespond to issues that

frame the experience of being an adolescent on the street. These issues
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include: (a) understanding the transitions that adolescents make at a number of
different stages in making the street their home including: (i) first arriving on the
street, (ii) getting to know the ropes of the street, (iii) finding out about senrices,

(iv) surviving the street, and (v) getting off the street; (b) understanding kids'
perceptions about mainstream adults, and looking at the effects of those views
on service delivery, and intenrentions; (c) looking at street life from the
perspective of the postmodernist, as an alternative to mainstream, capitalist,
urban life; and (d) investigating the interface between the phenomenon of being
a street kid and the services that are set up to respond to the needs of this
population, including service providers and policy makers. It would also be
interesting to explore how youth on the street experience themselves as welfare
recipients and drop-in attendees. How do kids interpret the discourses of the
street? How do they make meaning of themselves, of society, and of street life?
How does the world appear to street kids and what role does the mainstream
have in creating that vision?
Another interesting component of the literature which became apparent to
me is the way in which youth have been characterized. According to the findings

of the studies that investigate street youth, a composite depiction of a homeless
adolescent might look as follows: a substance abusing, prostituting, suicidal,
sexually promiscuous (with little regard for health issues) criminal young person
who has somehow failed and ended up on the street There is an overwhelming
body of research which depicts the unfortunate reality of homeless adolescents.
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This research objectifies street youth. It connotes that these youth are the
undesirable 'other'; they are the disenfranchised; they are the marginalized, the
sub-culture from which mainstream society wants to distance itself. As previously
mentioned, there is too little mentioned of survival skills, of resilience or coping
mechanisms, or of anything framed in a positive way. There is similarly little
mention of the social context in which issues like abuse and poverty arise and
the ramifications thereof for street kids (for an exception see Hagan 8 McCarthy,
1997). The focus is upon the adolescent on the street separate and apart from
the society that produces them and helps to structure their lives as 'other'.

From my perspective, this body of literature is located in the positivistic
paradigm which assumes a singular view of reality, and has utilized the

'scientific' method for finding the answers. Consistent with that philosophy, it

follows that the problematic nature of this body of research stems from the
ovenhelmingly singular approach to understanding street kids and their lives. I
found that the vast majority of the studies which I reviewed utilized selfreportlsuwey type measures to facilitate descriptive and discriminant analyses

with the goal of expounding on the issues related to adolescent hornelessness
(and the components thereof). Although the kinds of data that are gathered from
these kinds of studies have provided me with the starting point for this study, I
believe that there are intrinsic problems with self-report, survey type studies.
Like any questionnaire these kinds of investigations do not have the facility to
delve into the deeper meanings that street kids ascribe to their lives, nor do they
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capture the experienced realities of these kids from their points of view. I submit
that because of the pervasive use of quantitative designs a certain kind of
knowledge has been put forward with respect to street kids. The result of this
kind of research is that we're left with a specific kind of information. This is to say
that although we may be able to predict that 75% of female street kids have
been sexually abused, we know very little about who these people are; what
their lives are like; what running to the street has given them; what stories they
tell about themselves, about us, about their lives; and who they think they'll be in
the future. More simply put, the literature that has been accumulated in the street

kid domain has all but left out the protagonists themselves in the street scene.
I believe that there is sufficient information about what kinds of issues

confront street youth (Iam specifically refemng to overt characteristics and
behaviours exhibited by street kids and measurable/quantifiable by researchers).
Quantitative research has achieved the important goal of describing and defining
youth at risk and youth on the street This is evidenced by prevalence rates for
drug use, sexual behaviour, prostitution involvement, criminal benaviour and so

on. Research must now re-construct the phenomenon experienced by street
kids. Information is needed to inform on how street kids make meaning of their
lives. Understanding is critical to inform on the complexity of this phenomenon.
Both from querying how youth structure their lives, as well as a probing how

society helps structure street kids lives, issues of self and identity are certain to
emerge. A synthesis of information between the academe and homeless
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adolescents must be undertaken to develop a comprehensive picture of the
experience of living on the street. This may enable service providers to deliver
what is needed, and would also enable the academe to reconnect to the lived
experiences of street kids.
Lastly, the paradigm in which homeless adolescents have traditionally
been studied must include variety. The positivistic, reductionist model seems to
be inadequate in presenting a broader sense of what happens to these
adolescents on the street. In other words, the positivist model has its limitations

as does any other kind of research approach. Since there has been little
qualitative research done with street kids, 1 believe that an opportunity exists to
approach the phenomenon from a wholly different perspective.

To this end, I

would like to shift paradigmatic gears with this population, in an effort to meet
adolescents where they are at, and to listen to the stories that they tell about
their lives.
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Appendix 4: Covering Letter and Consent Form
Coven'ncr Letter
Dear Participant,
My name is Marjie. I am a graduate student in Counselling Psychology at the
University of Calgary. I am conducting a research project under the supervision of
Dr. Sharon Robertson, as part of the requirements towards a Ph.D. degree. The goal
of this letter is to tell you about what Iam doing and why 1 am doing it so that you can
make an informed decision regarding your participation. The name of my study is
"Looking for Home: An Interpretive Study Investigating the Lived Experiences of
Homeless Adolescents".

The purpose of this study is to find out what being a street kid is like. I am
interested in whatever is meaningful to you as a street kid, whatever experiences.
processes, and feelings are involved in living on the street in a city. I am interested
in whatever meanings you make in life about all kinds of topics. Basically, I am
wanting you to tell your story, in your words.
Your participation in this study would involve at least two interviews with me.
The interviews would be about an hour or two each and would involve talking about
experiences on the street,and pemaps whatever led you tofaway from the street. I
will want to audio-tape our conversations to keep a record of what we talk about
Between interviews. I would transcribe (type out) our conversation and bring it to you
so that you could read it and comment on it, or clarify stuff you had left out or wanted
to add.
All the interview material we create together is confidential and will be marked
only with the pseudonym (pretend name) that you choose. You would be free to see
all my material, including my dissertation, and even if you agree to participate in this
study, you may withdraw at any time without any penalty whatsoever. Everything that
is related to this study will be kept in a locked cabinet My supervisory committee and
I will be the only people who have access to it After the study is completed, Iwill
destroy some study materials but Imay keep some transcripts so that Imay refer to
them in potential future presentations or reports. Remember, transcripts will only
have your pseudonym on them and will not be identifiable to anybody.
As Iwill be asking you to talk about experiences that are personal, there is a
chance that you may reveal information about your life that is eaher painful or that
causes you some discomfort During our conversations you are always free to direct
what we do and do not talk about As wall, during the course of our interviews I will
do whatever Ican to help and support you. If you feel that you would like to explore
certain issues in greater depth and/or work on them on a longer-term basis, Iwill
help secure additional counselling with another counsellor.

If you are interested in participating in this study, and would like to share your
experiences of being a street kid, or if you would like more information about the
study, please contact me at 220-5667. You may also contact my Supervisor Dr.
Sharon Robertson at 220-5651, the Ofice of the Chair, Faculty of Education Joint
Ethics Committee at 220-5626, or the Office of the Vice-P resident (research) at 2203381. Two copies of the consent form are provided. Please fill both out, return one
signed copy to me and keep the other for your records?
Thank you for your interest, and your cooperation,
Sincerely,

Majie

26 Please note that this covering letter and aarrmpanying consent form ware written and
approved in June of 199% As I've explained, the trajectory of my research did not go as planned
(see chapter two),and alternate actions were undertaken. Only three of fifteen kids interviewed
with me twice and transcripts were not available for their perusal. Also,it was not possible to reconnect with the kids that I had spoken to in order to discuss my analyses because they
'disappeared' in the later months of the fall of 1998, and 1 had no way to get in touch with them.
Although I handed out cards with a phone number at the university so that the kids could get in
touch with me, over a seven month pried, I had only one phone call. And, even going down to
the street to find this kid (who phoned) didn't result in a amtact. I have continued to look for
street kids periodically. I think that they wutd love to read and comment on this document, but I
have not succeeded in finding them.
As it turned out, instead of the hermeneutic cirde being propelled by a collaborative
team (i.e,, myself, the kids, and the literature), reflecting on multiple interviews and the analyses
in between, Idealt with the data as a whole and turned my hemeneuticcirde with the data, my
reflections, my experiences on the street, and the literature. In retrospect, given my experience
with street kids, Idon't know why Ithought that Iwas going to be able to engage in two interviews
per street kid, let alone confer with them over transcripts. These kids are on the move. in the
main, and are
hard to locate come the cold winter months- Moreover, as a result of
been
me not being situated in an agency, I~ l a as h harder to find than I might have othewonse
Providing the phone contact was fairly usefess, but Iwanted to make sure that if they wnted to
connect with me or get in contact with a counselllor, that l could provide that service.
In terms of the compositestories referred to above, thatsugge&on was offered as part
of the conditions on which my ethics approval was based. It assumed, however, that street kids
were going to tell me about the their fives beforecoming to the street, and that I ~ l a going
s
to
have to Mur the identifying boundaries between kids to protect their anonymity. Although most
kids did speak about their family histonones
to introducethemselves, thetopics which emerged
from asking them to tell m e what it's like to be a street kid dealt with the conditions of the street,
and my wrib'ng about that does not jeopardize their iderrtit=

Consent Form
(pseudonym only), hereby give my consent to
1,
participate in the research project entitled "Looking for Home: An Interpretive Study
Investigating the Lived Experiences of Homeless Adolescents".
I understand that such consent means that Iwill participate in at least two
audio-taped interviews of one to Mo hours in length,and possibly participate in
additional interviews as needed and negotiated between myself and the researcher
(Maqie).

I understand that participation in this project is completely voluntary and may
be terminated at any time by myself or by the researcher. If Ichoose to withdraw
from this study for any reason I will not be penalized in any way.
I also understand that Iwill be able to talk about the things that are important
to me and will be able to direct the interviews in terms of the choices Imake
regarding what I do and what I do not want to talk about. I understand that if I decide
that I want counselling, the researcher will provide support to me and will also help
to arrange that

I understand that the researcher and her supervisory committee will be the
only people ho will have access to intenriew materials, and that this material will be
stored in a locked cabinet until the completion of the researcher's dissertation. At
that point, I understand that some materials will be destroyed but some materials
may be kept and used for other projects and publications. My idenWy will be kept
confidential by the use of a pseudonym of my choosing and there will be no
identifying information about me in the transcripts. I understand that altering certain
identifying inforrnation is my choice and will do so in conjunct with the researcher. I
also understand that because of legal and ethical issues around research with
minors, the researcher is going to write stories about street kids that combine a
whole bunch of stories together (composite stories). This measure is being taken to
ensure my anonymity and I understand that identifying information will not be used.
I have been given a copy of this consent form for my records. I understand
that if I have any questions Ican contact the researcher, Majie, at 220-5667, her
supervisor, Dr. Sharon Robertson, at 220-5651, the Office of the Chair, Faculty of
Education Joint Ethics Committee at 220-5626, or the office of the Vice-President
(Research) at 220-3381.
--

date
participant's printed pseudonym

-

-

-

--

signature of participant (pseudonym)

